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Abstract

Systems which automatically transcribe carefully dictated speech are now commercially
available, but their performance degrades dramatically when the speaking style of users
becomes more relaxed or conversational. This dissertation focuses on techniques that
aim to improve the robustness of statistical speech transcription systems to conversa-
tional speaking styles.

The dissertation shows first that the performance degradation occuring as speech be-
comes more conversational is severe and is partially attributable to differences in the
acoustic realizations of sentences. Hypothesizing that the quantifiably wider range of
pronunciation in conversational speech contributes to these differences, the dissertation
then focuses on techniques for modelling the phonological processes underlying pronun-
ciation change. Such techniques may be classified as explicit (operating at or close to
the level of the word pronunciation dictionary) or implicit (operating at or close to the
subword statistical models of the acoustic signal) and both types are considered.

An existing explicit technique, motivated by linear phonology and originally evaluated
on a dictated speech task, has recently been extended for conversational speech tasks.
Rather than model pronunciations using phonemic units (which are by definition abstract
units with highly variable acoustic realizations), a statistical mapping is constructed from
the abstract phonemic units to their context-dependent realizations as surface phonetic
units (which are by definition less abstract and less variable in acoustic realizations). If
the map from phonemic units to phonetic realizations is sufficiently accurate, the task of
modelling the acoustic realizations of words should be simplified. Small but statistically
significant performance improvements can be obtained on the SWITCHBOARD transcrip-
tion task. However, further experiments by the author and by other researchers suggest
that schemes modelling pronunciation change in terms of speech “segments” have only
limited potential.

This analysis suggests a more implicit approach capable of describing variable degrees
of pronunciation change at levels below the segment may be more appropriate. This
motivates investigation into a family of statistical models that could form the basis of
such an approach: Loosely-coupled or Factorial Hidden Markov Models (FHMMs). The
theory of FHMMs is described and it is then shown that they generalize several standard
speech models. Two specific FHMMs are investigated. Analysis of an existing FHMM in
the literature - the Mixed-Memory Assumption FHMM - finds it has potential weaknesses
for speech modelling. This leads us to propose a new FHMM - the Parameter-Tied FHMM
- which makes fewer a-priori assumptions about the data to be modelled. Estimation
and decoding of FHMMs is potentially computationally expensive, so approximate al-
gorithms are also developed. Empirical studies using the ISOLET speech classification
task show (1) FHMMs scale to speech modelling tasks (2) the Parameter-Tied FHMM
achieves performance comparable to the Mixed-Memory Assumption FHMM for speech
modelling and (3) identify an approximate algorithm for decoding and estimation that
is adequate for more extensive experimentation. A short study using the TI DIGITS task
shows that FHMMs can be scaled to continuous speech recognition whilst continuing to
achieve classification performance competitive with more conventional models.

The thesis ends with a summary and possible directions for future research.

Keywords: speech recognition, pronunciation variability, pronunciation modelling, deci-
sion tree pronunciation model, Hidden Markov Model, Factorial Hidden Markov Model,
multiple loosely-coupled time series, variational approximation, chainwise Viterbi algo-
rithm, ISOLET, TI DIGITS, SWITCHBOARD, MULTIREG.
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Abbreviations

ASR Automatic Speech Recognition
DBN Dynamic Bayesian Network
FHMM Factorial Hidden Markov Model
HMM Hidden Markov Model
LWER Lattice Word Error Rate
ML Maximum Likelihood
MM-FHMM Mixed-Memory Assumption Factorial Hidden Markov Model
PDF Probability Density Function
PER Phone Error Rate
PMF Probability Mass Function
PT-FHMM Parameter-tied Factorial Hidden Markov Model
SWB Switchboard Conversational Speech Corpus
WER Word Error Rate
%C % Correct (classification tasks)
%Acc % Accuracy (recognition tasks) where % Acc = 100 - WER
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Mathematical Notation

jAj determinant of matrix A
cofij(A) cofactor of Aij in A
A�1 inverse of matrix A
AT transpose of vector/matrix A
Card(S) cardinality of a set S
P (:) probability mass function
p(:) probability density function

General Model Notation

� current values for all model parameters
�̂ updated values for all model parameters
�̂ updated model parameter �
ik state in k-th chain
jk state in k-th chain
�k set of states in k-th chain
Nk = Card(�k) number of states in k-th chain
N number of states in each chain, when all chains are assumed to have

same number of states
I = (i1; : : : ; iK) metastate
J = (j1; : : : ; jK) metastate
�meta set of metastates in a loosely-coupled model
Sjsk = jk the set of S = (s1; : : : ; sK) 2 �meta such that sk = jk

Dk dimensionality of observations in kth time series
D dimensionality of observations in each time series, when all streams

are assumed to have same dimensionality
okt observation at time t in time series k
Ot combined observation vector (o1t ; : : : ; o

K
t )

O observation sequence O1; : : : ;OT

skt state occupied in chain k at time t
St metastate (s1t ; : : : ; s

K
t ) occupied at time t

S sequence of metastates S1; : : : ;ST
S set fSg of possible metastate sequences S of length T
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MM-FHMM Notation

xkt hidden variable 2 f1; : : : ;Kg indicating the component of St�1
which determines the matrix used for the transition into skt

Xt vector of hidden variables (x1t ; : : : ; x
K
t )

X the sequence X1; : : : ;XT

X set fXg of possible X sequences of length T
ykt hidden variable 2 f1; : : : ;Kg indicating the component of St

which determines the output probability for okt
Yt vector of hidden variables (y1t ; : : : ; y

K
t )

Y the sequence Y1; : : : ;YT

Y set fYg of possible Y sequences of length T
�kl(jk) MM-FHMM cross-prior matrix
akl(jkjil) MM-FHMM cross-transition matrix
bkl(okt ji

l) MM-FHMM cross-emission distribution
�k(l) MM-FHMM transition-related mixture weights
 k(l) MM-FHMM observation-related mixture weights

PT-FHMM Notation

Cobs;k an equivalence class of metastates for stream k observation distributions
Cobs;k set of all such equivalence classes Cobs;k for stream k
Ctrans;k an equivalence class of metastates for chain k transition distributions
Ctrans;k set of all such equivalence classes Ctrans;k for chain k
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1
Introduction

Voice-controlled systems and software which automatically produce transcriptions of
speech are becoming increasingly common. The performance of these systems has im-
proved sufficiently that people are often surprised to learn that the automatic speech
transcription (or recognition) problem is far from solved. The reason for this discrep-
ancy is clear once we examine the dimensions of difficulty in the task:

� noise: quiet $ environmental and channel noise;

� speaker diversity: small set of known speakers $ multiple, unknown speakers;

� fluency of speech: isolated words $ continuous speech;

� speaking style: carefully articulated speech $ casual or conversational speech;

� accent: native speaker $ non-native speaker;

� vocabulary words and vocabulary size: restricted, easily distinguishable words $
unconstrained vocabulary;

� dialogue initiative (for interactive systems): tightly constrained by system$mixed-
or user-controlled.

Today’s systems achieve good performance by restricting tasks along one or more of these
axes. Voice-controlled systems such as air ticket reconfirmation or cinema information
lines typically use a highly restricted, system-controlled dialogue structure to ensure that
responses are (mostly) short utterances using a restricted vocabulary. Transcription sys-
tems for desktop PCs perform best when used in a quiet environment by a known user
employing carefully dictated speech. In contrast, the goal of current speech research
is to design systems which operate well at the extremes of all dimensions of difficulty.
Tasks being addressed by the research community at the time of writing include the tran-
scription of real radio and television news broadcasts (eg. [57]) and the transcription of
informal telephone conversations between strangers (eg. [54]). The most ambitious task
under consideration requires the “processing (transcription, query, search and structural
representation) of audio recorded from informal, natural, and even impromptu meetings
... where the conversation may take place without any preparation, so that we cannot
require special instrumentation to facilitate later speech processing (such as close-talking
or array microphones)” [111]. These types of problem are not yet solved: recently re-
ported benchmark error rates are 12-15% for broadcast news transcription [66], 25-40%
for conversational telephone speech transcription [67] and 46.5% for preliminary at-
tempts at meeting transcription [111].

This thesis focuses on just one dimension of difficulty, speaking style, and more specifi-
cally issues associated with transcribing speech which is conversational, as opposed to
read or dictated. It begins by showing that casual or conversational speaking styles pose

12
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greater difficulty to today’s state-of-the-art transcription systems than do formal or dic-
tated speaking styles; it then supplies evidence to suggest that this may be attributed, at
least in part, to the increased pronunciation or phonological variability found in conversa-
tional speech. The thesis then identifies assumptions made by current recognizer designs
that may underlie this lack of robustness to conversational pronunciation variability. The
background is then set for the main part of the thesis, which proposes and evaluates
schemes for improving transcription accuracy on this type of speech.

1.1 Detailed Organization Of Thesis

The next chapter introduces terminology by briefly reviewing the statistical framework
for speech transcription used in almost all conventional systems. Chapter 3 begins by
presenting an empirical study which shows conversational speaking styles are more “dif-
ficult” for current state-of-the-art transcription systems. It then discusses the differences
between read or dictated speech and casual, conversational speech and uses the results of
the empirical study to conclude that at least part of the difficulties associated with con-
versational speech transcription may be attributed to the increased phonological vari-
ability found in conversational speech. The chapter then highlights aspects of current
recognizer designs that may be inadequate to model this increased variability: the pro-
nunciation dictionary and the stochastic model of acoustic observations. Schemes having
the ultimate goal of improving robustness to phonological variability fall into two broad
classes. The distinction will be defined more carefully in Chapter 4 but in general terms
explicit approaches modify the pronunciation dictionary to be more representative of the
style of speech to be transcribed whereas implicit approaches operate closer to the level
of the model of the acoustic observations. The main part of this thesis considers both ex-
plicit and implicit schemes. Chapter 4 reviews explicit pronunciation modelling schemes
and Chapter 5 extends a standard technique for dictated speech pronunciation modelling
to conversational speech. Analysis of the results motivates investigation into an implicit
pronunciation modelling approach: specifically, an approach that would allow more in-
formation about speech production and phonological processes to be incorporated into
the acoustic modelling scheme. Chapter 6 reviews related modelling schemes, many of
which are generalized by the models discussed in Chapter 7. Parameter estimation and
decoding for this family of models is potentially computationally intensive. New algo-
rithms may be necessary to apply them to large vocabulary speech tasks and Chapter 8
presents some possible schemes. Chapter 9 evaluates the new models and algorithms.
The thesis ends with conclusions and an outline of possible future work.
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Statistical Framework For Speech Recognition

This chapter introduces terminology used in later chapters by briefly reviewing the sta-
tistical framework for speech transcription used in almost all conventional systems.

2.1 Basic Framework

The statistical formulation of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) problem is due
to [9]. An acoustic preprocessor converts the speech waveform into a sequence of obser-
vations or acoustic vectorsO = o1; : : : ;oT , which represents the acoustic evidence upon
which the recognizer will make a decision. The recognizer seeks the word sequence W�

such that

W� = argmax
W

p(WjO) (2.1)

= argmax
W

p(OjW)P (W) (2.2)

whereW = w1; : : : ; wN denotes a valid word sequence. Probability p(OjW) is provided
by an acoustic model and P (W) by a language model; the parameters of these models are
typically estimated independently. Maximization of Equation 2.1 over all W is referred
to as decoding. These stages will now be described in more detail.

2.2 Acoustic Preprocessing

The acoustic preprocessing scheme is often dictated by the distributional assumptions
made by the chosen acoustic modelling scheme. Thus, when the acoustic modelling

PRONUNCIATION
DICTIONARY

ACOUSTIC
PREPROCESSOR

O

LANGUAGE
MODEL

ay ay kl
W

P(W)

i like ... ACOUSTIC
MODELay l ay k P(O|W)

Figure 2.1 Statistical Framework For Speech Transcription
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scheme is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) using diagonal covariance, multi-
variate Gaussian observation distributions (see Chapter 6), the acoustic representation is
generally chosen to be vectors of Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) since the
elements are approximately decorrelated.

MFCCs [32] are obtained using the following procedure. The digitized speech waveform
is divided into (possibly overlapping) sections or frames of equal length. A window (eg.
Hamming) is applied to each frame to remove boundary effects. The Fast Fourier Trans-
form is then used to produce a spectral representation eg. [132], which is filtered using
Mel-scale-spaced [159] filter banks, as in eg. [180]. The final step takes the log of the
Fourier components, and then rotates the resulting vector using a Discrete Cosine Trans-
form eg. [132]. An optional cepstral truncation step drops high order cepstral coefficients
to reduce the dimensionality of the acoustic vector, which can be viewed simply as a pro-
cedure for spectral smoothing or as a means of retaining the more perceptually important
parts of the speech spectrum. In a typical final step, first-order (delta)and second-order
(delta-delta) regression coefficients are appended to the acoustic vector [4, 46]. This is
a heuristic but effective technique compensating for conditional independence assump-
tions made by HMMs (which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6).

2.3 Acoustic Modelling Using HMMs

The acoustic model estimates p(OjW). Most current commercial and research systems
use HMMs, a stochastic model of discrete time series data. This is partly due to the
existence of efficient algorithms for maximum likelihood parameter estimation and for
recognition, as described in eg. [131].

For isolated word classification tasks with sufficient training data, each W is a single
word and can be modelled by a single HMM. For tasks with insufficient data or for
continuous speech tasks, an HMM is formed for each word or word sequence W by
concatenating HMMs modelling subword units; these are generally phoneme-like units,
although other units have been considered eg. syllables [50] and diphones [137, 134].
The mapping from word sequences to sequences of subword units is performed by a
pronunciation dictionary or lexicon. This scheme for creating a sentence-level acoustic
model is often termed the beads-on-a-string procedure.

Context-dependent models acknowledge the influence of context on the realization of
sounds. A separate model is constructed for each subword unit in the context of an
arbitrary number of units to the left and/or right. Triphone-based systems are common,
in which sub-word units are phonemes and each HMM represents a phoneme in the con-
text of a distinct preceding and following phoneme. Triphone models may or may not be
used across word boundaries, and may or may not be made additionally dependent upon
presence or absence of a word-boundary. Context-dependent modelling significantly in-
creases the number of model parameters to be estimated: the most common solution
uses some form of parameter or distribution tying, in which equivalence classes are de-
fined between model constructs (eg. HMM states) and then constructs in the same class
share the same parameters for associated distributions. Schemes for determining classes
include [7, 95, 122].

Chapter 4 discusses formation of the acoustic model in more detail.
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2.4 Language Modelling

The language model provides estimates of

P (W) =

NY
n=1

P (wnjwn�1; : : : ; w1)

where this follows by the chain rule. Since typical vocabulary sizes V are in the tens
of thousands or more, the parameter space is too large to allow robust estimation. The
number of parameters can be reduced by defining equivalence classes between word
histories using a function h(wn�1; : : : ; w1) and assuming

P (W) =

NY
n=1

P (wnjh(wn�1; : : : ; w1))

Language Modelling research considers functions h and methods for obtaining robust
model parameters p(wnjh(wn�1; : : : ; w1)) from finite training data. Most state-of-the-art
recognizers use the N -gram model in which:

h(wn�1; : : : ; w1)
def
= wn�1; : : : ; wn�N+1

Typically N = 2; 3; 4 (termed bi-, tri- or four-gram models respectively). Maximum-
likelihood estimates for N -gram model parameters are simply relative frequency esti-
mates. However, for a vocabulary of V words, there are V N potential N -grams and
training data is finite: even for N = 2; 3 it may be too sparse to obtain reliable esti-
mates if V is relatively large. Smoothing techniques attempt to improve the robustness
of parameter estimates; examples include deleted interpolation [74], discounting eg.
[116], back-off [80] and maximum entropy models eg. [145]; an empirical comparison
of techniques is provided by [24].

The N -gram model captures only local constraints and ignores higher-level structure.
Many more sophisticated models have been investigated. Most have limited success eg.
[8] although some recent papers report interesting results eg. [11, 179, 22].

2.5 Decoding

The decoder seeks argmaxW p(OjW)P (W). Decoding using full acoustic likelihoods
p(OjW) is possible eg. [9]. However, for efficiency most decoders make a Viterbi approx-
imation ie. letting S = S1; : : : ;ST denote a state sequence through the HMM for word
sequence W, then it is assumed p(OjW) � argmaxS p(O;SjW). The maximizing state
sequence can be obtained using the efficient Viterbi algorithm [168, 131, 181].

Decoding is a search problem. Since exhaustive search is generally intractable for large
vocabulary tasks, search reduction strategies such as path pruning are employed and con-
sequently the hypothesis obtained may not be optimal. Decoding research attempts to
improve the organization and representation of the search space, the schemes for reduc-
ing search and the computation required to evaluate hypothesis costs under particular
search schemes eg. [115, 122, 41]. A standard high-level scheme for reducing search
costs uses a multiple stage approach to the search: lattices of alternative hypotheses are
produced for each utterance using simple language and acoustic models; each lattice rep-
resents a reduced search space which can be explored using more sophisticated models
eg. [112, 136, 152, 183].
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2.6 Adaptation and Normalization

Models trained on domain-specific data generally outperform models trained on data
from other domains where adequate domain-specific data is available. Similarly, models
trained on speaker-specific data outperform models trained on data from several speak-
ers where sufficient data exists. Model-based adaptation techniques attempt to modify
generic language or acoustic models to achieve performance of domain- or speaker-
specific models by adjusting model parameters to be more appropriate for the speech
to be transcribed (with respect to eg. individual speaker or speaker group characteristics,
noise characteristics, topic etc). Normalization techniques attempt to map all test speech
to have characteristics closer to some canonical representation. Later chapters mention
two techniques.

Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) is a successful acoustic model adapta-
tion technique [35, 97]. Given data representative of the new speech to be transcribed
(adaptation data), one or more linear transformations of model parameters are estimated
using an ML criterion and then applied to transform the existing model set. These trans-
formations capture general relationships between the original model set and the current
speaker and (or) new acoustic environment and can adapt all model distributions based
on limited adaptation data. Variations upon this basic theme include [49, 47, 61, 177].

Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN) is a technique for normalizing the data from
particular speakers to compensate for variability in vocal tract length eg. [3, 96]. A
generic approach estimates “vocal tract length” parameters for each speaker and then
warps test speech accordingly. As with MLLR, many variations have been investigated
eg. [37, 170].

Many other adaptation and normalization techniques exist. Language model adaptation
is considered in eg. [25, 71, 89, 90]. Acoustic model adaptation is considered in eg. [1,
48, 51, 106]. Normalization techniques are considered in eg. [88, 164]. Combinations
of adaptation and normalization techniques, which may also be incorporated into model
estimation, are discussed in eg. [129, 165, 182].

2.7 Obtaining State-of-the-Art Performance

Research systems typically incorporate many additional techniques to obtain state-of-
the-art performance. Techniques falling into this category include (but are not restricted
to): use of alternative criteria in estimation or decoding eg. [55, 176], more complicated
acoustic models eg. [64, 103], more sophisticated language models eg. [117, 64, 89, 90],
multiple pronunciation lexicons, possibly including pronunciation probabilities eg. [26,
139], confidence estimation eg. [21] and multiple recognizer hypothesis combination
techniques eg. [43].
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Speaking Style and Its Effects

The introduction stated that conversational (as opposed to read or dictated) speech poses
serious problems for current transcription systems. This chapter begins by presenting
experimental results to quantify that statement. It then discusses differences between
dictated and conversational speech and, based on the experimental results, identifies
increased pronunciation or phonological variability as one particular aspect of conversa-
tional speech that may create difficulties for current systems. This leads us to consider
design assumptions in current recognizers that may result in an inadequate model of this
type of variability. These potential weaknesses in current designs are used to motivate
the research reported in the remainder of the thesis.

3.1 Effects Of Speaking Style On Transcription Accuracy

This section uses results obtained by the author and other researchers to demonstrate
the effects of speaking style on current state-of-the-art transcription systems.

3.1.1 Evidence Obtained Using The MULTI-REG Corpus

The following experiment, performed by the author, illustrates the extreme variation
in automatic transcription accuracy that results when speaking style changes from dic-
tated to conversational. It investigates the hypothesis that relatively poor conversational
speech transcription performance may be attributed to factors associated with speaking
style.

The experiment extends work performed at SRI [171, 172] and is based upon their
MULTI-REG corpus, which comprises conversations recorded in different speaking styles.
The two-phase data collection procedure is outlined below; [171, 172] give more details.

The initial phase of data collection recorded fifteen spontaneous conversations on pre-
assigned topics between newly acquainted individuals. Narrow-band (telephone band-
width) and wide-band versions were recorded simultaneously1. The original speakers
were later recalled to make two further recordings. They were handed transcripts of
their original spontaneous conversations and asked to read them in two ways: first read-
ing the transcript as if dictating it to a computer, then re-reading the same transcript as if
imitating a conversation. Again, simultaneous narrow- and wide-band recordings were
made for each of the two speaking styles. The resulting six renditions of the same con-
versation, controlled for two principle axes of variability (speaking style and recording
bandwidth), were used to test the basic hypothesis.

1The narrow-band recordings thus resemble Switchboard in content and bandwidth [54].
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Speaking Wideband Narrowband
Style (WSJ models) (SWB models)
reading 26.2% 26.1%
imitating 39.7% 29.5%
spontaneous 62.4% 43.2%

Table 3.1 WER for different speaking styles on the MULTI-REG test set

The experiment uses two HMM-based acoustic model sets, trained using the standard
HTK “recipe” as described in the HTK Book [180] or the Resource Management compo-
nent of the HTK V2.2 release. The first model set is trained using narrow-band, conver-
sational Switchboard (SWB) data [54]; the second is trained using wide-band, dictated
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) data [128]. Both model sets were used to transcribe all of the
MULTI-REG spoken utterances which have identical word-level reference transcriptions
across the six conditions2, whilst language model and decoder were fixed; the wide-
band, WSJ models were used to transcribe the wide-band versions of the MULTI-REG
recordings and the narrow-band, SWB models were used to transcribe the narrow-band
(telephone-bandwidth) versions of the MULTI-REG recordings. Table 3.1 presents the
corresponding word error rate (WER) results.

The first column shows the wide-band models trained on WSJ dictated speech are bet-
ter at transcribing read (dictated) MULTI-REG data than the more spontaneous versions
of the same utterances3. Note that the bandwidth of the test data is fixed (wide-band)
across all three tests in the first column. The second column shows degradation cannot
simply be attributed to the mismatch between the speaking styles in the training and
test sets, since (reconfirming the results of [171]) narrow-band models trained on spon-
taneous speech are again better at transcribing read and imitated-spontaneous speech
than truly spontaneous speech. Again, the bandwidth of the test data is fixed (narrow-
band) across all three tests in this second column. Note that although general trends in
results degradation can be compared between the wide and narrow-band experiments in
the first and second columns, the absolute error rate results are not directly comparable
across columns due to differences in the parameterization and model complexity of the
WSJ wide-band and SWB narrow-band models.

Decreasing accuracy with increasingly casual speaking style is seen across both band-
widths, whilst the recording conditions and the words pronounced in the test data re-
mained unchanged. The results suggest there are factors related to the acoustics associ-
ated with conversational speaking styles that are handled poorly by conventional HMM-
based speech recognition systems. The results emphasise the importance of including
spontaneous speech data in training when spontaneous data is to be encountered in test-
ing, but it also seems that even training and testing on data with matched speaking styles
offers only partial robustness to the degradation caused by style effects.

3.1.2 Evidence From Other Authors

The DARPA HUB4E Broadcast News Evaluation includes both spontaneous and more
formal utterances in studio recording conditions. Every system entered into the 1998
evaluation produced less accurate transcriptions for the spontaneous speech condition

2To be precise, the utterances correspond to the six idnt.txt subset of files on the MULTIREG CDs. These
utterances have identical word-level reference transcriptions across the six conditions, excepting noises and
special characters, and considering UM and UH identical.

3The word error rate for read speech under WSJ models in Table 3.1 is much higher than those typically
reported on WSJ test sets. The material being read here however is the transcript of a spontaneous conversation
which differs significantly from newspaper text [38].
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(F1) than for the more formal, planned studio speech condition (F0) [126].

There are earlier papers examining the effects of speaking style upon recognition perfor-
mance, but there is little focus on issues associated with natural conversational speech
and large vocabulary tasks. The papers [133, 127] study small vocabulary, isolated and
connected word recognition from a large range of speech styles (eg. normal, lombard,
loud, soft), under motion and in different vibration conditions, and find that speaking
style affects transcription performance. The studies by [169, 19] report that transcription
performance improved as users interacted with one particular airline reservation system
over time, and attribute the effect to changes in user speaking style.

3.2 Differences Between Dictated And Casual Speech

In the following discussion, typeface AND denotes a word, /ae n d/ represents a phone-
mic baseform pronunciation and [ax n] denotes a phonetic realization of that pronun-
ciation; phonemic and phonetic transcriptions use the ICSI Switchboard Transcription
Project phone set (Appendix K).

The previous section showed there must be differences between dictated and conversa-
tional speech which make transcription more difficult for current transcription systems.
However, whilst humans easily distinguish dictated and conversational utterances [99],
linguists have found it hard to identify the distinguishing factors [185, 5]. The differ-
ences reported include:

� phonetic and lexical deletions: [12] reports that people asked to read text faster
will increase the rate mostly by shortening each segment that is spoken; in con-
trast, a fast rate is accomplished in spontaneous speech by deleting phonemes eg.
NEXT+WEEK /n eh k s t/ + /w iy k/ ! [n eh k s w iy k]. [60] finds some
words ‘swallowed whole’ in SWB. [60] illustrates these effects using the utter-
ance UNIVERSITY+OF+NEBRASKA, which was pronounced [y ux n ix v er s ix

n d ax bcl b r ae s kcl k ae] with OF deleted and the final syllable /d ix/ of
UNIVERSITY delayed until after the initiation of the nasal consonant in NEBRASKA4;

� changes in phoneme realizations: occur more frequently in conversational speech.
They may occur due to assimilation in manner or place of articulation eg. GRANDPA
/g r ae n p aa/ ! [g r ae m p aa] or monophthongization of diphthongs eg.
/ay/! [ah]. [60] reports a high frequency of glottal stops /q/ in SWB acoustics,
which replace syllable-final, usually voiceless, stops and occur at the beginning of
many syllable-initial vocalic segments. Such changes are also found near phonetic
deletions, since adjacent phones are often modified in order to preserve intelligi-
bility [12] eg. CAN'T /k ae n t/! [k ae n t];

� phonetic insertions: insertions may be caused by asynchronous articulation er-
rors eg. (in certain dialects of British English) WARMTH /w ao m th/ ! [w ao m

p th] or linking r in vowel-vowel transitions eg. DIRECTOR+OF /d ay r eh k t

ao/ + /aa v/ ! [d ay r eh k t ao r aa v];

� spectral cues: only the vaguest hint of “appropriate” spectral cues are present in
spectrograms of conversational speech: formant transitions typically associated
with specific segment types are missing or differ markedly from the form seen in
more formal speech [60];

4This transcription differs very slightly from the transcription in [60]; the transcription here was taken from
the November 1, 1996 data release.
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� syllable length: [15, 40] find read syllables longer on average than spontaneous
syllables;

� prosody: the experiments of [99, 91] show intonation and pause structure of ut-
terances carry information useful for human distinction between spontaneous and
planned utterances;

� misarticulations: [60] report misarticulation effects such as transposition of specific
phonetic segments;

� disfluencies: [72] discusses the presence of restarts in conversational Switchboard
data [54] eg. “people will get, I mean, I’ve, - my brother lives where I work”. Disflu-
encies in the spontaneous speech of adult normal speakers of American English are
studied extensively in [153];

� vocabulary and usage of words: conversational speech contains more monosyllabic
words. [44] reports one syllable tokens comprise 9% more of the spontaneous
portion of Broadcast News than the planned speech portion. [14, 72] report greater
use of pronouns in transcriptions of conversational speech as opposed to written
newspaper text of the type commonly in dictated speech tasks. Words are reused
more frequently in relaxed speech [44]. [72] also discusses conversational speech
markers, known as discourse markers such as coordinating conjunctions used at
the beginning of segments (SO, WELL, AND), acknowledgements, back-channel cues
and filled pauses (UM, UH-HUH etc) and editing phrases (I MEAN, YOU KNOW), and
reports that disfluencies and discourse markers comprise 10% of the Switchboard
corpus [54];

� sentence structure: the syntactic structure of sentences becomes less hierarchical,
following a more linear structure [44]. [72] finds differences in part-of-speech
distributions found in the conversational Switchboard [54], dictated Wall Street
Journal [128] and the mixed speaking style Broadcast News [57] corpora.

Recall that in the MULTIREG experiment of Section 3.1.1, the word transcriptions for the
utterances to be transcribed were deliberately chosen to be identical across all speaking
styles (excepting noises and special characters, and considering UM and UH identical).
Therefore, differences due to disfluencies, vocabulary and usage of words and sentence
structure should not contribute to the results. The remaining differences may be grouped
under a general heading of pronunciation or phonological change: conversational speech
differs from read speech in exhibiting greater phonological variability. We believe this
specific type of variability may contribute significantly to the results of Section 3.1.1
and more generally to the poor performance of current transcription systems on con-
versational speech. But whilst this explanation is plausible, for the reasons discussed in
the next section, the reader should note that the experiment above does not show con-
clusively that increased phonological variability leads to increased error rates since the
MULTIREG data is not controlled for factors such as speech rate. Adopting this as our
working hypothesis, however, the next section will discuss aspects of current recognizer
design that may lead to an inadequate model of the increased phonological variability in
conversational speech.

3.3 Potential Problems In Current Recognizer Design

Recall from Chapter 1 that sentence-level acoustic models are created using the beads-
on-a-string procedure: acoustic models of sub-word units are concatenated according to
a word-to-model-sequence mapping(s) in the pronunciation lexicon. This procedure is
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a potential source of weakness when speech becomes conversational, for one or both of
the following reasons:

� inadequate dictionaries;

� assumption of segmental nature of speech.

These problems are discussed in more detail next.

3.3.1 Inadequate Dictionaries

Recognition dictionaries are typically perceived as inadequate for conversational speech
recognition due to the limited number of pronunciations per word and because of the
source of those pronunciations.

Limited Pronunciations A typical dictionary contains only a few pronunciations for
each word. The PronLex-based test dictionary [84] used in the HTK-based recognizer at
The Johns Hopkins University Summer Research Workshop on Large Vocabulary Speech
Recognition has a single pronunciation for approximately 94% of the words in the test
vocabulary, two pronunciations for more than 5% of the words and three or four pro-
nunciations for the remaining (less than 0.5%) words. The LIMSI dictionary-based test
dictionary [93, 64] used in the Cambridge University Engineering Department Switch-
board recognizer for the 2000 evaluation has a single pronunciation for just under 91%
of words in test set vocabulary, two pronunciations for just under 9% of words and three
or more pronunciations for the remaining (less than 0.6%) words5. Most recognition
dictionaries contain even fewer pronunciations per word.

Inappropriate Pronunciations The source of dictionary pronunciations varies, but they
are rarely derived from conversational speech. The LIMSI dictionary [93] has been care-
fully hand-crafted for recognition performance but the tuning was based upon dictated
speech. Most dictionaries use pronunciations based on dictated speech, but at an ex-
treme, they may be created using only text-to-speech technology.

Given any pronunciation dictionary, it is assumed that the subword acoustic modelling
scheme adequately represents all remaining variability. This is a strong assumption re-
gardless of speaking style. Context-dependent modelling does acknowledge the influence
of context on the realization of sounds and mixture of Gaussian output distributions in
HMMs can capture variability in segment realizations. However, it can be argued that
neither technique is an efficient model of these types of pronunciation change. Further-
more, acoustic models based on phone-level HMMs without skip transitions6 are unlikely
to be an adequate model of phonetic and lexical deletions. Use of limited dictionaries
and reliance on the acoustic models to mop up remaining variability proved sufficient
for dictated speech, but may not be adequate for capturing the increased range of pro-
nunciations per lexical type that occur in conversational speech. (More discussion and
empirical evidence related to this issue may be found in [81, 123, 173]). The problems
that might be expected to arise through working with small sets of word pronunciations
that are not representative of acoustic realizations of those words would be twofold:
direct recognition errors through incorrect pronunciations and broad variance models
resulting from a training procedure in which each subword model is potentially trained
on data from other subword classes.

5Variants with the option of following silences were not counted as distinct pronunciations.
6Skip transitions are rarely used in state-of-the-art systems, having been found to degrade performance.
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The potential inadequacy of the lexicon motivates explicit pronunciation modelling schemes,
which attempt to modify the pronunciation dictionary to contain one or more pronuncia-
tions per word which are more representative of pronunciations in the speech style to be
modelled. A survey of techniques is given in the next chapter and one specific framework
extended to conversational speech in Chapter 5.

There is evidence to support research into explicit pronunciation modelling. The papers
[148, 149] use cheating experiments7 to investigate the utility of explicit pronunciation
modelling schemes. A set of test pronunciations is obtained by aligning a phone-level test
set transcription with the reference transcription. These pronunciations are close to opti-
mal for each token in a maximum likelihood (ML) sense, although they may differ from
transcriptions by linguists. Adding all pronunciations into a static recognition dictionary
fixed throughout recognition reduced WER from 47% to 38%; a dynamic recognition dic-
tionary adjusted to contain word pronunciations appropriate for each utterance reduced
WER to 27%.

3.3.2 Inadequate Modelling of Relative Timing Effects

Explicit pronunciation modelling techniques attempt to improve speech transcription
whilst continuing to use the beads-on-a-string scheme for forming sentence-level acous-
tic models. However, there are reasons to object to the fundamental assumption made
by this scheme: namely, the assumption that speech can be rigidly segmented into a
linear sequence of (usually phone-like) segments. Speech scientists, linguists and engi-
neers agree that the notion of a phoneme or speech segment is not a realistic one eg.
[69, 100, 34, 83]. It takes no account of basic speech production mechanisms. Speech
is produced by loosely-coupled articulators, and speech production studies show the am-
plitude and phase between these gestures varies with changes in speaking rate, manner
and style eg. [167]. These changes in relative timing can have extreme effects on the
resulting acoustic signal: it often appears that there has been colouring and merging of
the underlying ‘segments’ or even ‘segment-like’ insertions due to interaction between
articulatory gestures both within and across segment boundaries. Examples of these ef-
fects include (1) feature spreading in coalescence, eg. CAN'T /k ae n t/ ! [ k ae n

t ] where nasality from deleted segment /n/ colours the neighbouring vowel, and (2)
asynchronous articulation errors causing stop insertions eg. WARMTH /w ao m th/ ! [

w ao m p th ].

Phoneme-based schemes were adequate for dictated speech recognition, in which the
amplitude and phase relations between gestures are fairly consistent. But as speech
becomes more conversational, relative timing effects become more significant eg. [167].
Whilst simple to explain at the articulatory or phonological level, this type of variability
is difficult to capture within a segment-based acoustic modelling scheme. We believe
these effects contribute to the poor performance of current systems when transcribing
spectral representations of conversational speech.

Approaches attempting to better model relative timing effects are mostly implicit pro-
nunciation modelling schemes operating at the level of the acoustic model and (or) the
beads-on-a-string procedure. One approach introduces more flexible state-level parame-
ter sharing schemes, perhaps incorporating more knowledge of phonology or measures
of speaking rate and style eg. [62, 63, 123, 41, 148]. A more speculative direction of
research has investigated schemes for modelling intermediate articulatory or phonetic
representations of speech, which may be a simpler domain in which to model the phono-
logical effects in fluent speech, and several authors report research into extracting such
representations automatically from the speech signal eg. [87, 82, 158]. Rather than

7Cheating Experiments utilize prior knowledge of the test set properties when producing a transcription.
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model speech as a linear sequence of segments, authors advocating this type of approach
to speech recognition attempt to model speech as a structured arrangement of phonetic
or articulatory features between which there may be some degree of variation in the rela-
tive timing of phonetic events. Thus, for example, when nasality from nasal phoneme /m/
partially but not completely colours a neighbouring vowel /ae/, this would be modelled
by asynchrony in the feature changes between the combination for /m/ and for /ae/.
However, whilst there has been considerable work on schemes for extracting appropriate
intermediate representations of speech and much discussion of the desirability of this
type of approach, there are rather fewer papers considering schemes for incorporating
these ideas within the statistical framework for speech recognition. This will be the fo-
cus of the later part of this thesis. The problem of modelling articulatory or phonological
feature streams whilst allowing some but not unlimited asynchrony between them can
be considered as the problem of modelling several, loosely-coupled time series. Chap-
ter 6 reviews conventional speech models that have or could be applied to modelling
loosely-coupled times series, particularly with respect to the degree of asynchrony which
these models allow between the different times series. Chapters 7 and 8 then present
Loosely-coupled or Factorial HMMs, a more general family of models that are potentially
applicable to this type of modelling problem, and develop the theory and algorithms
associated with two specific cases.

There is evidence to support research into the acoustic modelling level in addition to
improving the lexicon. [105] suggests improved acoustic modelling would be useful,
perhaps in combination with improved pronunciation dictionaries. The authors use sim-
ulated data to investigate the gains which might be possible through an improved pro-
nunciation dictionary. When simulated test data matches the acoustic modelling assump-
tions, then performance can be improved by extending a static pronunciation dictionary
to cover all linguistic variants occurring in the test set. For speech data, for which our
current acoustic modelling assumptions are not necessarily correct, additional variants
added to the dictionary (even those in a linguistic transcription of the test set) degraded
performance by increasing confusability. This result is explained in terms of the mismatch
between model assumptions and speech data, and the broad variance of acoustic models
trained using the poor phonemic transcription that results from an inadequate dictio-
nary. In a separate study, [59] performs a diagnostic evaluation of recognizers for the
Switchboard task and also concludes that improving the acoustic models used for pho-
netic classification, as well as the pronunciation dictionaries, would benefit transcription
performance.



4
Techniques for Explicit Pronunciation Modelling

The previous chapter discussed the difficulties that pronunciation variability can create
for conventional speech transcription systems. This chapter begins by describing the
levels at which previous research has addressed the pronunciation modelling problem
and classifies schemes at different levels as being either explicit or implicit. It then surveys
techniques proposed for explicit pronunciation modelling in more detail. This discussion
provides background for the next chapter, which investigates the suitability of an explicit
pronunciation modelling scheme for the conversational speech modelling task.

4.1 Formation of Acoustic Probabilities

Figure 4.1 illustrates one view of the formation of acoustic probabilities p(OjW). The
acoustic model is formed using a hierarchical procedure with the following levels:

� word sequenceW = w1; : : : ; wNw
is mapped to baseform sequenceB = b1; : : : ; bNb

;

� baseform sequence B is mapped to a logical model index sequence L = l1; : : : ; lNl
;

� logical model sequence L is mapped to actual model indices M = m1; : : : ;mNm
.

and the acoustic probability p(OjW) is obtained as:

p(OjW) =
X
M;L;B

p(O;M;L;BjW)

�
X
M

p(OjM)f
X
L

P (MjL)(
X
B

P (LjB)P (BjW))g

where the second line follows by assuming each level is conditionally independent of
all higher levels except the immediately preceding level. This presentation assumes the
model is static, meaning none of these distributions varies directly with properties of the
speaker or the acoustics. Dynamic approaches introduce an additional conditioning vari-
able X to represent such properties. The decoding criterion for the recognizer becomes
p(WjO;X) and the acoustic component models p(OjW;X) in some fashion. Schemes
for doing so are discussed in [124, 123].

The conventional approach to acoustic model construction fits into this framework as
follows. Firstly a pronunciation dictionary or lexicon maps each word wi in W to one or
more sequences of baseform units B(wi) which are concatenated to yield one or more
sequences B. Baseform units are typically phoneme-like units. Probability P (BjW) is
typically ignored; where used, it is generally formed by assuming that each sequence

25
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(silence) GOING TO (silence)

sil g ow ih ng t uw sil

sil  sil−g+ow  g−ow+ih  ow−ih+ng  ih−ng+t  ng−t+uw  t−uw+sil  sil

W

B

L

Mm1      m3          m67         m395        m52       m421     m915   m1

Figure 4.1 Formation of the Acoustic Model

B(wi) is conditionally independent of all words except the corresponding word wi. Thus
P (BjW) =

QNw

i=1 P (B(wi)jwi) and the probabilities P (B(wi)jwi) are estimated using
relative frequency in a forced alignment of the training set eg. [64]. Secondly, a deter-
ministic mapping converts B to a logical model sequence L: typically, each phonemic
baseform bi in some left and right phonemic context is mapped to a logical triphone
model li. There is rarely sufficient data to estimate a distinct HMM for each possible li,
so a third stage maps L to a sequence M specifying the models actually used to calcu-
late acoustic probabilities p(OjM). This mapping is typically deterministic; it is often
performed by a decision-tree eg. [122].

The problem of pronunciation variability has been attacked at various levels of this hier-
archy. We characterize those modifying the conventional scheme at levels betweenB and
L as explicit pronunciation modelling techniques and those which affect levels below L

as more implicit techniques, where we intend the latter to encompass work investigating
alternative families of stochastic models for calculating p(OjM)1.

The next chapter will investigate an explicit technique, so the remainder of this chapter
will present a brief survey of work in this area. Later chapters focus on a more implicit
technique. There has been considerably more work of this type, not all of it motivated
directly by pronunciation effects, and it is not appropriate to attempt to survey all such
techniques within this thesis. The interested reader might start with [36, 62, 63, 148]
as recent successful examples of implicit techniques directly motivated by the need to
improve pronunciation modelling for conversational speech tasks.

1There are a few pronunciation modelling techniques which cannot be classified as explicit or implicit under
this definition. For example, some techniques try to construct a mapping betweenW andM, as exemplified
by [6].
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4.2 Explicit Pronunciation Modelling Techniques

This section gives a short overview of approaches to explicit pronunciation modelling. A
more comprehensive survey may be found in [160].

4.2.1 Word-Level Techniques

Word-level techniques extend the mapping W to B by adding new word pronunciations
to the lexicon. New pronunciations can be manually or automatically generated. Auto-
matic schemes typically align phone-level training set transcriptions (produced manually
or through phone recognition) with word-level transcriptions; new pronunciations are
then extracted from these alignments. Examples include [154].

Word-level schemes have two problems. Firstly, new word-specific pronunciations do not
generalize easily to words unseen in the training set. Secondly, word-specific pronunci-
ations may inadequately represent coarticulation effects between words. Solutions have
been proposed. The unseen word problem is addressed by [178]. A heuristic solution for
better modelling coarticulation between words introduces compound word sequences
as new lexical items in the dictionary, with their pronunciations capturing compound-
specific coarticulation effects, as in GOING+TO /g ax n ax/ eg. [42, 120].

4.2.2 Phoneme-Level Techniques

Until recently, most work in pronunciation modelling operated between levels B and
M. There were two reasons for this. The first was based upon linguistic arguments.
Phonologists, who study sound structure and patterns within languages, use two lev-
els of representation to distinguish between systematic and more idiosyncratic aspects
of pronunciation2. The abstract phonological representation is usually given in terms
of phonemes, where each phoneme is the smallest unit of speech that distinguishes one
word from another. For example, /p/ is phonemic, distinguishing TAP /t ae p/ from
TAG /t ae g/. Phonemes may have more than one acoustic realization, from amongst
the set of phones, which do not cause differences in meaning. For example, the realiza-
tions of /p/ in PAT /p ae t/ and SPAT /s p ae t/ usually differ phonetically but the
contrast never distinguishes words in English. In linear phonology, the phonetic or surface
representation is derived from the phonemic representation through phonological rules,
which predict the allophonic realizations of phonemes in context. Speech recognition
researchers observed that most dictionaries in early recognition systems were defined
using phonemes. Since the allophones of phonemes may be acoustically quite different,
they hypothesized that the modelling task might be simplified by modelling classes de-
fined in terms of these allophonic phonetic or surface units. Therefore an extra level of
indirection was introduced, S = s1; : : : ; sNs

(shown in Figure 4.2), which was intended
to represent the allophonic realizations of a phonemic baseform sequence B as given in
the dictionary. Thus:

p(OjW) =
X

M;L;S;B

p(O;M;L;S;BjW)

�
X
M

p(OjM)f
X
L

P (MjL)[
X
S

P (LjS)(
X
B

P (SjB)P (BjW))]g

2This discussion is a simplification and does not refer to recent phonological theories. There are various
approaches to phonology, not all of which are linear or rooted in the concept of phonemes. The interested
reader is referred to [56, 79, 143].
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(silence) GOING TO (silence)

sil g ow ih ng t uw sil

S

L

W

M

B

 sil  g  ax  n  ax  sil

sil    sil−g+ax     g−ax+n     ax−n+ax     n−ax+sil   sil

      m3       m67        m1039        m842         m14        m3

Figure 4.2 Formation of the Acoustic Model via Surface Phones

The mapping between B and S is analogous to linguistic phonological rules and can
be constructed by hand or learnt automatically using a statistical classifier. Typically,
these map between baseforms bn in particular contexts and surface realizations of those
phonemes sn. This leads to the second motivation for pronunciation models at the level
of phonemic variation: phoneme-level classifiers generalize to allow prediction of new
pronunciations for words unseen in the training acoustics. The surface sequence(s) S
predicted by the rules or classifiers are mapped deterministically to a sequence of logical
models L (typically triphones).

Examples of this type of approach abound. A manually-generated rule set is investigated
by [161]. Probabilities may be associated with rules to allow calculation of a probability
P (SjW). Hand-crafted rule sets suffer from the limitation that hand-crafted rules may
not cover all changes that occur in practice. Approaches using statistical classifiers are
investigated by eg. [26, 23, 70, 44, 173]. The approach investigated in the next chap-
ter, proposed by [141], is also in this category. These schemes construct a statistical
classifier T (bi) between baseforms in context and surface realizations si (either in the
form of manual transcriptions or output from a phone recognizer). The classifiers typi-
cally provide probabilities P (sjT (bi)); thus the required probabilities may be formed as
P (SjB) �

QNb

n=1 P (snjT (bn)), under appropriate conditional independence assumptions.
(Note that these conditional independence assumptions are not necessarily justifiable, as
discussed in [20]).

4.3 Use of Explicit Pronunciation Models

Most work on the use of explicit pronunciation modelling techniques reports results
for the incorporation of new pronunciations into the test lexicon, where improved pro-
nunciations should reduce misrecognitions. However, an improved dictionary can also
be incorporated into acoustic model training. Assuming the new pronunciations are
representative of the speaking style, many researchers anticipate that a forced align-
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ment [73, 180] of the training set using the new dictionary should create phonetic
transcriptions of the training set more representative of the classes in the acoustics;
models trained on these transcriptions should then have lower variances. Despite this
anticipated improvement, few authors report results for this use of pronunciation mod-
els. Amongst those who do, [142] significantly improves dictated speech recognition
by training acoustic models using phonetic transcriptions obtained using a decision-tree-
generated dictionary, [154] presents inconclusive results and [42] claims improvements
using a combination of techniques, but does not isolate the contribution from the incor-
poration of new pronunciations in acoustic model training.



5
Explicit Pronunciation Modelling Using Decision

Trees

This chapter investigates a phoneme-level, explicit pronunciation modelling technique.
It builds upon the framework presented in [140, 141], which was reported to improve
performance on the TIMIT [92] dictated speech task. This chapter evaluates the ap-
proach using the large-vocabulary, conversational speech Switchboard (SWB) task [54].
Direct application of the original technique to generate new pronunciations for use in
recognition does not improve performance, but with appropriate modifications the tech-
nique can lead to a small but statistically significant reduction in the error rate for the
conversational task. As discussed in the previous chapter, many researchers have also ar-
gued that explicit pronunciation models might also be usefully incorporated into acoustic
model training. This chapter investigates a variety of schemes for doing so and discusses
some of the difficulties that arise.

Some of the tools and experiments reported in this chapter are due to the Pronunciation
Modelling group at WS97 (The Johns Hopkins University Summer Research Workshop
on Large Vocabulary Speech Recognition) in which the author was a participant, some
were performed by Murat Saraclar as part of his doctoral thesis [148] and the remainder
were performed by the author whilst funded by a post-WS97 follow-up research grant.
Experiments not performed solely by the author will be clearly indicated in the text.

5.1 Basic Pronunciation Modelling Framework

The following framework proposed by [140, 141] makes the fundamental assumption
that each realization of a word can be represented as an unambiguous sequence of
phones and that linguists can transcribe this sequence accurately. The validity of the
assumption is discussed in Section 5.3. A direct application of this approach to the
Switchboard corpus involves the following basic steps, which are illustrated in Figure 5.1
and the example of Figure 5.2 (see also [139]):

1. obtain canonical (phonemic baseform) transcription of training set: a forced
alignment procedure (see eg.[73, 180]) using a standard recognizer pronunciation
dictionary will select amongst alternatives if they exist;

2. obtain surface-form (phonetic) transcription of same training set: linguists
transcribed a four-hour portion of the Switchboard corpus using a broad phonetic
symbol set for this purpose [58];

3. align phonemic and phonetic transcriptions: a dynamic programming procedure
based on the [175] phonetic feature distances can be used for this purpose [139].
The resulting alignment determines the surface (or acoustic) realization of each
phoneme in the canonical transcription;
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4. estimate a decision-tree pronunciation model1: a decision tree is constructed
to predict the surface or allophonic realization of each phoneme by asking ques-
tions about context, including neighbouring phonemes, lexical stress and syllable
boundaries;

5. perform recognition with this pronunciation model: a language model or word
lattice generated by an earlier recognition pass is expanded into a phoneme lat-
tice using the standard pronunciation dictionary. The pronunciation model is then
used to transduce the phoneme sequences in this network to yield a network of
surface-form realizations weighted by their pronunciation probabilities. Figure 5.3
illustrates this expansion for a two word fragment. Recognition is performed using
this surface phone-level network.

The next section outlines the basic experimental setup and then presents experimental
results.

5.2 Experimental Results

5.2.1 Corpus

All experiments use the Switchboard corpus, which is a corpus of spontaneous telephone
conversations between two individuals about loosely specified topics such as AIDS, gar-
dening or health-care for the elderly [54]. A vocabulary of approximately 20000 words
provides adequate coverage for the corpus. Acoustic model training uses 60 hours of
speech (about 100000 utterances or a million words) selected from about 2000 conver-
sations. There are 383 different speakers in the training corpus. A speaker-disjoint set of
about 1.5 hours of speech (19 entire conversations, 2427 utterances, 18100 words) is set
aside for testing ASR systems. The Switchboard Transcription Project [58] has produced
manual phonetic transcriptions (fairly broad) for a four hour subset of the corpus: these
ICSI transcriptions include a 3.5 hour subset (3600 utterances, 100000 phones) of the
training set and a 0.5 hour subset (451 utterances, 18000 phones) of the test set.

5.2.2 Baseline Recognizer and Recognition Results

The baseline acoustic models are state clustered cross-word triphone HMMs having 6700
shared states, each with 12 Gaussian densities per state. The PronLex lexicon [84] is
used in the baseline system: this has a single pronunciation for approximately 94% of
the words in the test vocabulary, two pronunciations for just over 5% of the words and
three or four pronunciations for the remaining (less than 0.5%) words. Bigram and
trigram models trained on 2.2 million words of transcribed Switchboard conversations
are used as language models.

The experiments below are based on word lattices generated using the baseline system
with a bigram language model. The lattices are then used as a word graph to constrain
a second recognition pass in which a trigram language model is used. Use of the lattice
rescoring paradigm reduces time required for experimentation while allowing a search
over a large set of likely word sequences. Note that the best possible WER obtainable
from hypotheses in these word lattices is less than 10%, which is generally considered
adequate for experiments within the lattice rescoring paradigm.

All acoustic model training and lattice rescoring uses HTK [180]; the AT&T Weighted
Finite State Transducer tools are used to manipulate word and phone lattices [109].

1Other statistical mappings are also applicable, eg. neural networks.
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5.2.3 Performance Measures

The effects of the pronunciation modelling technique are assessed using word error rate
(WER) eg. [180]. State-of-the-art ASR systems at the time this research was performed
(1997-98) achieved 30-35% WER on the Switchboard corpus; the baseline system de-
scribed above has comparable performance. Phone error rate (PER) is also used as a
measure of transcription accuracy. PER figures will be reported later on the 451 test
set utterances and the 1800 of the 3600 training set utterances for which the correct
phonetic transcription is available.

5.2.4 Comparison: New Pronunciations in Recognition

An experiment performed at WS97 by the pronunciation modelling group examined the
effects of introducing pronunciations using the basic scheme of Section 5.1. The re-
sults showed that when only a small amount of phonetically labeled data is available
in Step 2 (such as the ICSI transcriptions), the resulting WER (after Step 5) is worse
(1.4% absolute) than the baseline result obtained using the canonical pronunciation dic-
tionary [20, 139]. This is in contrast to the original results of [140, 141], in which a
similar procedure applied to a dictated speech task improves performance. The most
likely explanations for this effect are the mismatch between the acoustic models and the
manually-generated transcriptions and the high degree of lexical confusion.

Researchers at WS97 hypothesized that increasing the amount and type of data available
for tree-building in Step 2 [20], extending the original procedure with a new Step 6.
Starting with the canonical transcription of the entire acoustic training set (instead of just
the hand-labeled portion in Steps 1-2), the pronunciation model of Step 4 is used to cre-
ate pronunciation networks representing possible phonetic realizations of each training
utterance. The most likely phone-sequence through each network is chosen via Viterbi
alignment using a set of existing acoustic models, giving a “refined” transcription of the
entire training set. In the WS97 experiments, this yields around 60 hours of data to be
used in pronunciation model building, as opposed to the four hours of data used in the
initial experiments above.

Experiments performed at WS97 showed that replacing the small corpus of Step 2 with
this larger corpus and then repeating Steps 3-5 gives a small but statistically significant
(39.4% ! 38.9%, � 0.5% absolute) WER reduction [20, 139]. Further iteration of these
retranscription-reestimation steps does not yield further improvements [148].

5.2.5 Comparison: New Pronunciations in Acoustic Model Training

The results above show that the additional pronunciations can improve recognition per-
formance. A logical progression incorporates the new pronunciations into acoustic model
training: if a training transcription more accurately represents the classes in the acous-
tics, sharper acoustic models should result from training. With the exception of Sec-
tion 5.2.5.4, these experiments were performed solely by the author.

Recall that the phonetic training set transcription of the new Step 6 (Section 5.2.4) made
use of the new pronunciations. This transcription was compared with the ICSI manual
phonetic transcriptions for a subset of 1800 sentences (40000 phones) to determine
whether it did better represent the classes in the acoustics. The comparison metric is the
string edit distance between the two phonetic transcriptions for each utterance, and does
not incorporate information about the time alignment of phonetic segments. The number
of errors in the automatic transcriptions is the total number of insertions, deletions and
substitutions.
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Figure 5.2 Phonemic (Step 1), Phonetic (Step 2) and Automatic (Step 6) Transcriptions and Estimat-
ing a Decision Tree Pronunciation Model (Step 4)

Transcriptions PER vs manual labels PER vs baseforms
Dictionary Baseforms 28.3% 0%
Automatic (Step 6) 26.1% 4.1%

Table 5.1 Improved Training Transcriptions for Acoustic Model Estimation
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Figure 5.3 Phoneme and Phone Level Networks for “HAD YOUR” (!NULL indicates a deletion) (Re-
produced from the WS97 pronunciation modeling group final presentation by Michael Riley)

Adaptation Method PER vs manual labels PER vs baseforms
None 26.1% 4.1%
VTLN 26.0% 4.2%
MLLR 26.0% 4.0%

Table 5.2 Failed Attempts to Further Improve Training Transcriptions via Adaptation

The results of this comparison, presented in Table 5.1, show the new (Step 6) phone
transcriptions agrees more closely with the manual transcriptions than the baseform tran-
scriptions. The new transcriptions were therefore used to estimate a new set of acoustic
models, in an additional Step 7. The resulting, new acoustic models are then used in a
repeat of the Step 6 retranscription, replacing the original acoustic models used in Sec-
tion 5.2.4. The resulting phonetic transcription is then used for a pronunciation model
estimation and recognition (repeating Steps 3-5). The repeat of Steps 6, 3-4 after the
new Step 7 is done to ensure that the final pronunciation model in Step 4 is matched to
the new acoustic models before performing the recognition test in Step 5.

An initial experiment showed that training on the Step 6 transcriptions in this fashion
gives no improvement in recognition performance (38.9% WER) over the acoustic mod-
els trained on canonical baseforms. One explanation might be that the Step 6 transcrip-
tions, whilst more accurate than the baseform transcriptions (Table 5.1), are still not
sufficiently high quality to improve recognition accuracy. Four procedures were inves-
tigated with the goal of improving the phonetic accuracy of the training transcriptions:
speaker adaptation, simpler models, cross transcription and bootstrapping. These are
described next.

5.2.5.1 Speaker and Channel Adaptation

Initial experiments by the author investigated whether standard speaker and channel
adaptation techniques can be used to adjust the acoustic models used in Step 6 to obtain
more accurate phonetic transcriptions. Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN) and
Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR), both described in Section 2.6, are used
to adjust the acoustic models before performing the retranscription in Step 6.

The use of adaptation techniques leads to little change in transcription accuracy relative
to the hand-labeled transcriptions (Table 5.2). It also results in little change in tran-
scription content as evidenced by the comparison of the three automatic transcription
techniques in Table 5.2. The new transcriptions remain fairly close to the original base-
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Acoustic Model Used in Step 6 PER vs manual labels PER vs baseforms
12-Gaussian triphone models 26.1% 4.1%

8-Gaussian triphone models 25.7% 5.0%
Single Gaussian triphone models 25.5% 9.3%

Table 5.3 Simpler Acoustic Models Improve Phonetic Transcription

Transcription Technique PER vs manual labels PER vs baseforms
Self Transcription 25.7% 5.0%
Cross Transcription 25.3% 8.1%

Table 5.4 Jack-knifing Improves Phonetic Transcription (8-Gaussian triphone models)

form transcriptions both before and after adaptation.

The results suggest the original hypothesis – that the phone transcription accuracy in
Step 6 can be substantially improved within this framework – is incorrect; it appears
instead that the highly-parameterized acoustic models used here are well-tuned to match
the acoustics to the PronLex baseforms on which they are trained so that only drastic
mispronunciations can be discovered when using these models in the retranscription
stage. Adaptation based on the training transcriptions simply reinforces the problem.

5.2.5.2 Simpler Acoustic Models

It seems likely that the accuracy of phonetic transcriptions is being limited by the abil-
ity of the highly parameterized acoustic models to match the realized acoustics to the
canonical baseforms. Experiments by the author investigated performing Step 6 using
simpler acoustic models. In particular, the 12-Gaussian mixtures in the HMM state out-
put densities of the baseline system are replaced during Step 6 by 8-Gaussian mixtures
or single Gaussian densities, whilst retaining the same state-tying structure.

The results in Table 5.3 shows that simpler acoustic models do slightly improve the pho-
netic accuracy of the training transcriptions, but this does not translate into changes in
recognition performance.

5.2.5.3 Cross Transcription

The automatic transcription procedure of Step 6 may be hampered by the fact that the
acoustic models used for transcription were trained on the same acoustics together with
the canonical (baseform) transcription. A natural solution is to transcribe the training set
using models trained on different data2. An experiment by the author partitioned the 60-
hour Switchboard training set into two speaker disjoint gender-balanced 30 hour subsets
and model sets trained on one half are used to phonetically transcribe the acoustics for
the other half of the data (as in Step 6). The resulting transcriptions are then used to
train a set of acoustic models (as in Step 7). Steps 6, 3, 4 and 5 are then carried out to
estimate and test a pronunciation model.

Phone recognition accuracy relative to the hand-labeled transcriptions improves only
slightly when using the cross-transcription method as shown in Table 5.4, but the result-
ing transcriptions do deviate even more from the baseforms. Despite this, these “refined”
transcriptions do not lead to significant changes in recognition performance.

2This experiment was suggested by Bill Byrne of the Center for Language and Speech Processing, The Johns
Hopkins University.
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Transcription Type Models PER vs manual labels PER vs baseforms
Dictionary Baseforms — 33.6% 0%
Automatic (Step 6) Standard 31.4% 3.9%
Automatic (Step 6) ICSI-models 26.6% 20.7%

Table 5.5 Using Hand Labeled Data to Train Acoustic Models for Improved Phone Transcription given
the Word Transcription (451-utterance subset of the test set)

5.2.5.4 Bootstrapping

The results above suggest it is difficult to generate more accurate automatic phonetic
transcriptions using acoustic models originally trained on canonical baseforms. This
motivated Saraclar to investigate a more extreme procedure for improving the quality of
training set transcriptions [149]. This experiment was not performed by the author. One
way to obtain more accurate phonetic transcriptions of the entire acoustic training corpus
(Step 6) is to use acoustic models which are trained directly on only the hand-labeled
portion of the training corpus (ICSI portion of the corpus).

Only a small portion (3.5 hours) of the acoustic training data has been transcribed at the
phone level by human labelers. Due to this limitation, a new set of context-independent
phone models (henceforth called ICSI-models) were estimated using the hand-labeled
portion of the training set. The limited amount of hand-labeled data has two unintended
benefits. For one, most of the (60 hours of) speech to be transcribed is not used in model
training, yielding some of the benefits of cross-transcription seen in Section 5.2.5.3. For
another, the use of monophone models instead of triphones is another step in the direc-
tion of simpler acoustic models (for phonetic transcription) described in Section 5.2.5.2.

The automatic transcription of Step 6 is performed next, replacing the existing acoustic
models with the ICSI-models described above. This results in considerably more accurate
phonetic training transcription (see Table 5.5). Step 7, training acoustic models on the
entire training set, is performed next. The resulting models are named ICSI-bootstrap
models. This is followed by the usual procedure (Steps 6, 3, 4, and 5) of estimating and
testing a new pronunciation model appropriate for these acoustic models.

The following results show that phone transcription accuracy is improved by models
trained on hand labels. Since these models are bootstrapped from the phonetically la-
beled training utterances on which the results of Tables 5.1-5.3 are reported, it is inap-
propriate to compare transcription accuracy on that set. Instead, results are reported on
a 451-utterance subset of our test set, which also has phonetic labels, to compare the
transcription accuracy of the ICSI-models with models trained on canonical pronuncia-
tions. The task is the same as Step 6: choose the best phone-sequence given the word
transcription and a pronunciation model. The results of Table 5.5 for the ICSI-models
indicate that the transcriptions on which the ICSI-bootstrap models are trained are much
more accurate than the baseforms or the transcriptions used in preceding sections.

A further experiment used the ICSI-bootstrap models for recognition. While the standard
acoustic models (together with a pronunciation model) have a WER of 38.9%, the WER
of the ICSI-bootstrap models is 41.3%. The performance of the model on the 451 phonet-
ically labeled utterances in the test data was analyzed to better understand the cause of
this degradation. In addition to the WER performance the phone error rate is measured
against the hand transcriptions.

Table 5.6 shows the ICSI-bootstrap models improve phone accuracy by 4.5% on this sub-
set of the test set, although the WER is worse by 1.4%.
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Pronunciation Acoustic Model
Model Used Standard ICSI-bootstrap

in Step 5 (Test) PER WER PER WER
None (Dictionary) 49.1% 49.1% 49.5% 58.9%
Tree Pron. Model 47.7% 48.7% 43.2% 50.1%

Table 5.6 Comparison of Word and Phone Error Rates of 1-best Recognition Hypothesis Under Differ-
ent Acoustic and Pronunciation Models

5.3 Conclusions

It is clear from the results above that there is considerable deviation from canonical,
phonemic baseform pronunciations in spontaneous speech. However, the results also
demonstrate limitations of explicit pronunciation modelling techniques that operate by
learning a mapping from phonemic to phone-level representations of words. There are
two main difficulties.

The gains achieved through the recognition-time only introduction of the surface phone-
level pronunciations are limited. Saraclar [148] presents a detailed quantitative study
which demonstrates why this is so. The study finds most deviation in pronunciation is
not large enough to be represented well using a model which operates at the symbolic
level. This is because the allophonic realizations of phonemes are not simply one of
some restricted set of surface phones. Rather, their acoustic realizations lie on a contin-
uum between the acoustic properties of the original phoneme and those of the surface
phone. The pronunciation model used in this chapter does not take account of the resid-
ual influence of the original baseform on the surface realization. Although the surface
phone-level pronunciations are slightly more accurate than the phonemic pronuncia-
tions, failure to model the effects of the underlying baseform on the acoustic realization
means there are no great improvements in the acoustic model and therefore little change
in recognition performance. The evidence supporting these claims is to be found in Sar-
aclar [148].

There are also fundamental difficulties with introducing new surface phone-level pro-
nunciations into acoustic model training, as exemplified by the previous section. A va-
riety of techniques were investigated for producing quantifiably more accurate training
transcriptions, but use of these transcriptions in acoustic model training did not lead to
improved recognition performance. Analysis shows that the new transcriptions can lead
to improved modelling of the acoustics of surface phones, but this does not translate into
improved word recognition. The author and colleagues at The Johns Hopkins University
attribute this to increased lexical confusion: many of the word pronunciations predicted
by the decision-tree pronunciation model overlap with pronunciations of other words,
increasing the difficulty of mapping back to word strings from the more accurate surface
phone transcriptions.

The problems associated with use of the explicit pronunciation modelling technique dis-
cussed in this chapter arise because it attempts to describe pronunciation change at the
level of segments. Pronunciation change is assumed to involve complete changes in seg-
ment identity, but it has been shown quantitatively by eg. [148] that this is not the case.
The acoustic realizations of phonemes depend upon both the underlying phoneme and
its phonemic context, but the changes are often only partial and do not represent sub-
stitution or deletion of a different phonetic unit. The remainder of this thesis will focus
on an approach that might be more appropriate for modelling the influence of phonemic
context and the subsegmental nature of pronunciation change.



6
Techniques for Modelling Asynchrony

The previous chapter showed that only limited gains have been achieved through in-
corporating explicit pronunciation modelling techniques into conventional speech recog-
nition systems. A framework assuming that words are pronounced as a sequence of
concatenated phonemic segments which may be realized as one of a finite set of pho-
netic segments dependent upon their context is not an adequate model of pronunciation
change. Pronunciation change involves changes at levels below the segment as well as
at the segment level and the effects of context often lead only to partial and variable
degrees of colouring of the realization of the underlying phoneme.

Many researchers and linguists hypothesize that pronunciation variability in conversa-
tional speech might be more easily modelled if more knowledge of speech production
and linguistic theory was used in the recognizer: specifically, knowledge of relative tim-
ing effects as discussed in Chapter 3 eg. [68, 69, 100, 34, 83, 123]1. Subsegmental
variation and differing degrees of colouring of phoneme realizations may be simpler to
explain in terms of varying degrees of asynchrony between articulatory gestures or be-
tween phonological features. The arguments are similar to those in favour of non-linear
or autosegmental rather than linear phonological models in linguistics [56].

The remainder of this thesis considers a model family that might provide the ability to
better model relative timing effects within a statistical speech recognition system. It is
hoped such an approach will ultimately lead to better modelling of the partial and sub-
segmental nature of pronunciation change whilst avoiding the confusability issues associ-
ated with segment-level schemes such as that in the previous chapter. Ideally, rather than
model speech as a linear sequence of segments, such an approach would model speech
as a structured arrangement of features between which there may be some variation
in the relative timing of feature changes. To illustrate, one possible implementation of
this approach uses a phonological, rather than spectral, feature representation of speech;
when nasality from nasal phoneme /m/ partially but not completely colours a neighbour-
ing vowel /ae/, this would be modelled by timing differences in the feature changes
between the combination for /m/ and for /ae/. Pronunciation variability is then ascribed
to asynchrony between feature changes. However, whilst changes between feature tiers
may not be synchronous, there is still some dependence between the points at which
they change: the tiers are loosely-coupled.

One way to incorporate these ideas into an ASR system is to use a two-stage approach
to ASR, in which (i) the acoustic signal is mapped into an intermediate representation
comprising a number of potentially asynchronous feature streams, likely to be related
to phonologically-motivated distinctive features or articulatory parameters (although al-
ternatives such as cepstra derived from sub-frequency bands or other automatically ex-
tracted feature sets are not incompatible), and then (ii) the intermediate representation
is modelled in some statistical fashion, using a model somehow incorporating the notion

1More extensive discussion related to the potential utility of speech production knowledge in recognition
systems can be found in eg. [110, 144, 147].
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of loose coupling between feature streams. This broad framework has been advocated by
many authors eg. [69, 85, 83, 108], and papers proposing schemes for extracting inter-
mediate representations of speech are ubiquitous. Most are phonological or articulatory
representations [151, 83, 156, 39, 69, 2, 158, 86, 30, 119, 45]; an alternative is a fre-
quency subband cepstra representation of speech, since there is reportedly asynchrony
between changes in frequency subbands [108]. However, despite the wide variety of
schemes for feature extraction, there has been little theoretical or practical work investi-
gating the modelling problem although some recent papers [34, 86, 156, 45, 157, 138]
take initial steps in this direction. The latter part of this thesis will focus specifically on
this issue. Note that, whereas the work in the previous chapter represented an attempt to
enhance a mature technology on cutting-edge tasks, the more implicit approach to pro-
nunciation modelling that might result from the approach investigated in the remainder
of the thesis represents new territory. The remainder of this dissertation will therefore
focus on basic algorithmic issues, since these must be resolved before a feature-based
approach to large vocabulary speech recognition can be investigated in a principled fash-
ion.

The remainder of this chapter reviews conventional speech models that have been used
for modelling potentially asynchronous, multiple time series data. The next chapter
shows that, with the exception of the State-Coupled Model of Section 6.1.4, all are spe-
cial cases of the general family of loosely-coupled or factorial HMMs (FHMMs). It will
then go on to consider instances of the FHMM family which are more general than the
models described here and that might be usefully applied to the task of modelling loosely-
coupled time series data. The reader familiar with directed acyclic graphical models will
observe that all models discussed in this and later chapters are also instances of this very
general model family2. However, restricting our investigations to the subset of factorial
HMMs has some advantages. Firstly, the space of directed acyclic graphical models is
vast and even with the sub-family of factorial HMMs there are still a large number of
possibilities to be explored. Secondly, the close links between FHMMs and conventional
HMMs means that many of the issues related to incorporating general graphical models
into the statistical framework for speech recognition do not arise. (For a discussion of
these issues, see [184]).

6.1 Modelling Multiple Loosely-Coupled Time Series

The data to be modelled comprises K loosely-coupled, discrete-time series, where ob-
servations in each time series (or stream) k, denoted ok1 ; o

k
2 ; : : : ; o

k
T , are produced on

the same time-scale and may be scalars or vectors. For speech recognition, each time
series might correspond to a position trace for a particular articulator or to a phono-
logical feature such as voicing or perhaps to cepstra derived from a frequency subband;
for audio-visual speech recognition, one time series might correspond to acoustic fea-
tures and another to features derived from visual features (see, for example, [17, 114]).
The vector representing the concatenation of observations from the different streams is
denoted Ot = (o1t ; : : : ; o

K
t ).

This section presents a short survey of models that have been applied to this type of
parallel time series data in a speech recognition context. The survey is not intended as
a general review of techniques for modelling stochastic processes; the interested reader
might start with [162]. It is also not a survey of techniques for incorporating phonolog-
ical or articulatory information into recognizer design. The discussion further focuses
only on model assumptions and not the issues that must be addressed when incorporat-

2The paper by [155] also demonstrates that the standard HMM algorithms are special cases of more general
algorithms for directed acyclic graphical models.
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ing such models into large vocabulary speech recognition systems; more discussion can
be found in the original papers.

Each model will be illustrated as a Directed Acyclic Graphical Model, for the case K = 2,
to facilitate comparison of the various conditional independence assumptions made. A
brief introduction to this representation is included in Appendix J. Shaded nodes in the
illustrations correspond to observed variables; unshaded nodes correspond to hidden
or latent variables. The set of latent variables at time t is denoted St and a specific
latent variable within that set (henceforth referred to as a hidden state) by skt . In all
the models discussed here, hidden variables are discrete; observations could be discrete
or continuous. Conditional independence assumptions will also be stated for the case
K = 2: the shorthand X?Y kZ indicates the sets of random variables X and Y are
conditionally independent given the set Z.

6.1.1 Hidden Markov Models

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a widely-used stochastic model for single discrete
time series eg. [10, 131, 130]. It could be used to model data from parallel, loosely-
coupled time series if these were first concatenated into a single time series with obser-
vationsOt (defined above), although this may not lead to a parsimonious representation
of the data. At each time t there is a single hidden state, denoted st. Figure 6.1 shows
HMM structure. The conditional independence assumptions are:

� Ot?fO1; : : : ;Ot�1;Ot+1; : : : ;OT ; s1; : : : ; st�1; st+1; : : : ; sT gkst

� st?fO1; : : : ;Ot�1; s1; : : : ; st�2gkst�1
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Figure 6.1 Hidden Markov Model

6.1.2 HTK Multiple Stream Model

The HTK multiple stream model [180] is a generalization of the HMM that models data
from parallel time series in a synchronous fashion. At each time t there is a single hid-
den state, denoted st. Figure 6.2 shows HTK Multiple Stream Model structure. The
conditional independence assumptions for the case of two observation streams are:
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Figure 6.2 HTK Multiple Streams Model

6.1.3 Independent Streams and Multiband Models

The independent streams model uses a separate HMM to model each time series indepen-
dently. The model therefore allows complete asynchrony between the different observa-
tion streams. It is closely related to the multiband model investigated by [16, 65, 108].
At each time t there are K hidden states, denoted skt for 1 � k � K. Figure 6.3 shows
the independent streams model structure. The conditional independence assumptions
for the case of two streams are:
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The model has been investigated in this form only for isolated word recognition tasks,
since (at least for the parallel time series representations of speech that have been inves-
tigated) it has been argued that allowing asynchrony between observation streams over
entire utterances would not be desirable.
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Figure 6.3 Independent Streams Model

6.1.4 State-Coupled Model

The State-Coupled Model [31] is motivated by the observation that although asynchrony
between observation streams may be beneficial, this does not mean that complete asyn-
chrony (as in the independent streams model) is optimal. This motivation is similar to
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that for the models in the next chapter. At each time t there are K hidden states, denoted
skt for 1 � k � K. Figure 6.4 shows the state-coupled model structure. The conditional
independence assumptions for the case of two streams are:
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Figure 6.4 State-Coupled Model

6.1.5 Extended-PMC Model

The Extended-PMC Model approach reflects the same motivation as the State-Coupled
Model: asynchrony between observation streams may be beneficial but complete asyn-
chrony (as in the independent streams model) is not necessarily optimal. The approach
also retains the separate processing of subbands but introduces soft synchrony con-
straints. The model is investigated in [104, 163].

Note first that an independent streams model with fixed parameters can be converted
into a equivalent HMM using a variant of HMM decomposition or Parallel Model Com-
bination [48, 166]. The state space of this PMC-HMM is the Cartesian product of the
state spaces of the individual, per-stream HMMs and the observations produced are
Ot = (o1t ; : : : ; o

K
t ); the transition- and output-probabilities are formed using P (J jI) =Q

k P (j
kjI) and p(OtjJ) =

Q
k p(o

k
t jJ), where jk is a state in the kth per-stream HMM

and I = (i1; : : : ; iK) is a state in the combined HMM. The Extended-PMC approach first
trains an independent streams model allowing complete asynchrony between observa-
tion streams. The resulting independent streams model is converted into the equivalent
PMC-HMM and a second stage then retrains only the transition probabilities within this
PMC-HMM. This approach is essentially a knowledge-based initialization of an HTK mul-
tiple streams model as in Figure 6.2, with a specific choice of topology and in which only
a subset of the parameters are reestimated after initialization, so a new diagram is not
required.

6.2 Discussion

All of the approaches above attempt to extend existing conventional HMMs to allow
modeling of asynchrony, but they do it in an adhoc way. As a consequence none allows
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the degree of allowable asynchrony to be varied to suit the underlying modelling re-
quirements. The next chapter will discuss a general family of models that allows varying
degrees of coupling between the different time series and will show that, with the ex-
ception of the State-Coupled Model of Section 6.1.4, the models discussed above may be
considered as special cases.



7
Loosely-Coupled Hidden Markov Models

This chapter introduces and develops the theory of loosely-coupled or factorial HMMs
(FHMMs), which are potentially appropriate for modelling multiple loosely-coupled time
series and were first discussed in [52]. As noted at the end of the previous chapter, this
family generalizes many of the approaches to this problem that have been investigated
within the speech community. Section 7.1 reviews the general factorial model and then
introduces two members of the FHMM family that will be investigated in the empirical
study of Chapter 9. The first is drawn from the machine learning literature [150]; the
second, introduced here for the first time, makes fewer a-priori assumptions about the
nature of the data to be modelled and has properties potentially better suited to speech
modelling. Both of the models share some basic assumptions, which will be discussed in
Section 7.2; the specifics of each model are developed in Sections 7.3 and 7.4.

7.1 Loosely-Coupled or Factorial HMMs

As mentioned in the previous chapter, one obvious scheme for modelling loosely-coupled
time series combines the K observations at each time t into a single observation vector
Ot = (o1t ; : : : ; o

K
t ) and then models these combined observation vectors using a standard

HMM. However, the resulting model may not be a parsimonious representation of the
data. Alternatively, each observation stream k could be modelled independently using
a single N -state HMM per stream. However, this scheme fails to capture any coupling
between the different time series. An intermediate approach is to combine the K inde-
pendent HMMs into a joint model which can capture something of the coupling between
different streams. We can form a combined or factorial HMM (FHMM) in which (i) the
hidden state space is the Cartesian product of the state spaces of the individual HMMs
(see Figure 7.1), and (ii) the observationsOt are formed by concatenating the individual
stream observations at time t, ie. Ot = (o1t ; : : : ; o

K
t ). The Cartesian product hidden state

space will be referred to as the metastate space, to distinguish it from the state spaces of
the original independent HMMs for each stream.

B3B1 B2

A3A1 A2

HMM A
(States A1,A2,A3)

HMM B
(States B1,B2,B3)

A1,B1 A3,B1

A1,B2 A2,B2 A3,B2

A1,B3 A2,B3 A3,B3

A2,B1

COMBINED MODEL
METASTATE SPACE

Figure 7.1 Metastate Space From Combined HMMs A, B

The FHMM as just described is equivalent to a standard HMM, in which the metastates

44
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and observations have internal structure. However, as K and N increase, estimation
of the FHMM transition matrix and output distributions will be intractable both com-
putationally and in terms of robust parameter estimation. Recent work in the machine
learning literature handles these difficulties through additional assumptions and approx-
imations which exploit the internal, combinatorial structure of the metastates and obser-
vations both to reduce the number of parameters and as the basis for efficient, approxi-
mate training and decoding algorithms eg. [52, 150].

The next section discusses the set of basic parameter-reducing assumptions that are com-
mon to the instances of the factorial HMM family investigated in this thesis. The family
of models making these basic assumptions contains several standard speech models as
special cases, when K and any additional parameter reduction schemes are chosen ap-
propriately; later sections consider schemes for parameter reduction that result in models
more general than these standard speech models.

7.2 Basic Loosely-Coupled Model

Notation P denotes probability mass functions, p denotes densities. Each of the K time
series comprises D-dimensional observations1. The KD-dimensional combined observa-
tions are denoted Ot = (o1t ; : : : ; o

K
t ). A full, combined observation sequence of length T

is denotedO = O1; : : : ;OT . The presentation of the previous section will be generalized
to allow L underlying Markov chains, where it is not necessary that L = K; metastates
are therefore described by L-tuples I = (i1; : : : ; iL) and J = (j1; : : : ; jL). The full set of
metastates is denoted �meta. Each chain has N possible states2. The full set of states
in the k-th chain is denoted �k. Using this notation, the parameters to be estimated in
the FHMM are those associated with the metastate priors P (J), the metastate transition
matrix P (J jI) and the combined observation output distributions p(OtjJ).

All parameter reduction schemes considered in this work make the following basic con-
ditional independence assumptions:

� independence of initial metastate components

P (J) =

LY
l=1

P (jl) (7.1)

� conditional independence of metastate components given previous metastate:

P (J jI) =
LY
l=1

P (jljI) (7.2)

� conditional independence of observation components given current metastate:

p(OtjJ) =
KY
k=1

p(okt jJ) (7.3)

These conditional independence assumptions are illustrated in Figures 7.2 and 7.3.
1It is straightforward but notationally cumbersome to allow observations of different dimensionality in each

stream.
2It is straightforward but notationally cumbersome to allow different numbers of states per chain l.
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Figure 7.2 Conditional independence structure for state transitions in the Basic FHMM (for cases L=2
and L=3). Metastates are represented by dashed lines; component states by solid lines.
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Figure 7.3 Conditional independence structure for observations in the basic FHMM (for cases (1)
K=L=2, (2) K=L=3, and (3) K=3, L=2). Metastates and combined observations are represented by
dashed lines; component states and observations by solid lines.
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Figure 7.4 Transition-Only Coupled Basic FHMM
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Figure 7.5 Observation-Only Coupled Basic FHMM

These basic assumptions will allow the investigation of various schemes for introducing
coupling into a combined model. These correspond to the special cases where addi-
tional conditional independence assumptions are introduced such that only transition-
related or only observation-related probabilities are made dependent upon full metastate
identity, as opposed to the case where both are metastate dependent. The case where
only transition distributions can be dependent upon metastates will be referred to as
transition-only coupled, the case where only output distributions can be dependent upon
metastates will be referred to as observation-only coupled and the general case where
both observation and transition distributions may depend upon metastates is fully cou-
pled. The conditional independence assumptions made in each case are illustrated in
Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 to clarify the terminology. (Interpretation of conditional inde-
pendence assumptions from such diagrams is discussed in (Appendix J)).

Several of the conventional speech models discussed in the previous chapter are spe-
cial cases of the basic model described above. Setting K = L = 1 gives the standard
HMM. Setting L = 1 and K to the number of time series gives the HTK multiple stream
model. Setting L = K and making the additional conditional independence assump-
tions p(jkjI) = p(jkjik) and p(okt jJ) = p(okt jj

k) for 1 � k � K gives the independent
streams model. It is also (theoretically) straightforward to incorporate stream exponent
weighting parameters into this basic model, as is often done in the independent streams
or HTK multiple stream models, where these can be estimated using (for example) the
MMI (Maximum Mutual Information) [18], FD (Frame Discrimination) [78] or MCE
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Figure 7.6 Fully-Coupled Basic FHMM

(Minimum Classification Error) [77] criterion. Such parameters might be particularly
appealing for articulatory or phonological feature modelling, where they could empha-
size the subsets of critical features important for distinguishing particular sounds.

Our real interest in FHMMs lies in the possibility of using new parameter reduction
schemes to obtain more flexible models than these for capturing coupling between the
K time series. There are many ways to reduce the number of FHMM parameters to a
number that can be robustly estimated: this thesis investigates two possibilities. The first
scheme introduces additional assumptions about the nature of the data to be modelled.
These Mixed-Memory Assumptions were first proposed by [150]. The second scheme uses
a data-driven approach to the reduction of parameters and makes fewer a-priori assump-
tions about the data. These schemes are described in detail in the next two sections. Note
that, in both sections, the presentation will assume that L = K for notational simplic-
ity; generalization to L 6= K is straightforward. Finally, we note that a third parameter
reduction scheme is proposed in [52]. This was applied to speech modelling in [102].
Since it gave unpromising results, the scheme will not be pursued here.
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7.3 Mixed-Memory Assumptions

This section discusses an approach to parameter reduction through the introduction of
additional, a-priori assumptions about the nature of the data to be modelled [150]. Mod-
els using this parameter reduction scheme will be referred to as Mixed-Memory Factorial
HMMs (MM-FHMMs).

7.3.1 Parameter Reduction Scheme

The Mixed-Memory Assumptions are:

� model conditional probability of state components given metastates using a convex
combination of cross-transition distributions:

P (jkjI) =
KX
l=1

 k(l)akl(jkjil) (7.4)

� model the prior probability of state components using a convex combination of
cross-stream prior distributions3:

P (jk) =

KX
l=1

 k(l)�kl(jk) (7.5)

� model the conditional probability of per-stream observation vectors with a convex
combination of cross-emission distributions:

p(okt jJ) =
KX
l=1

�k(l)bkl(okt jj
l) (7.6)

The MM-FHMM parameter set is thus � = (�;A;B; �;  ) where:

� Cross-Stream Priors �

The parameters �kl(jk) are 1�N matrices, of which there are K2, giving a total of
K2N parameters. All matrix elements are non-negative. Matrix rows must satisfy
sum-to-one constraints: for each k and l, we require

P
jk2�k

�kl(jk) = 1.

� Cross-Transition Matrices A

The parameters akl(jkjil) are N �N cross-transition matrices, of which there are
K2, giving a total of K2N2 transition parameters. All matrix elements are non-
negative. Matrix rows must satisfy sum-to-one constraints: for each k; l and each
state il 2 �l, we require

P
jk2�k

akl(jkjil) = 1.

� Cross-Emission Distributions B

The bkl(okt jj
l) are K2N cross-emission output distributions, which may be continu-

ous or discrete. Where each time series comprises D-dimensional observations and
output densities are full covariance gaussians, this requires a total of K2ND (3+D)

2
observation-related parameters.

3Making the same assumptions for the stream-state priors as for the conditional probability of state compo-
nents given metastates will simplify implementation by allowing the former to be treated as a special case of
the latter for estimation and probability calculations.
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� Model-dependent Mixture Weights �;  

Parameters  k(l), �k(l) are mixture weights. They are fixed for a single model, and
give a measure of the dependency between different streams, using a total 2K2

parameters. They are constrained to be non-negative and to satisfy sum-to-one
constraints ie. for each k we require

PK
l=1  

k(l) =
PK
l=1 �

k(l) = 1.

For the case of D-dimensional observations in each time series and multivariate Gaus-
sian output densities, the model would have K2N( 3D+D2

2 + N) free parameters vs.
NK( 3D+D2

2 +NK) for the combined, full metastate space model.

The three types of coupling discussed in Section 7.2 can be investigated as follows. An
observation-only coupled MM-FHMM is obtained by seting to theK�K identity matrix.
A transition-only coupled MM-FHMM is obtained by setting � to the K � K identity
matrix. Finally, a fully-coupled MM-FHMM corresponds to the general case of unrestricted
� and  .

7.3.2 Estimation of Model Parameters

ML parameter estimation is achieved using an EM algorithm [33]. This section illustrates
the complete data set and presents parameter update equations without proof. Details of
the derivation and of the calculation of the necessary posterior probabilities are given in
Appendix D.

Following [150], Eqns (7.4)-(7.6) are viewed as mixture models, introducing two new
types of latent variable in addition to those denoting the metastate sequence taken
through the model. The new latent variables, denoted by ykt and xkt below, encode the
identity of the cross-emission distribution and cross-transition matrix (ie. the distribu-
tions within each mixture model) used in each stream k at each t. Figure 7.7 illustrates
the information provided by the xkt and ykt variables.

The notation for latent variables is as follows:

� skt : state occupied in stream k at time t;

� St = (s1t ; : : : ; s
K
t ) : metastate occupied at t;

� S = S1; : : : ;ST : a sequence of metastates;

� S = fSg : the set of possible metastate sequences;

� xkt : the hidden variable 2 f1; : : : ;Kg indicating the component of St�1 which de-
termines the matrix used for the transition into skt ;

� Xt = (x1t ; : : : ; x
K
t );

� X = X1; : : : ;XT : a complete sequence of transition-predicting state component
vectors for an utterance of length T ;

� X = fXg the set of possible sequences;
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� ykt : the hidden variable 2 f1; : : : ;Kg indicating the component of St which deter-
mines the output probability for okt ;

� Yt = (y1t ; : : : ; y
K
t );

� Y = Y1; : : : ;YT : a complete sequence of observation-predicting state component
vectors for an utterance of length T ;

� Y = fYg : the set of possible sequences
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Figure 7.7 Bold lines show information specified by the hidden (vector) variablesYt�1, Xt, Yt. Metas-
tates and combined observations are represented by dashed lines; component states and observations
by solid lines.

For the case where each bkl(okt jj
l) is modelled using a single, full covariance, multivariate

Gaussian N (�klj ;�
kl
j ), the reestimation formulae are as follows:

�̂kl(jk) =
P (sk1 = jk; xk1 = ljO)

P (xk1 = ljO)
(7.7)

âkl(jkjil) =

PT
t=2 P (s

k
t = jk; slt�1 = il; xkt = ljO)PT

t=2 P (s
l
t�1 = il; xkt = ljO)

(7.8)

 ̂k(l) =

PT
t=1 P (x

k
t = ljO)

T
(7.9)

�̂k(l) =

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = ljO)

T
(7.10)

�̂klj =

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = l; slt = iljO)oktPT

t=1 P (y
k
t = l; slt = iljO)

(7.11)

�̂klj =

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = l; slt = iljO)okt (o

k
t )
TPT

t=1 P (y
k
t = l; slt = iljO)

� �̂klj (�̂
kl
j )

T (7.12)

Generalization to training using multiple observation sequences is straightforward.
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7.4 Data-Driven Parameter Reduction

The previous scheme introduced a priori assumptions to reduce the number of FHMM
parameters. This section proposes a data-driven scheme which will automatically deter-
mine dependencies that are usefully distinguished in an ML sense4. The approach has
two advantages over the previous scheme: (1) fewer assumptions are made about the
data to be modelled, and (2) a left-to-right transition topology without skip transitions5

can be enforced within the metastate space. The reader should note that such topology
restrictions have proven particularly important for speech modelling and have been al-
most universally adopted in that field. However, since such restrictions are of interest
only for specific applications, further discussion of the difficulties associated with their
enforcement in the MM-FHMM are postponed until the experimental study of Chap-
ter 9. Models using this particular parameter reduction scheme will be referred to as
Parameter-Tied Factorial HMMs (PT-FHMMs).

7.4.1 Parameter Reduction Scheme

The primary goal of the parameter reduction scheme is to reduce the number of FHMM
parameters to a number which can be robustly estimated using the available data whilst
retaining some ability to model coupling between streams. The underlying problem -
more model parameters than can be estimated reliably from the available data - is en-
countered frequently in the speech recognition community and is commonly approached
using some variant of parameter tying. Parameter tying reduces the number of free pa-
rameters to be estimated by putting “similar” constructs (eg. metastates) into equiva-
lence classes and insisting that constructs in a class share the same model parameters
(eg. transition or output distributions), whilst “dissimilar” constructs continue to be
modelled using different parameters. The precise definitions of the sets of “similar” con-
structs may be specified a-priori by the modeller, but are more commonly determined
using a data-driven approach. The same type of data-driven parameter tying approach
can be applied to the problem of parameter reduction within FHMMs.

Our approach to reducing the number of observation-related parameters in the basic fac-
tored model of Section 7.2 will be, for each stream k, to identify classes of “equivalent”
metastates and then to tie the stream k observation distributions p(okt jJ) across each such
class. The number of transition-related parameters will be reduced in a similar fashion:
for each chain k, classes of “equivalent” metastates will be identified and then the chain
k transition distributions P (jkjI) will be tied across each such class.

Consider the case of reducing the number of parameters in the p(okt jJ) distributions
which are used to model the observations in some stream k. (A similar approach will be
used for transition-related parameters). The basic problem to be solved is as follows. Let
�meta denote the set of all metastates. Then we seek a partitionCobs;k1 ; : : : ; Cobs;kNClasses(obs;k)

of �meta to be used in tying the stream k observation distributions p(okt jJ). ThusSNClasses(obs;k)
n=1 Cobs;kn = �meta and Cobs;kn \ Cobs;km = ; for m 6= n. We emphasize

that there is no requirement that the equivalence classes defined for tying stream k
observation-related distributions be the same as the equivalence classes defined for ty-
ing the observation-related distributions for any other stream; further, the equivalence
classes need not be the same as the equivalence classes defined for the purposes of tying
transition distributions P (jljI) for any state chain l (1 � l � K).

Two issues must be addressed to solve this problem: determining an appropriate num-
4The idea for this model arose during a discussion with Mark Gales.
5A left-to-right topology allows transitions to occur only between metastates I = (i1; : : : ; iK) and J =

(j1; : : : ; jK) where jk 2 fik; ik + 1g for each k; all other transitions are initialized to have zero probability.
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ber of equivalence classes NClasses(obs; k) and, given NClasses(obs; k), determining a
“good” mapping between metastates and the equivalence classes. These issues will be
addressed using a greedy, hierarchical partitioning procedure. At the start of the algo-
rithm, all metastates are placed into a single equivalence class. A locally optimal, binary
partition (with respect to some objective function) is found for this class, which is split to
give two new equivalence classes. The algorithm continues by splitting the existing class
for which the associated locally optimal, binary partition leads to the greatest increase in
the objective function. This greedy splitting procedure terminates when either (1) gains
in objective function fall below a threshold or (2) further splitting of any class would
create equivalence classes with insufficient data points. The minimum likelihood-gain
threshold and the data-insufficiency thresholds are chosen empirically. This hierarchi-
cal approach is similar in flavour to the LBG algorithm [101] but, as we shall see, the
objective function and notion of a class “centroid” will be somewhat different.

The next two sections describe the objective function and the methods used for obtaining
a locally optimal partition of a set of metastates.

7.4.1.1 Objective Function

Direct use of a maximum likelihood objective function is computationally expensive.
However, as observed in eg. [125], use of the EM auxiliary function Q(�; �̂) is tractable
and increasing Q(�; �̂) guarantees the likelihood of the data is non-decreasing [33].

Let Cobs;k denote a set of equivalence classes defined amongst metastates for the purposes
of tying the stream k observation-related distributions p(okt jJ) and Ctrans;k denote a set
of equivalence classes defined amongst metastates for the purposes of tying the chain k
transition-related distributions P (jkjI). The EM auxiliary function is:

Q(�; �̂) =

KX
k=1

X
jk2�k

P (sk1 = jkjO) log P̂ (jk)

+

KX
k=1

X
C2Cobs;k

X
J2C

TX
t=1

P (St = J jO) log p̂(okt jC)

+
KX
k=1

X
C2Ctrans;k

X
I2C

X
jk2�k

TX
t=2

P (skt = jk;St�1 = I jO) log P̂ (jkjC)

= Q� +

KX
k=1

QBk +

KX
k=1

QAk

where

Q�
def
=

KX
k=1

X
jk2�k

P (sk1 = jkjO) log P̂ (jk)

QBk
def
=

X
C2Cobs;k

X
J2C

TX
t=1

P (St = J jO) log p̂(okt jC)

QAk
def
=

X
C2Ctrans;k

X
I2C

X
jk2�k

TX
t=2

P (skt = jk;St�1 = I jO) log P̂ (jkjC)
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The form of Q(�; �̂) will allow separate maximization of the parameters associated with
each equivalence class, for each k and each type of distribution (observation or transi-
tion) independently.

Calculation of auxiliary function contributions QBk and QAk can be made more efficient
using class sum occupancies and sufficient statistics, see Appendix G.

7.4.1.2 Locally-Optimal Binary Splits: Observation-Related Distributions

Repartitioning seeks a binary partition of an equivalence class Cobs;k that leads to an
locally-optimal increase in the auxiliary function. We assume single multivariate Gaus-
sian models of classes are adequate for the purpose of finding the partitions. We define
the centroid of an equivalence class of metastates Cobs;k to be (�Cobs;k ;�Cobs;k ), the ML
estimates for a single multivariate Gaussian model of p(okt jC) given the data in the class.
We also abbreviate the state occupancy posteriors P (St = J jO) by t(J).

The following iterative procedure finds a locally optimal, binary partition of the metas-
tates in Cobs;k with respect to Q(�; �̂):

� Initialization: Define initial centroids for two new classes Cobs;k1 and Cobs;k2 , de-
noted by (�Cobs;k

1

;�Cobs;k
1

) and (�Cobs;k
2

;�Cobs;k
2

);

� Iteration: until convergence:

a. Find a new binary partition: map each metastate J 2 Cobs;k to the class that
maximizes its contribution to Q(�; �̂). Thus, assign J to class Cobs;k1 if

TX
t=1

t(J) log p̂(o
k
t j�Cobs;k

1

;�Cobs;k
1

) �
TX
t=1

t(J) log p̂(o
k
t j�Cobs;k

2

;�Cobs;k
2

) (7.13)

b. Update centroids: given the current binary partition Cobs;k1 and Cobs;k2 , update
the class centroids to maximize Q(�; �̂). For C 2 fCobs;k1 ; Cobs;k2 g:

�̂C =

P
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
tP

J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)

(7.14)

�̂C =

P
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)(o

k
t � �̂C)(o

k
t � �̂C)

TP
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)

(7.15)

The procedure will converge to a locally optimal, binary partition of the original equiva-
lence class.

Computation of the distances in Eqn (7.13) and centroid updates in Eqns (7.14)-(E.1)
can be made more efficient using class sum occupancies and sufficient statistics, see
Appendix G.

7.4.1.3 Locally-Optimal Binary Splits: Transition-Related Distributions

Repartitioning seeks a binary partition of an equivalence class Ctrans;k that leads to an
locally-optimal increase in the auxiliary function. We define the centroid of an equiva-
lence class of metastates Ctrans;k to be the ML estimates for the transition distribution
P (jkjC) given the data for that class. We also abbreviate the state occupancy posteriors
P (St = J jO) by t(J) and the transition occupancy posteriors P (skt = jk;St�1 = I jO)
by �kt (j

k; I).
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� Initialization: Define initial centroids for two new classes Ctrans;k1 and Ctrans;k2 ,
denoted by P (jkjCtrans;k1 ) and P (jkjCtrans;k2 );

� Iteration: until convergence:

a. Find a new binary partition: map each metastate I 2 Ctrans;k to the class that
maximizes its contribution to Q(�; �̂). Thus, assign I to class Ctrans;k1 if

X
jk2�k

TX
t=2

�t(j
k; I) log P̂ (jkjCtrans;k1 ) �

X
jk2�k

TX
t=2

�t(j
k; I) log P̂ (jkjCtrans;k2 )(7.16)

b. Update centroids: given the current binary partition Ctrans;k1 and Ctrans;k2 ,
update the class centroids to maximize Q(�; �̂). For C 2 fCtrans;k1 ; Ctrans;k2 g and
jk 2 �k:

p̂(jkjC) =

P
I2C

PT
t=2 �

k
t (j

k; I)P
I2C

PT
t=2 t(I)

(7.17)

The procedure will converge to a locally optimal, binary partition of the original equiva-
lence class.

Computation of the distances in Eqn (7.16) and ML updates in Eqn (7.17) can be cal-
culated more efficiently using class sum occupancies and sufficient statistics, see Ap-
pendix G.

7.4.2 Estimation of Model Parameters

Once sets of distribution equivalence classes have been defined, ML parameter estimation
is again achieved using an EM algorithm [33]. The parameters to be estimated are (for
1 � k � K) the prior probabilities P (jk), the observation-related distributions p(okt jC)
for C 2 Cobs;k and transition-related distributions p(jkjC) for C 2 Ctrans;k. In this
case, the only latent variables required are those specifying metastate sequences through
the model, denoted S = S1; : : : ;ST . Details of the derivation and of the calculation of
the necessary posterior probabilities are given in Appendix E. For the case where each
p(okt jJ) is modelled using a single, full covariance, multivariate Gaussian N (�kJ ;�

k
J), the

reestimation formulae are as follows:

P̂ (jk) = P (sk1 = jkjO)

P̂ (jkjC) =

P
I2C

PT
t=2 �

k
t (j

k; I)P
I2C

PT
t=2 t(I)

�̂C =

P
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
tP

J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)

�̂C =

P
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)(o

k
t � �̂C)(o

k
t � �̂C)

TP
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)

Generalization to training using multiple observation sequences is straightforward.
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The previous chapter introduced the FHMM family and two special cases, the MM-
FHMM and PT-FHMM. Exact likelihood calculations and EM-based estimation for the
MM-FHMM and PT-FHMM require calculation of forward and backward probabilities in
the metastate space of size NK . The cost of the forward or backward calculations is
therefore O(N2KT ). As K (the number of state chains) or N (the number of states in
each chain) increase, this becomes intractable. This chapter considers schemes for more
efficient model estimation and decoding, either through approximate algorithms or by
identifying special cases of the model for which the calculation of forward and backward
probabilities is more efficient. These schemes are presented in terms of the observation-
only coupled MM-FHMM, but the approaches could be extended straightforwardly to the
PT-FHMM. It is noted in passing that in addition to the algorithms below, sampling-based
methods (most obviously the Gibbs sampler) are applicable to this problem but will not
be investigated here (see eg. [13]).

8.1 More Efficient Forward-Backward Algorithm

The forward and backward calculations can be made more efficient for the observation-
only coupled MM-FHMM1. Let I = (i1; : : : ; iK); J = (j1; : : : ; jK) denote metastates,
where ik; jk 2 �k for each k. Define the following variables:

�t(J) = p(O1; : : : ;Ot;St = J)

�0t (J) = p(O1; : : : ;Ot�1;St�1 = J)

and for 1 � k � K:

�kt (J) = p(O1; : : : ;Ot�1; s
1
t = j1; : : : ; skt = jk; sk+1t�1 = jk+1; : : : ; sKt�1 = jK)

These quantities can be calculated efficiently using the recursions in the Modified Forward
Algorithm that follows, where 1k denotes no state has yet been entered in stream k.

1A similar speedup is proposed by [52] for factorial HMMs using an alternative parameter reduction scheme.
Readers familiar with directed acyclic graphical models [94, 75] will find the existence of such a speedup
obvious, observing that: (1) the cost of the general inference algorithm scales as the sum of the sizes of the
state spaces of the cliques, and (2) the state spaces of cliques in the observation-only coupled model are smaller
than in the fully coupled model.

56
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Modified Forward Algorithm

Step 1: Initialization:

1a. �01(1
1; : : : ; 1K) = 1 and �01(J) = 0 for each J 2 �meta.

1b. For 1 � k � K and each (j1; : : : ; jk; 1k+1; : : : ; 1K):

�k1(j
1; : : : ; jk; 1k+1; : : : ; 1K) = P (jk)�k�11 (j1; : : : ; jk�1; 1k; : : : ; 1K)

1c. �1(J) = �K1 (J)p(O1jJ) for each J 2 �meta.

Step 2: Iteration for t = 2; : : : ; T :

2a. �0t (J) = �t�1(J) for each J 2 �meta.

2b. For each 1 � k � K and each (j1; : : : ; jk; ik+1; : : : ; iK) 2 �meta:

�kt (j
1; : : : ; jk; ik+1; : : : ; iK) =

X
ik2�k

�k�1t (j1; : : : ; jk�1; ik; : : : ; iK)P (jkjik)

2c. �t(J) = �Kt (J)p(OtjJ) for each J 2 �meta.

Step 3: Termination:

3a. p(Oj�) =
P

J2�meta
�T (J).

At each t = 1; : : : ; T , we must calculate NK values for each of the K �kt (J) variables
and also for �t(J). Each such value requires N additions and multiplications. Thus the
complexity of this modified forward-backward algorithm is O(KNK+1T ), rather than
O(N2KT ) for the standard forward algorithm in the metastate space.

Similar efficiency improvements are possible in the backward algorithm. Define the fol-
lowing variables:

�t(J) = p(Ot+1; : : : ;OT jSt = J)

�K+1
t (J) = p(Ot+1; : : : ;OT jSt+1 = J)

and for 1 � k � K:

�kt (J) = p(Ot+1; : : : ;OT js
1
t+1 = j1; : : : ; sk�1t+1 = jk�1; skt = jk; : : : ; sKt = jK)

These quantities can be calculated efficiently using the recursions in the Modified Back-
ward Algorithm that follows, where 1k denotes no state has yet been entered in stream
k.
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Modified Backward Algorithm

Step 1: (Arbitrary) Initialization:

1a. �T (J) = 1 for all J 2 �meta.

Step 2: Iteration for t = T � 1; : : : ; 1:

2a. �K+1
t (J) = p(Ot+1jJ)�t+1(J) for each J 2 �meta.

2b. For each K � k � 1 and each (i1; : : : ; ik�1; jk; : : : ; jK) 2 �meta:

�kt (i
1; : : : ; ik�1; jk; : : : ; jK) =

X
ik2�k

�k+1t (i1; : : : ; ik; jk+1; : : : ; jK)p(ikjjk)

2c. For each J 2 �meta, �t(J) = �1t (J).

Step 3: Termination:

3a. �K+1
0 (I) = p(O1jI)�1(I) for each I 2 �meta.

3b. For K � k � 1 and each (i1; : : : ; ik�1; 1k; : : : ; 1K):

�k0 (i
1; : : : ; ik�1; 1k; : : : ; 1K) =

X
ik2�k

P (ik)�k+10 (i1; : : : ; ik; 1k+1; : : : ; 1K)

3c. p(Oj�) = �10(1
1; : : : ; 1K).

8.2 Variational Approximations

8.2.1 Introduction to Variational Approximations

Parameter estimation algorithms based on variational methods are currently popular in
the directed acyclic graphical models community, where ML estimation using the EM
algorithm is often intractable2. This section outlines the basic arguments for the specific
case of the observation-coupled MM-FHMM; [76] is a more general presentation.

Variational methods exploit one particular lower bound on the log likelihood of a set of
data for likelihood approximation and as the basis of a parameter estimation procedure.
In terms of the observation-only coupled MM-FHMM, we may express the bound as:

L(�) = ln p(Oj�) = lnf
X
S;Y

p(O;S;Yj�)g

= lnf
X
S;Y

Q(S;Yj	)
p(O;S;Yj�)

Q(S;Yj	)
g

�
X
S;Y

Q(S;Yj	) ln
p(O;S;Yj�)

Q(S;Yj	)
= LQ(	; �)

2Inference in the general case is NP-hard [28].
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where L(�) denotes the likelihood function, Q(S;Yj	) is a distribution over the hid-
den variables with parameters 	, and LQ(	; �) denotes the lower bound of interest.
The inequality in the third line follows by Jensen’s inequality [146]. Note that L(�)
exceeds LQ(	; �) by exactly KL[Q(S;Yj	)jjp(S;YjO; �)], the Kullback-Leibler (KL) di-
vergence between the distributions Q(S;Yj	) and p(S;YjO; �), which is a non-negative
quantity [29]. The lower bound may be tightened for each observation sequence O by
adjusting the variational parameters 	 of the variational distribution Q to minimize the
KL divergence.

The lower bound above is useful for likelihood approximation. [113] observes that the
lower bound LQ(	; �) may also be usefully applied to ML parameter estimation problems
using the following iterative procedure. The parameters of model p and of variational
distribution Q at iteration k are denoted �k and 	k respectively.

Variational Approximation-Based Learning

Step 1 Maximize LQ(	; �k) wrt 	.

	k+1 = argmax
	

LQ(	; �
k)

This is equivalent to minimizing KL[Q(S;Yj	)jjp(S;YjO; �k)] wrt 	:

	k+1 = argmin
	

KL[Q(S;Yj	)jjp(S;YjO; �k)]

Step 2 Maximize LQ(	k+1; �) wrt �.

�k+1 = argmax
�
LQ(	

k+1; �)

The algorithm is guaranteed to increase the lower bound on the likelihood LQ(	; �) at
each step, although not necessarily the likelihood L(�). Convergence of the algorithm
may be assessed by monitoring changes in the lower bound.

To examine the operation of the variational learning algorithm, consider first the case
where Q(S;Yj	) is allowed to range over all possible distributions over the hidden vari-
ables. A standard result ([29]) states that the distribution minimizing the KL divergence
in Step 1 is Q(S;Yj	) = p(S;YjO; �k), resulting in a KL divergence of zero. Thus, Step
2 seeks

�k+1 = argmax�
P
S;Y p(S;YjO; �

k) ln p(S;YjO; �)

which is equivalent to the standard EM algorithm [33].

The lower bound is of more general utility for likelihood approximation or learning in
cases where standard likelihood calculations or EM estimation are intractable. In these
cases, the family of distributions Q(S;Yj	) is assumed to have a form in which inference
is more tractable than in the original model. For example, when working with directed
acyclic graphical models, a model Q allowing tractable inference is often identified by
simplifying the dependencies in the original model p for which inference is intractable.

8.2.2 Mean-Field Variational Approximation

This section investigates a very simple family Q potentially suitable for variational likeli-
hood approximation or observation-related parameter estimation in an observation-only
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coupled MM-FHMM. The approximation provides a computationally cheap means of in-
tegrating K independent HMMs which have been trained on the K streams individually.
The scheme as described will not be used to reestimate the transition parameters of the
individual HMMs, only the observation-related parameters �k(l) and bkl(okt ji

l).

The following discussion assumes that occupation of the exit metastate N at time T + 1
is deterministic and guaranteed, and only metastates S1; : : : ;ST are hidden ie. ST+1 =
(N1; : : : ; NK). To simplify notation, the superscript k denoting states from a particular
stream is dropped in the following discussion ie. jk 2 �k will be written j 2 �k, with
the exception of Nk which denotes the exit state for stream k. Set �k represents the set
of emitting states in the model for stream k, and does not include Nk. The simplest vari-
ational approximation Q is a completely factorized approximation, in which all hidden
variables are assumed independent given the observations. This approximation, often
referred to as a Mean-Field approximation in statistical physics, can be written:

Q(S;Yj	) =

TY
t=1

f
KY
k=1

QSkt (skt j	
Sk
t )QY kt (ykt j	

Y k
t )g

where

� QSkt (skt j	
Sk
t ) denotes a pmf with parameters 	Skt = f	Sktj jj 2 �kg and 	Sktj de-

notes the probability of a particular outcome jk;

� QY kt (ykt j	
Y k
t ) denotes a pmf with parameter set 	Y kt = f	Y ktl j1 � l � Kg, and

	Y ktl denotes the probability of a particular outcome l.

The lower bound for this case is therefore:

LQ(	; �) =

KX
k=1

X
j2�k

QSk1 (j) ln �kk(j) +

TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

QY kt (l) ln�k(l)

+
TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

X
i2�l

QY kt (l)QSlt (i) ln bkl(okt ji)

+

TX
t=2

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

X
j2�k

QSkt (j)QSkt�1(i) ln a
kk(jji)

+

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

QSkT (i) ln akk(Nkji)

�
TX
t=1

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

QSkt (i) lnQSkt (i)�
TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

QY kt (l) lnQY kt (l)

To simplify maintenance of positivity, ensure appropriate normalization and to guarantee
that no hidden event is assigned probability zero during the optimization procedure, a
softmax form is used for each variational pmf. (Alternatively these requirements could
be included as constraints.)

So for each j 2 �k

QSkt (skt = jj	Skt )
def
=

exp	SktjP
i2�k

exp	Skti

and for each 1 � l � K

QY kt (ykt = lj	Y kt )
def
=

exp	Y ktlPK
�=1 exp	

Y k
t�
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A derivation of the following results is included in Appendix I.

Step 1 Minimization of KL Divergence.

Minimization will be implemented using a basic gradient descent procedure. The appro-
priate derivatives are:

@KL

@	Y
�k

�t�j

= QY
�k

�t (�l)

"
(

KX
l=1

�QY
�k

�t (l)	Y
�k

�tl ) + 	Y
�k

�t�l

#

� QY
�k

�t (�l)
X
l6=�l

QY
�k

�t (l)

"
ln�

�k(l) +
X
i2�l

QSl�t (i) ln b
�kl(o

�k
�t ji)

#

+ QY
�k

�t (�l)(1�QY
�k

�t (�l))

2
4ln��k(�l) + X

i2��l

QS
�l

�t (i) ln b
�k�l(o

�k
�t ji)

3
5

For 1 < t < T :

@KL

@	S
�k

�t�j

=

QS
�k

�t (�j)

2
4(X
j2��k

�QS
�k

�t (j)	S
�k
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�k

�t�j

3
5
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�k
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X
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2
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X
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X
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3
5
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�k

�t (�j)(1�QS
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4 KX
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QY k�t (�k) ln bk
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X
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X
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For t = 1:
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And for t = T :

@KL

@	S
�k

�t�j

= QS
�k

�t (�j)

2
4(X

j2��k

�QS
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X
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� QS
�k
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X
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�k
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QY kT (�k) ln bk
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X
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+ QS
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4 KX
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X
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Step 2 Maximization wrt �.

Using a derivation similar to that for the standard M-step of the EM algorithm (eg.
[121]), then the parameter updates �̂ are given by:

�̂k(l) =

P
tQ

Y k
t (lj	Y kt )

T

�̂klj =

P
tQ

Y k
t (lj	Y kt )QSkt (jj	Skt )oktP

tQ
Y k
t (lj	Y kt )QSkt (jj	Skt )

�̂klj =

P
tQ

Y k
t (lj	Y kt )QSkt (jj	Skt )(okt � �̂klj )(o

k
t � �̂klj )

TP
tQ

Y k
t (lj	Y kt )QSkt (jj	Skt )

The extension to multiple observation sequences is straightforward.

8.3 Algorithms Using Most-Likely Metastate Sequences

Large vocabulary ASR systems using HMMs generally assume in recognition that a single
state sequence S� dominates likelihood calculations, ie. p(O) � p(O;S�), where if S de-
notes the set of length T state sequences through the model then S� = argmaxS2S p(O; S).
The following two subsections describe first the Viterbi algorithm, which finds the opti-
mal S� but has the same computational order as the forward-backward calculations; the
Chain Viterbi algorithm that follows is a more efficient scheme finding an approximation
to S�. Such a metastate sequence can also be used in a Viterbi training (or, when S� is
approximate, a Viterbi-training-like) estimation scheme for MM-FHMMs. The associated
parameter update equations are obtained by conditioning the posterior probabilities in
Equations (7.7)-(7.12) on S� as well as the utteranceO. This training algorithm is analo-
gous to the use of standard Viterbi training in HMM systems based on Gaussian mixtures,
in which a single state sequence is assumed to dominate but the Gaussian mixtures are
trained using the EM algorithm. An alternative, not investigated here, makes the stronger
assumption that a single (S�;X�;Y�) sequence dominates likelihood calculations.

8.3.1 Viterbi Metastate Sequences

The most-likely metastate sequence S� = S�1; : : : ;S
�
T can be obtained through standard

Viterbi decoding in the metastate space, at a cost of O(N2KT ). The variable Æ(t; J) is
introduced:
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Æ(t; J) = max
S1;S2;:::;St�1

p(O1; : : : ;Ot;S1; : : : ;St�1;St = J j�)

Values of Æ(t; J) can be efficiently calculated as follows.

Viterbi Algorithm

Step 1: Initialization for each J 2 �meta:

Æ(1; J) = P (J)p(O1jJ)

 (1; J) = 0

Step 2: Iteration for each J 2 �meta at t = 2; : : : ; T :

Æ(t; J) = max
I2�meta

[Æ(t� 1; I)P (J jI)] p(OtjJ)

 (t; J) = arg max
I2�meta

[Æ(t� 1; I)P (J jI)]

Step 3: Termination:

P (O;S�) = max
J2�meta

[Æ(T; J)]

S�T = arg max
J2�meta

[Æ(T; J)]

Step 4: Backtrace from T � 1; : : : ; 1 to obtain state sequence S� = S�1; : : : ;S
�
T :

S�t =  (t+ 1;S�t+1)

Whilst this algorithm is guaranteed to give the most-likely metastate sequence S� and
requires only half the computation of calculating the forward and backward probabili-
ties, the calculation of Viterbi sequences in the metastate space still scales as O(N2KT )
and thus suffers from the same problems as the EM approach. It is investigated in the
empirical study primarily as a basis for evaluating the following approximate algorithm.

8.3.2 Chain Viterbi Metastate Sequences

[150] propose a more efficient scheme for approximating S� when the K time series are
assumed weakly coupled3.

The Chain Viterbi algorithm iterates through each stream k in turn, finding the optimal
sequence of hidden states through stream k given fixed values for the hidden states of
the other streams. The state space is thus reduced to size N when doing the optimiza-
tions for stream k. The algorithm can be initialized by (for example) computing a Viterbi
state sequence for each chain individually or by assuming a uniform segmentation of
the observations for each stream. Iteration through all K streams continues until con-
vergence, which is not necessarily to the optimal sequence S� (see Appendix H for a
counter-example).

More formally, letting S = S1; : : : ;ST denote the current approximation to the optimal
metastate sequence, St = (S1t ; : : : ;S

K
t ) denote a metastate, S[k!j]

t denote a metastate in
3The approach is similar to the Iterative Conditional Modes algorithm for computing a MAP estimate of

Markov Random Field parameters [13].
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which the k-th component of St is changed to j 2 �k, and assignment Skt = j denote an
update to S which sets k-th component of St to j 2 �k. The variable Æk(t; j), defined for
t = 1; : : : ; T and j 2 �k, is introduced. For each k:

Æk(t; j;S�=k) = max
sk
1
;sk
2
;:::;sk

t�1

p(O1; : : : ;Ot;S
�=k(t); sk1 ; s

k
2 ; : : : ; s

k
t�1; s

k
t = jj�)

where S�=k denotes some T -length sequence of states through each chain except the k-th
and S�=k(t) denotes the first t states visited in each chain k in those sequences.

Values of Æk(t; j;S�=k) can be efficiently calculated as follows.

Chain Viterbi Algorithm

Step 1: Initialize S to some metastate sequence S1; : : : ;ST .

Step 2: Iterate. Let Sprev = S. For each k = 1; : : : ;K, perform steps 2a through 2d:

2a. Initialize for each j 2 �k:

Æk(1; j;S�=k) = P (S
[k!j]
1 )

 k(1; j;S�=k) = 0

2b. For each j 2 �k at t = 2; : : : ; T :

Æk(t; j;S�=k) = max
i2�k

[Æ(t� 1;S
[k!i]
t�1 ;S�=k)p(S

[k!j]
t jS[k!i]

t�1 )]p(OtjS
[k!j]
t )

 k(t; j;S�=k) = argmax
i2�k

Æ(t� 1;S
[k!i]
t�1 ;S�=k)p(S

[k!j]
t jS[k!i]

t�1 )

2c. Termination of kth iteration: calculate likelihood

p(O;S) = max
j2�k

Æ(T; j;S�=k)

2d. Backtrace to update current best metastate sequence:

skT = argmax
j2�k

Æ(T; j;S�=k)

and then for t = T � 1; : : : ; 1, update S with skt where

skt =  (t+ 1; skt+1;S
�=k)

Step 3. Termination: if S = Sprev, then set S� = S and terminate. Else goto Step 2.

Softer versions of this iterative scheme are possible, using a subroutine where the state
sequences corresponding to some subset of streams are fixed and a Viterbi-like decoding
procedure applied to the remainder. This might be applicable in a multiband approach
using many frequency subbands, where coupling may be assumed to be weak between
bands which are not adjacent.

We note that the chainwise Viterbi method can be viewed as a variational method, in
which the approximating distribution Q puts all its probability mass on a single metas-
tate sequence4. In this view, the states of the metastate sequence are themselves the

4We thank Hagai Attias for this observation.
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variational parameters and the chainwise Viterbi method simply optimizes these param-
eters. Thus the chainwise Viterbi method can also be viewed as optimizing a lower bound
on the log-likelihood, namely the log-likelihood of one particular path.

In our experiments, the chainwise Viterbi method is incorporated into model estimation
as follows. We first run the chainwise Viterbi algorithm to convergence, yielding a metas-
tate sequence S�. This metastate sequence is then used in a Viterbi-training-like M-step.
An alternative approach might be to update parameters after decoding each chain. No
claims about the relative advantages of these approaches or their convergence properties
will be made.



9
Experimental Evaluation

This chapter presents an empirical study of the factorial models and algorithms discussed
in the previous two chapters. The study uses two small vocabulary speech tasks: an
isolated word classification task and a continuous word recognition task. The issues
addressed include:

� comparison of a loosely-coupled model with more conventional speech models on a
classification task;

� comparison of FHMM parameter reduction schemes on a classification task;

� comparison of exact and approximate decoding algorithms for a classification task;

� comparison of exact and approximate algorithms in estimation and decoding for a
classification task;

� comparison of a loosely-coupled model with more conventional speech models on a
recognition task.

The representation of speech used in the classification and recognition tasks will be cep-
stra derived from frequency subbands (eg. [108, 163, 107]), rather than a more spec-
ulative articulatory or phonological representation. There is evidence that asynchrony
exists between different frequency bands [108], making this a reasonable task for these
initial studies. Whilst there is likely to be more asynchrony in articulatory or phonolog-
ical representations, the exploration of such representations is beyond the scope of this
work.

The following terminology is reviewed from Section 7.2; the illustrations there may also
be helpful. The case where only FHMM transition distributions can be dependent upon
metastates will be referred to as transition-only coupled, the case where only FHMM out-
put distributions can be dependent upon metastates will be referred to as observation-
only coupled and the general case where both FHMM observation and transition distribu-
tions may depend upon metastates is fully coupled.

9.1 Evaluation on a Letter Classification Task

9.1.1 Corpus

The classification experiments which follow use the OGI ISOLET database [27], which
comprises wideband recordings of isolated utterances of single letters of the alphabet.
Whilst far from the conversational speech motivating the research, use of a simple testbed
such as ISOLET facilitates an initial feasibility study of novel models and algorithms

66
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without the additional complications introduced by continuous speech tasks. We use
Isolet1-4 (6240 utterances, 1 hour of speech) to train and the speaker-disjoint Isolet5
(1560 utterances, 15 minutes of speech) to test. This training set is twice as large as
that used by [27, 78]. All experiments train a single model for each letter, with no
parameter tying across different models; this differs from the HMM-based system of [78]
which utilizes parameter sharing across members of the E-set of letters and also uses
an explicit silence model. For reference, performance of our baseline HMMs using a
39-dimensional observation vector of full-band cepstra (including 0th) with delta and
acceleration coefficients is between 96:2% (3 state HMM) and 96:6% (10 state HMM) for
this data set.

9.1.2 Procedure for Subband Cepstra Extraction

The extraction of subband cepstra proceeds as follows. 25ms windows of speech are
Fourier-transformed and filtered through a bank of 20 overlapping, equally mel-spaced,
filters using the HTK toolkit [180]. Filtering produces a vector of log spectral energies
E = [e1; : : : ; e20]. A choice of V frequency subbands subdivides E into V subvectors Ev .
A DCT Dv is applied to each Ev to yield a vector of cepstra Cv = DvEv for subband
v. Decreasing Dv row dimensionality effects cepstral truncation, reducing the dimen-
sionality of Cv from that of Ev: a V -tuple (#1; : : : ;#V ) denotes the truncation scheme,
where #v indicates retention of cepstra 0; : : : ;#v � 1 in subband v. Finally, observations
for the v-th subband stream (ovt in our earlier notation) are formed by appending the
appropriate delta and acceleration coefficients to Cv .

The experiments below use cepstra from both two and three frequency subbands. Ob-
servations for the two-stream experiments comprise cepstra from two subbands 0-2 and
2-8kHz with cepstral truncation (7,6), yielding a 39-dimensional combined observation
vector Ot. Observations for three-stream experiments comprise cepstra from three sub-
bands 0-0.9, 0.8-2.7, 2.7-8kHz with cepstral truncation (5,4,4), again yielding a 39-
dimensional combined observation vectorOt.

9.1.3 Comparison: Factorial and Conventional Speech Models

The first set of experiments investigates the feasibility of using loosely-coupled models
for speech modelling by comparing the classification performance of the MM-FHMM with
that of more conventional speech models. Classification uses a maximum likelihood (ML)
decision rule ie. utterance O is allocated to class W� where W� = argmaxW p(OjW).
(This decision rule is equivalent to the Bayes’ minimum error decision rule for this task
since class priors are equal for the ISOLET test set, by test set definition). Performance
is compared against two baselines. The first is a standard HMM-based system trained
on the single observation stream that results from merging the observation streams cor-
responding to the (two- or three-) frequency subbands. However, since HMM and MM-
FHMM-based classifiers are quite different in their use of free parameters, additional
comparisons will be made against the HTK multiple stream and independent streams mod-
els. These “conventional” models will be configured to be comparable with the loosely-
coupled models not only in terms of the total number of parameters but also in their
usage of parameters. The MM-FHMM, HTK multiple stream and independent stream
models differ in the degree of asynchrony allowed between streams. To reflect this, re-
sults will be ordered in terms of increasing potential asynchrony: the synchronous HTK
multiple stream model will be followed by the loosely-coupled models and then the com-
pletely asynchronous independent streams model. Note that none of the HTK multiple
stream, loosely-coupled or independent streams results utilise any form of exponent or
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Figure 9.1 Left-to-right Metastate Space Topology

other stream weighting.

9.1.3.1 Experimental Setup

The implementations of FHMMs used in the experiments differs slightly from that in
Chapter 7 due to the introduction of non-emitting entry and exit states, similar to those
in the HTK Toolkit [180]. Appendix F details the minor changes to the reestimation
equations.

MM-FHMMs that model K observation streams use K underlying chains. All Gaussians
are full covariance, initialized using the global mean and covariance of the training set.

Several experiments will investigate the effect of introducing coupling between chains by
making MM-FHMM transition probabilities dependent upon metastates. This introduces
a difficulty, since the form of transition coupling dictated by the mixed-memory assump-
tion of Eqn (7.4) introduces a limitation for speech modelling. The HMMs used in phone
modelling for speech recognition are typically constrained a priori to have a left-to-right
transition structure, but this is achievable under Eqn (7.4) only when  is the identity
matrix I (ie. transitions in stream k depend only on the previous state in stream k). In
this study, when we investigate coupling through transition probabilities in MM-FHMMs
(achieved by setting  6= I), we use akl matrices which are individually left-to-right.
This will limit backwards transitions in the metastate space, but is not as strong as the
standard left-to-right constraint. To clarify, Figure 9.1 shows the (arguably) desirable
left-to-right metastate space topology. Since it is difficult to draw the full set of connec-
tions in the contrasting transition-limited MM-FHMM topology, Figure 9.2 instead shows
the connections removed from an ergodic metastate space topology when the underlying
cross-transition matrices are left-to-right in a two-stream, three state per stream, model.
The latter figure illustrates that whilst the left-right constraint is not fully enforced, many
of the otherwise possible backwards transitions are nevertheless prevented.

Model sets using cross-emission or cross-transition dependencies are initialized in stages:
first, independent HMMs are trained for each stream as in an independent streams sys-
tem; then, cross-stream dependencies are introduced gradually, with two training it-
erations between the addition of one cross-dependency per stream. For these model
comparison experiments, training is continued until the gain in likelihood falls below a
pre-specified threshold.

9.1.3.2 Experimental Results

The third and fourth columns of Table 9.1 give baseline percentage correct (%C) perfor-
mance of standard HMMs, which model the single observation stream formed by con-
catenating observations in each of the individual (two- or three-) frequency subband
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Figure 9.2 Transitions Removed in Restricted Metastate Space Transition Topology

Model # Parameters 2 Frequency 3 Frequency
(# states) Subbands %C Subbands %C
HMM (3) 2460 96.3 95.9
HMM (6) 4920 96.1 95.8
HMM (8) 6560 96.4 96.0
HMM (10) 8200 96.7 96.5

Table 9.1 Results: HMM Baselines (observation vectors formed by concatenating observation streams
derived from 2 or 3 frequency subbands)

Model (states per stream) # Parameters %C
HTK multiple stream (3) 1326 94.2
MM-FHMM, transition probability metastate dependence (3) 1337 94.1
independent streams (3) 1329 93.9
HTK multiple stream (6) 2652 94.9
MM-FHMM, transition probability metastate dependence (6) 2672 95.0
independent streams (6) 2658 94.8
HTK multiple stream (8) 3536 95.4
MM-FHMM, transition probability metastate dependence (8) 3562 95.3
independent streams (8) 3544 95.8

Table 9.2 Results: Transition-Only Coupled Models (2 observation streams, 2 chains)
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Model (states per stream) # Parameters %C
HTK multiple stream (3) 948 93.1
MM-FHMM, transition probability metastate dependence (3) 978 93.3
independent streams (3) 954 93.7
HTK multiple stream (6) 1896 94.7
MM-FHMM, transition probability metastate dependence (6) 1950 95.2
independent streams (6) 1908 94.4
HTK multiple stream (8) 2528 95.8
MM-FHMM, transition probability metastate dependence (8) 2598 95.2
independent streams (8) 2544 94.8

Table 9.3 Results: Transition-Only Coupled Models (3 observation streams, 3 chains)

Model (states per stream) # Parameters %C
HTK multiple stream (3) 2655 94.6
MM-FHMM, output and transition probability metastate-dependence (3) 2662 94.7
MM-FHMM, output probability metastate-dependence (3) 2654 94.9
independent streams (3) 2658 94.0
HTK multiple stream (6) 5310 96.2
MM-FHMM, output and transition probability metastate-dependence (6) 5320 95.8
MM-FHMM, output probability metastate-dependence (6) 5306 96.7
independent streams (6) 5316 95.3
HTK multiple stream (8) 7080 96.2
MM-FHMM, output and transition probability metastate-dependence (8) 7092 96.2
MM-FHMM, output probability metastate-dependence (8) 7074 96.0
independent streams (8) 7088 96.3

Table 9.4 Results: Observation-Only and Fully Coupled Models (2 observation streams, 2 chains)

Model (states per stream) # Parameters %C
HTK multiple stream (3) 2856 94.4
MM-FHMM, output and transition probability metastate-dependence (3) 2874 96.0
MM-FHMM, output probability metastate-dependence (3) 2850 95.2
independent streams (3) 2862 95.2
HTK multiple stream (6) 5712 96.8
MM-FHMM, output and transition probability metastate-dependence (6) 5736 96.2
MM-FHMM, output probability metastate-dependence (6) 5694 96.7
independent streams (6) 5724 95.8
HTK multiple stream (8) 7616 96.5
MM-FHMM, output and transition probability metastate-dependence (8) 7644 96.4
MM-FHMM, output probability metastate-dependence (8) 7590 96.2
independent streams (8) 7632 96.3

Table 9.5 Results: Observation-Only and Fully Coupled Models (3 observation streams, 3 chains)
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Number of HTK Multiple Independent HMM with HMM with
states N Stream with Stream with 3 states 6 states

N states N states per chain
3 NO NO p = 1:2� 10�4 p = 1:5� 10�3

6 NO NO NO NO
8 NO NO NO NO

Table 9.6 Significance Test Results: the results produced by the specified model and those from an N

state, 2 stream, 2 chain MM-FHMM with transition probability metastate dependence are tested for
differences significant at the � = 0:01 level; p-values are specified where results differ significantly.

cepstra streams. Tables 9.2 and 9.3 show the effects of coupling incorporated by making
transition probabilities dependent upon metastates. As mentioned earlier, the models
in each block of these tables are ordered in terms of allowable asynchrony between
streams: the synchronous HTK multiple stream model is followed by a MM-FHMM us-
ing transition probabilities dependent upon metastates, which precedes the completely
asynchronous independent streams model. The significance of differences in performance
for models with comparable numbers of parameters can be analysed using the McNemar
test [53]. Table 9.6 compares the significance of differences in results produced by the
conventional models with those for the 2-stream MM-FHMM with transition probability
metastate dependence. (These significance tests analyse the results for modelling cepstra
derived from two frequency subbands; they correspond to Table 9.2 and to the results for
baseline HMMs with similar numbers of parameters, as found in the third column of Ta-
ble 9.1.) Table 9.7 presents a similar analysis, comparing differences in results produced
by the conventional models with those for the 3-stream MM-FHMM with transition prob-
ability metastate dependence. (These significance tests analyse the results for modelling
cepstra derived from three frequency subbands; they correspond to Table 9.3 and to the
results for baseline HMMs with similar numbers of parameters, as found in the fourth
column of Table 9.1.)

Table 9.4 considers two types of MM-FHMM coupling: first coupling introduced through
observation probabilities only, where observation probabilities are made dependent upon
metastates, and then systems coupled through both observation and transition probabili-
ties. The table is again ordered using increasing allowable asynchrony. Each state in HTK
multiple stream and independent streams models uses a two Gaussian mixture to model
the data from a single stream. The number of observation-related parameters in these
systems is thus comparable with the mixed-memory models using metastate-dependent
observation probabilities, which use a single Gaussian to model each bkl(okt ji

l) distri-
bution. A similar set of comparisons are made for modelling three subband data in Ta-
ble 9.5, where states in HTK stream and independent streams models use a three Gaussian
mixture to model the data from a single stream. The significance of differences in perfor-
mance for fully coupled models with comparable numbers of parameters can be analysed
using the McNemar test [53]. Table 9.8 compares results produced by the conventional
models with those for the 2-stream MM-FHMM with transition and output probability
metastate dependence. (These significance tests analyse the results for modelling cep-
stra derived from two frequency subbands; they correspond to Table 9.4 and to the results
for baseline HMMs with similar numbers of parameters, as found in the third column of
Table 9.1.) Table 9.9 compares results produced by the conventional models with those
for the 3-stream MM-FHMM with transition probability metastate dependence. (These
significance tests analyse the results for modelling cepstra derived from three frequency
subbands; they correspond to Table 9.5 and to the results for baseline HMMs with similar
numbers of parameters, as found in the fourth column of Table 9.1.)

Some analysis of MM-FHMM behaviour was performed. The first question investigated
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Number of HTK Multiple Independent HMM with
states N Stream with Stream with 3 states

N states N states per chain
3 NO NO p = 2:0� 10�5

6 NO NO NO
8 NO NO NO

Table 9.7 Significance Test Results: the results produced by the specified model and those from an N

state, 3 stream, 3 chain MM-FHMM with transition probability metastate dependence are tested for
differences significant at the � = 0:01 level; p-values are specified where results differ significantly.

Number of HTK Multiple Independent MM-FHMM with only HMM with
states N Stream with Stream with Observation Probabilities N states

N states + N states per chain + dependent on metastates,
2 Gaussians 2 Gaussians N states per chain

per state per state
3 NO NO NO p = 2:6� 10�3

6 NO NO NO NO
8 NO NO NO NO

Table 9.8 Significance Test Results: the results produced by the specified model and those from an N

state, 2 stream, 2 chain MM-FHMM with both output and transition probability metastate dependence
are tested for differences significant at the � = 0:01 level; p-values are specified where results differ
significantly.

Number of HTK Multiple Independent MM-FHMM with only HMM with
states N Stream with Stream with Observation Probabilities N states

N states + N states per chain + dependent on metastates,
3 Gaussians 3 Gaussians N states per chain

per state per state
3 p = 8:0� 10�4 NO NO NO
6 NO NO NO NO
8 NO NO NO NO

Table 9.9 Significance Test Results: the results produced by the specified model and those from an N

state, 3 stream, 3 chain MM-FHMM with both output and transition probability metastate dependence
are tested for differences significant at the � = 0:01 level; p-values are specified where results differ
significantly.
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Model (# States) 2-Stream 3-Stream
Transition Metastate Dependence (3) 19% (0%) 34% (3%)
Observation Metastate Dependence (3) 22% (2%) 36% (1%)
Transition and Observation Metastate Dependence (3) 15% (1%) 22% (2%)
Transition Metastate Dependence (6) 33% (1%) 48% (5%)
Observation Metastate Dependence (6) 42% (2%) 51% (4%)
Transition and Observation Metastate Dependence (6) 38% (1%) 38% (3%)
Transition Metastate Dependence (8) 38% (5%) 54% (10%)
Observation Metastate Dependence (8) 46% (4%) 58% (11%)
Transition and Observation Metastate Dependence (8) 46% (3%) 45% (6%)

Table 9.10 Results: Percentage “Asynchronous” Metastates in Training Set Viterbi Metastate Sequences
(Percentage in brackets corresponds to metastates reflecting a higher degree of asynchrony ie. metas-
tates I such that maxk;l(l 6=k) ji

k � ilj > 1). Percentages rounded to nearest integer.

asked whether the allowable asynchrony between chains is used in modelling the ISO-
LET data. For each class, a Viterbi decoding of each training (or test) set utterance in
that class using the correct MM-FHMM (ie. the MM-FHMM corresponding to that class)
gives the optimal metastate sequence for each utterance in the training (or test) set un-
der the correct model. The metastate sequences produced for the training (or test) set
were analysed to determine the percentage of “asynchronous” metastates that occurred.
(“Asynchronous” metastates for a two-stream system means metastates (i; j) where i 6= j
and for a three-stream system means metastates (i; j; k) where it is not the case that
i = j = k). A typical set of results, calculated using the training set, is shown in Fig-
ure 9.10. The table shows that the potential asynchrony allowed in the models is used
in modelling the training set. The proportion of asynchronous metastates increases as
the size of the metastate space increases. The equivalent numbers calculated using test
set alignments show a small 1-2% increase in the proportion of asynchronous metastates
in the Viterbi metastate sequences for unseen data from the correct class. The num-
ber of asynchronous metastates used in modelling data from other classes is of course
much higher, by between 10-25%. These and other results suggest that the amount of
asynchrony used in MM-FHMMs with observation-only metastate dependence is slightly
higher than in the MM-FHMMs with other types of metastate dependence, but the dif-
ferences are small and may not be significant. The numbers in brackets in Figure 9.10
indicate the proportion of highly asynchronous metastates used, where this is defined
to be metastates I such that maxk;l(l 6=k) ji

k � ilj > 1. As might be expected for clean
dictated speech, metastates corresponding to extreme asynchrony are occupied only a
small proportion of the time. The use of asynchronous metastates by phone class was
also examined, but there were no immediately obvious differences in use of asynchrony.

Further analysis looked at posterior probabilities for the indicator variables, p(xkt = ljO)
and p(ykt = ljO), and the frequency with which the most-likely value of xkt or ykt was
not k. In two observation stream, fully coupled models, the transition-related indicator
variables xkt associated with each chain k had a most-likely value l 6= k for only 5-10%
of the time; for the observation-related indicator variables, the most-likely value for the
first chain (associated with the lowest frequency band) was l 6= k 57-61% of the time
and for the second chain 38-48% of the time. These percentages were a little higher,
about 2%, for the transition-only and observation-only coupled models. In three stream
systems, similar trends were observed. For each chain, the transition-related indicator
variable had a most-likely value for self-prediction 90% or more of the time and for
either of the remaining two chains of under 5% each, in both transition-only and fully
coupled models. The observation-related indicator variables were more balanced in the
distribution of most-likely values across chains in the observation-only and fully coupled
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models, with self-prediction occurring 40�60% and the remaining chains 10�20% each.
The overall trend is for posteriors to indicate self-prediction in the case of transitions and
for a more balanced indication of different chains in the case of observations.

Analysis also examined whether the right-to-left (backwards) transitions which are al-
lowed in the restricted left-to-right MM-FHMM topology of Figure 9.2 are used frequently
in modelling ISOLET. A Viterbi metastate sequence was found for each training utterance
under the model for the corresponding utterance class and the percentage of backwards
transitions analysed. The same procedure was repeated for each test utterance. Training
set analysis showed that across two- and three- stream transition-only coupled models,
with varying numbers of states, the percentage of backwards transitions was always be-
low 1%, and a similar comparison using fully coupled models found the percentage of
backwards transitions was below 0.5%. The increase in backwards transitions on test
data from the same class was very slight. The small percentages of backwards transitions
suggest the MM-FHMMs learn something of the left-to-right nature of the stationary re-
gions in the speech signal. Whilst this is of interest, it does not affect the underlying
concern that backwards transitions in competing models could lead to reduced discrimi-
nation on tasks more difficult than ISOLET.

9.1.3.3 Conclusions

The overall results show that in most cases performance of the factorial models does not
differ significantly from the more conventional speech models on the task of frequency
subband modelling. However, the potential advantages of the new models may not be
evident on this simple speech modelling task and we interpret attainment of comparable
performance as sufficient to conclude that factorial models appear a feasible alternative
for speech modelling tasks and merit further investigation.

9.1.4 Comparison: Parameter Reduction Schemes

The previous section addressed the basic question of whether FHMMs, in particular those
using the mixed-memory parameter reduction scheme, would scale to a speech modelling
task. This section compares the MM-FHMM with the more data-driven PT-FHMM param-
eter reduction scheme, which has some potential advantages for speech modelling. The
task is the same as in the previous section: ISOLET classification.

9.1.4.1 Experimental Setup

The implementations of FHMMs used in the experiments differs slightly from that in
Chapter 7 due to the introduction of non-emitting entry and exit states. Appendix F
details the minor changes to the reestimation equations.

All MM-FHMMs and PT-FHMMs investigated in this section use two observation streams
and two underlying chains. The observation streams are again cepstra derived from two
frequency subbands, as discussed in Section 9.1.2. MM-FHMMs are trained as in the
previous section and the procedure for training PT-FHMMs is as follows.

Obtaining Sufficient Statistics for PT-FHMM Clustering Sufficient statistics can in
principle be obtained using the following general procedure. Independent streams HMMs
with single Gaussian observation distributions are trained to model each observation
stream. These HMMS are then combined into the equivalent metastate space model (as
in the extended-PMC model of Section 6.1.5). The resulting combined model is trained
for two iterations. The metastate alignment produced in the second iteration and the
resulting updated model parameters provide the sufficient statistics for clustering. Two
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Figure 9.3 Pruning metastate space to maximum asynchrony of one state per chain

issues arose in preliminary experiments. Firstly, data sparsity led to numerical issues
with full covariance matrix inversion in the untied metastate space model. To resolve
this issue, all independent streams HMMs, the untied metastate space model and the
clustering procedure were set to use diagonal covariances; the models resulting from
clustering are converted to use full covariance matrices before further training is per-
formed. Secondly, sufficient statistics adequate for clustering could not (in most cases)
be obtained for each possible metastate within the fully expanded metastate model. The
occupancies of metastates corresponding to extreme asynchrony between chains were
close to zero: specifically, metastates I = (i1; : : : ; iK) for which maxk;l(l6=k)(ik � il) > 1.
This is not surprising, particularly given the low usage of extreme metastates in the
MM-FHMM experiments of the previous section: it seems unlikely that this degree of
asynchrony exists between frequency subbands for dictated speech data and this result
suggests full metastate space models may not be appropriate for modelling frequency
subband representations. To resolve this issue, pruning is applied to remove metastates
within the metastate space prior to the two iterations of reestimation that yield statis-
tics for clustering. Allowing a maximum asynchrony of one state, as in Figure 9.3, gave
adequate statistics.

Initial Equivalence Classes for PT-FHMM Clustering The equivalence classes used to
start the clustering procedure tie distributions such that the initial, pre-clustering PT-
FHMM is similar to an independent streams model (but excluding metastates which have
been “pruned”). Splitting during clustering therefore adds dependencies into this inde-
pendent streams model when doing so leads to a “sufficient” gain in auxiliary function.

Initializing PT-FHMM Hierarchical Partitioning Procedure At each partitioning step
for observation-related distributions, a single equivalence class with centroid (�Cobs;k ;�Cobs;k )
is partitioned into two new classes with centroids (�Cobs;k

1

;�Cobs;k
1

) and (�Cobs;k
2

;�Cobs;k
2

).
These are initialized such that (�Cobs;k

1

;�Cobs;k
1

) = (�Cobs;k ;�Cobs;k ) and (�Cobs;k
2

;�Cobs;k
2

)

is a small shift of (�Cobs;k ;�Cobs;k) towards a single element in the parent equivalence
class. At each partitioning step for transition-related distributions, a single equiva-
lence class with centroid P (jkjCtrans;k) is partitioned into two classes with centroids
P (jkjCtrans;k1 ) and P (jkjCtrans;k2 ). These are initialized such that P (jkjCtrans;k1 ) =

P (jkjCtrans;k) and P (jkjCtrans;k2 ) reverses the first two non-zero transition probabili-
ties in the original distribution P (jkjCtrans;k).
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Training PT-FHMMs The single Gaussian, full covariance PT-FHMMs that result from
clustering are trained for four EM iterations before testing.

9.1.4.2 Experimental Results

There are several thresholds in the hierarchical, PT-FHMM clustering procedure. The
minimum number of frames per leaf occupancy threshold was set to a fixed value of
150 observations for all experiments. The number of equivalence classes allocated to
transition and observation distributions was controlled through varying the thresholds
associated with gains in auxiliary function (Section 7.4.1). Note that the number of
parameters allocated to the PT-FHMM models may differ by class so where parameter
totals are stated, these represent an average taken over all 26 models.

Results are presented in two forms. Firstly, the performance of PT-FHMMs is compared
directly with MM-FHMMs in Table 9.11. (The MM-FHMM results are repeated from the
previous section to avoid the need for cross-referencing.) Both types of model use six
emitting states per chain; metastates are then pruned from the resulting metastate space
in the PT-FHMM prior to clustering. Four sets of results are shown. The first is an inde-
pendent streams model, with no metastate dependence in the observation- or transition-
distributions. The difference in results when the independent streams model is created as
a special case of the MM-FHMM or of the PT-FHMM is attributed to differences in model
initialization. The three remaining boxes compare the PT-FHMM with MM-FHMMs for
the three varieties of coupling: observation-only metastate dependencies, transition-only
metastate dependencies and both observation- and transition- metastate dependencies.
The clustering thresholds for the PT-FHMM were set to give similar allocation of param-
eters to both observation and transition distributions to enable valid comparisons. The
table shows similar results for both types of model and the McNemar test [53] confirms
this by finding that differences in performance for PT-FHMM and MM-FHMM systems
within the same table cells were not significant at the � = 0:01 level. Similar results
were observed with three state per chain models.

The effect of varying the number and type of model parameters in the PT-FHMMs is
shown in Figure 9.4. The graphs show the effect of increasing the number of observation
and/or transition parameters from a structure corresponding to a two chain independent
streams model with pruned metastate space (which has 2646 observation parameters
and 12 transition parameters).

Table 9.12 compares the usage of asynchronous metastates in Viterbi metastate sequences
for each training set utterance under the correct class PT-FHMM or MM-FHMM. (The
MM-FHMM figures are repeated from the previous section to avoid the need for cross-
referencing.) In both cases, the proportion of asynchronous states used in the observation-
only coupled models is higher than in the case of transition-only coupled models, per-
haps because coupling through the transition probabilities is relatively weak when ap-
plied in combination with high-dimensional observations in each stream. As with the
MM-FHMM, the proportion of asynchronous metastate sequences used in PT-FHMMs to
model data from the corresponding class does not vary greatly between training and
test data. It is interesting that despite the larger, unpruned metastate space of the MM-
FHMM, the usage of asynchronous metastates is the same or higher in the PT-FHMM.

The PT-FHMM model sets were analysed to determine the relative number of parameters
allocated to transition distributions in the two chains and for observation distributions
for the two observation streams, for given values of clustering thresholds. Regardless of
clustering threshold, the number of parameters allocated to transition distributions was
almost identical. For high observation clustering thresholds, more parameters were al-
located to observation distributions for the stream corresponding to the lower frequency
band, but at low thresholds the allocation became more balanced.
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Observation Metastate Observation Metastate
Dependence=NO Dependence=YES

Transition MM-FHMM # Paras = 2658 MM-FHMM # Paras = 5306
Metastate (# trans = 12,# obs = 2646 ) (# trans = 12, # obs = 5294)
Dependence=NO %C=94.8 %C=96.7

vs vs
PT-FHMM # Paras = 2658 PT-FHMM # Paras = 5399

(# trans = 12,# obs = 2646 ) (# trans = 12, # obs = 5387)
%C=95.3% %C=96.4%

Transition MM-FHMM # Paras = 2672 MM-FHMM # Paras = 5320
Metastate (# trans = 26, # obs = 2646) (# trans = 26, #obs = 5294)
Dependence=YES %C=95.0 %C=95.8

vs vs
PT-FHMM # Paras = 2670 PT-FHMM # Paras = 5411

(# trans = 24,# obs = 2646 ) (# trans = 24, # obs = 5387)
%C=95.4 %C=96.3

Table 9.11 Results: Comparison of MM-FHMM and PT-FHMM (2 observation streams, 2 chains, 6
states per chain)

Model (# States) MM-FHMM PT-FHMM
Transition Metastate Dependence (6) 33% 31%
Observation Metastate Dependence (6) 42% 48 %
Transition and Observation Metastate Dependence (6) 38% 48%

Table 9.12 Percentage “Asynchronous” Metastates in Training Set Viterbi Metastate Sequences for MM-
FHMM and PT-FHMM with 2 observation streams, 2 chains, 6 states per chain
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Figure 9.4 Effect of varying number of observation and transition parameters in PT-FHMM

9.1.4.3 Conclusions

The classification performance of the PT-FHMM was compared with the MM-FHMM for
different coupling structures and differences in performance were not found to be signif-
icant. Since the empirical results are comparable and the PT-FHMM has some potential
advantages for speech modelling (namely, the ability to enforce a left-to-right metastate
space topology, and because the procedure of collecting sufficient statistics for clustering
gives an indication of the maximum degree of asynchrony that exists present between
streams), the PT-FHMM will be the model of choice for the continuous digit recognition
experiments in Section 9.2.

It is interesting to note that the PT-FHMM results in isolation show increased coupling
through additional transition-related parameters has little effect on classification per-
formance for the ISOLET task. This is consistent with the standard finding for more
conventional (non-factorial) HMM-based systems.

9.1.5 Comparison: Approximate Decoding Schemes

The previous section investigated classification using EM-trained loosely-coupled models
of various forms and a ML decision rule. This section considers only models coupled
through the observation probabilities, and considers the quality of the likelihood approx-
imations and associated classification performance given by Chain Viterbi metastate se-
quences and by the Mean-Field variational lower bound.
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9.1.5.1 Experimental Setup

Each experiment uses the same, fixed set of observation-only coupled models, which
were trained using the EM algorithm.

Chain Viterbi Initialization: two schemes were investigated for specifying an initial
metastate sequence. The first used a uniform segmentation of the observations in stream
k against states in chain k; the second used the segmentation obtained by doing a Viterbi
decoding of stream k observations using the chain k parameters only (for each k). Pre-
liminary experiments found initialization had little effect on results; results below are for
the per-chain Viterbi initialization.

Mean-Field Initialization and Thresholds: two initializations of the QSkt (j) distribu-
tions were investigated. Initial per-stream state sequences were either obtained using
the uniform or the per-chain Viterbi decoding schemes as described for the Chain Viterbi
initializations; each QSkt (j) distribution was then initialized with a soft version of this
distribution, assigning mass 0:8 to the state occupied in the Viterbi or uniform segmen-
tation, and distributing mass equally amongst the remaining states. QY kt (l) distributions
were initialized as a uniform distribution. Preliminary experiments found the per-chain
Viterbi initialization gave considerably better results and was used to produce the results
below. The naive gradient-descent implementation also requires a stepsize: a brute force
search over a range of values was used and the results below correspond to the stepsize
yielding the highest value for the lower-bound on test set likelihood. (We emphasize
we do not use the stepsize giving the best classification performance, since this would
constitute cheating).

9.1.5.2 Experimental Results

Figures 9.5,9.6 and 9.7 compare total test set likelihood under each class A-Z with the
values obtained from Viterbi and Chain Viterbi approximations and from the Mean-Field
Variational lower bound when modelling two subband cepstral streams. Figures 9.8, 9.9
and 9.10 make the same comparison for the case of modelling three subband cepstral
streams. Tables 9.13 and 9.14 compare classification % Correct (%C) performance when
using these approximations with a ML decision rule. The tables also give results of
tests for significant differences between full-likelihood classification and the approximate
algorithms using the McNemar test [53].

states Full Viterbi Chain Mean
per Likelihood Viterbi Field
stream %C %C %C %C
3 94.9 94.8 95.0 91.0*(p = 0:0)
6 95.3 95.4 95.3 95.1
8 96.0 96.0 96.0 96.0

Table 9.13 Results: Decoding Schemes for 2 observation stream, 2 chain models (*=significantly
different from the Full Likelihood case at � = 0:01 level, with corresponding p value in brackets)

9.1.5.3 Conclusions

The graphs show that the Chain Viterbi likelihood approximation is considerably closer
to the exact likelihood than the Mean-Field Variational lower bound. In particular, it is
close to the Viterbi likelihood, suggesting that the initialization used rarely leads to sub-
optimal local maxima. As this would suggest, classification performance using the Chain
Viterbi algorithm is in almost all cases not significantly different to full-likelihood classi-
fication. The Mean-Field Variational Approximation is less successful. This is presumably
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Figure 9.5 Approximations to Test-Set Likelihoods for 2 streams, 2 chains, 3 state models (X-axis
corresponds to classes A-Z)

states Full Viterbi Chain Mean
per Likelihood Viterbi Field
stream %C %C %C %C
3 94.9 95.0 96.2 91.7*(p = 0)
6 96.4 96.3 95.0 95.2*(p = 9:4� 10�3)
8 96.4 96.3 96.2 95.3*(p = 7:6� 10�3)

Table 9.14 Results: Decoding Schemes for 3 observation stream, 3 chain models (*=significantly
different from the Full Likelihood case at � = 0:01 level, with corresponding p value in brackets)

due to the extreme nature of the mean-field assumption. More structured variational
approximations are possible, but will also be more computationally intensive. Since the
Chain Viterbi algorithm gives good approximations to likelihood, is relatively insensitive
to initialization and does not involve heuristic parameters such as step sizes, it would be
our algorithm of choice for future work.

9.1.6 Comparison: Approximate Training Schemes

This subsection compares the classification performance of observation-only coupled
MM-FHMMs trained and tested using matched (exact or approximate) algorithms ie. EM
training is used with full likelihood (FL) classification, Chain Viterbi training is used with
a Chain Viterbi approximation in classification etc. Viterbi Training and Decoding results
are included as a further baseline for comparison.

9.1.6.1 Experimental Setup

All training algorithms stop one iteration after the gain in data likelihood or the varia-
tional lower bound drops below 1%.
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Figure 9.6 Approximations to Test-Set Likelihoods for 2 streams, 2 chains, 6 state models (X-axis
corresponds to classes A-Z)

Chain Viterbi Initialization: the initial metastate sequence was obtained by doing a
Viterbi decoding of stream k observations using the chain k parameters only, since this
proved a useful initialization in the decoding-only experiments of the previous section.

Mean-Field Initialization and Thresholds: initial per-stream state sequences were ob-
tained using the per-chain Viterbi decoding schemes as in Chain Viterbi initialization; each
QSkt (j) distribution was then initialized with a soft version of this distribution, assigning
mass 0:8 to the state occupied in the Viterbi or uniform segmentation, and distributing
mass equally amongst the remaining states. QY kt (l) distributions were initialized as a
uniform distribution. The gradient-descent stepsize used in training and decoding was
fixed to the value that was most effective in the decoding-only experiments.

9.1.6.2 Experimental Results

Tables 9.15 and 9.16 compare classification % Correct (%C) performance obtained us-
ing the exact and approximate schemes with a ML decision rule. The tables also give
results of tests for significant differences between exact likelihood-based training and
classification and the approximate algorithms, using the McNemar test [53].

states Full Viterbi Chain Mean
per Likelihood Viterbi Field
stream %C %C %C %C
3 94.9 94.9 94.2*(p = 1:9� 10�2) 93.9
6 95.3 95.4 95.2 95.0
8 96.0 95.8 95.9 96.0

Table 9.15 Results: Matched Training/Decoding Schemes for 2 observation stream, 2 chain models
(*=significantly different from the EM-trained, Full Likelihood classification case at � = 0:01 level,
with corresponding p value in brackets)
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Figure 9.7 Approximations to Test-Set Likelihoods for 2 streams, 2 chains, 8 state models (X-axis
corresponds to classes A-Z)

states Full Viterbi Chain Mean
per Likelihood Viterbi Field
stream %C %C %C %C
3 94.9 95.0 94.9 92.5*(p = 4:0� 10�6)
6 96.4 95.8 95.6 95.3
8 96.4 96.3 96.1 95.7

Table 9.16 Results: Matched Training/Decoding Schemes for 3 observation stream, 3 chain models
(*=significantly different from the EM-trained, Full Likelihood classification case at � = 0:01 level,
with corresponding p value in brackets)

9.1.6.3 Conclusions

Classification performance achieved using the approximate algorithms is not significantly
different to that achieved using the exact scheme in most cases. On average, the EM,
Viterbi and Chain Viterbi algorithms all take a similar number of iterations to fall be-
low the relative change training termination threshold; the Mean-Field scheme takes
fewer. Despite this, our current implementation of the Chain Viterbi scheme has proven
more efficient than our naive gradient-descent-based implementation of the mean-field
approximation. Mean field equations can often be solved using fixed-point iterative up-
dates that converge more quickly1 but it seems unlikely that this would have much effect
on the final results. Also, whether using gradient descent or fixed-point iteration, the
Mean-Field scheme is more sensitive to initialization than the Chain Viterbi approach.
Therefore, for reasons much the same as in Section 9.1.5.3, our algorithm of choice for
use in future work would again be the Chain Viterbi algorithm.

1The author thanks Hagai Attias for this observation.
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Figure 9.8 Approximations to Test-Set Likelihoods for 3 streams, 3 chains, 3 state models (X-axis
corresponds to classes A-Z)

9.2 Evaluation on a Continuous Digit Recognition Task

9.2.1 Corpus

TI Digits is a speech corpus collected at Texas Instruments (TI) for the purpose of “design-
ing and evaluating algorithms for speaker-independent recognition of connected digit se-
quences”. The digit sequences are made up of the digits ZERO, OH, ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR,
FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT and NINE. The (approximately2) 77 digit sequences spoken by
each speaker can be broken down as: 22 isolated digits (2 productions of each of 11
digits), 11 2-digit sequences, 11 3-digit sequences, 11 4-digit sequences, 11 5-digit se-
quences, 11 6-digit sequences and 11 7-digit sequences. The corpus is described in detail
in [98]. Experiments below use only the men and women subsets within the pre-defined
training and test sets; no data from the boys or girls subsets is used. The training set
comprises 8623 utterances (about 4 hours 15 mins of data); the test set 8700 utterances
(about 4 hours 15 mins of data).

9.2.2 Procedure for Subband Cepstra Extraction

The extraction of subband cepstra proceeds as follows. 25ms windows of speech are
Fourier-transformed and filtered through a bank of 24 overlapping, equally mel-spaced,
filters using the HTK toolkit [180]. Filtering produces a vector of log spectral energies
E = [e1; : : : ; e24]. A choice of V frequency subbands subdivides E into V subvectors Ev .
A DCT Dv is applied to each Ev to yield a vector of cepstra Cv = DvEv for subband v.
Decreasing Dv row dimensionality effects cepstral truncation, reducing the dimensional-
ity of Cv from that of Ev: a V -tuple (#1; : : : ;#V ) denotes the truncation scheme, where
#v indicates retention of cepstra 0; : : : ;#v�1 in subband v. Finally, observations for the
v-th subband stream (ovt in our earlier notation) are formed by appending the appropri-
ate delta and acceleration coefficients to Cv . The experiments below use observations

2Some utterances were removed from the corpus because they “contained egregious speaking errors” [98].
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Figure 9.9 Approximations to Test-Set Likelihoods for 3 streams, 3 chains, 6 state models (X-axis
corresponds to classes A-Z)

comprising cepstra from two subbands 0-2 and 2-10kHz, with cepstral truncation (7,6),
yielding a 39-dimensional combined observation vector Ot. (Experiments with alterna-
tive frequency subbands and truncation schemes yielded similar results.)

9.2.3 Comparison: Factorial and Conventional Speech Models

This section extends the PT-FHMM to a continuous digit recognition task. Performance
will be compared with conventional speech models and also with the extended-PMC
model (described in Section 6.1.5).

9.2.3.1 Experimental Setup

Model Topologies A single model is trained for each digit, with no parameter tying
across models in different classes. In models using multiple chains (ie. multiband and
PT-FHMM models), this means chains are synchronized at the end of each digit. (For
a discussion of multiband synchronization issues, the reader is referred to [108].) All
digit models have six emitting states per chain, following [31, 104]. Silence is modelled
by a single state HMM. Unless otherwise stated, each state in an HMM or each p(okt jJ)
distribution in a PT-FHMM is modelled by a single Gaussian. All Gaussians use diagonal
covariance matrices. Training uses an exact EM algorithm and testing uses a Viterbi
approximation, following the standard setup for most conventional continuous speech
recognition systems.

Silence Modelling During training, sentence initial and final silence is mandatory. A
preliminary set of HMMs was trained on transcriptions with mandatory word final si-
lence; the resulting models were then used to refine the training transcriptions using
a forced alignment procedure in which word final silence was optional (as described
in [180]). During recognition, sentence initial, sentence final and word final silence are
all optional.
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Figure 9.10 Approximations to Test-Set Likelihoods for 3 streams, 3 chains, 8 state models (X-axis
corresponds to classes A-Z)

Training HMMs HMMs are trained following the standard HTK recipe [180]. Single
Gaussian HMMs are initialized using a flat start (ie. models are initialized using the
global mean and covariance of the training data) before recognition. These are trained
until the relative change in likelihood drops below 10%, at which point one final param-
eter update step is performed. HMMs using two Gaussian mixtures are booted from the
final single Gaussian HMMs using the HTK mixture splitting procedure and then trained
using the same relative likelihood change criterion for termination. HMMs using four
Gaussian mixtures are booted from the final HMMs with two Gaussian mixtures using
the same HTK mixture splitting procedure and trained using the same relative likelihood
change criterion for termination.

Training Multiband Models Single Gaussian independent streams models are initial-
ized using the global mean and covariance of the training data and then trained until
the relative change in likelihood drops below 10%, at which point one final parame-
ter update step is performed. Synchronization points are not used during training: the
models for each stream are completely independent3. The independent streams models
for each digit are then combined into the equivalent metastate space model, as in the
extended-PMC approach, before testing; this enforces stream synchronization at digit
boundaries.

Training Extended-PMC Models Two variants on the Extended-PMC scheme are inves-
tigated. Firstly, an extended-PMC model with a full, unpruned metastate space is ini-
tialized using the parameters of the final multiband system trained as above. Secondly,
an extended-PMC model with a pruned metastate space model comparable to that of
the PT-FHMM is initialized using the multiband system parameters. Transition probabil-

3Incorporating synchronization points in training for the case of single Gaussian observation densities led
to slightly improved performance in the single Gaussian case, but due to software constraints this training
scheme could not be used for systems with Gaussian mixture observation densities. Therefore training without
synchronization points was used throughout.
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ities in the these extended-PMC models are initialized by appropriately normalizing the
following quantities:

~p(J jI) =
KY
k=1

P (jkjik)

The transition probabilities of the extended-PMC models are then reestimated; the ter-
mination criterion is again based on relative likelihood change.

Obtaining Sufficient Statistics for PT-FHMM Clustering In preliminary experiments,
a set of metastate space models was initialized using the parameters of the final set
of multiband models. In principle, this model set could then be reestimated for two
iterations to obtain the sufficient statistics for clustering. However, as in the ISOLET ex-
periments, it was difficult to obtain sufficient statistics for each possible metastate within
a fully expanded metastate model. The same solution, metastate pruning similar to Fig-
ure 9.3, was used to restrict the degree of asynchrony to a maximum of one state prior
to the two iterations of reestimation that yield statistics for clustering. The asynchrony
limit of one state was necessary to obtain adequate statistics for clustering.

Initial Equivalence Classes for PT-FHMM Clustering The equivalence classes used to
start the clustering procedure correspond to a tying structure making each PT-FHMM
equivalent to a multiband model with stream synchronization at word boundaries (but
excluding metastates which have been “pruned”.) Splitting during clustering therefore
adds dependencies into the multiband model when doing so leads to a “sufficient” gain
in auxiliary function.

Training PT-FHMMs The single Gaussian, diagonal covariance models that result from
clustering are trained until the relative change in likelihood drops below 10%, at which
point one final parameter update step is performed.

Stream weighting None of the models utilise any form of exponent or other stream
weighting.

Recognition Network The recognition network is shown in Figure 9.11. An appropriate
insertion penalty was determined in preliminary experiments and held fixed throughout
the experiments below.

9.2.3.2 Experimental Results

Results for the task of modelling cepstra derived from the full frequency band are pre-
sented in the Fullband column of Table 9.17. The 2 subbands column of Table 9.17
presents HMM baseline results for the task of interest here, where observation vectors
are formed by concatenating cepstra from two frequency subbands. Comparison of the
results in the two columns finds a degradation in performance when moving from the
fullband to two frequency subband representation of speech in the single Gaussian case;
this also occurred when investigating other (two or three) frequency subband partitions.
The differences are much smaller when using mixture of Gaussian output distributions.
Although the degradation in the single Gaussian case suggests that use of frequency sub-
band representations of speech is not always desirable, it is not directly relevant to this
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Figure 9.11 TI Digits Recognition Network

# Mixture # Parameters Fullband 2 subbands
Components Per Model % Acc % Acc

1 474 95.2 94.7
2 948 96.9 96.9
3 1422 97.3 97.4

Table 9.17 Results: HMM Baselines (observation vectors are (1) cepstra derived from the full fre-
quency band (2) concatenation of cepstra derived from 2 frequency subbands)

investigation since all further comparisons will refer to the task of modelling the same,
fixed, two subband representation of speech.

For reference, the performance of an HMM model set trained to model data derived only
from the first frequency band (0-2kHz) is 93.0% (single Gaussian), 95.5% (two Gaussian
mixtures) and 96.3% (three Gaussian mixtures). An HMM model set trained to model
data from only the second frequency band (2-10kHz) achieves 73.4% (single Gaussian),
79.4% (two Gaussian mixtures) and 80.7% (three Gaussian mixtures).

There are several thresholds in the hierarchical, PT-FHMM clustering procedure. The
minimum number of frames per leaf occupancy threshold was set to a fixed value of
100 observations for all experiments. The number of equivalence classes allocated to
transition and observation distributions was controlled through varying the thresholds
associated with gains in auxiliary function (Section 7.4.1). Note that the number of
parameters allocated to the PT-FHMM models may differ by class so where parameter
totals are stated, these represent an average taken over all 26 models.

Recall that the number and type of coupling parameters in a PT-FHMM model can be
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Figure 9.12 Results: Single Gaussian PT-FHMMs (observation vectors derived from 2 frequency sub-
bands and 2 chains)

varied through the use of different stopping thresholds in the hierarchical partition-
ing procedure. The graph in Figure 9.12 shows the performance of the PT-FHMM as
the number and type of coupling parameters is varied. The point in the bottom-left
corner of the graph (with 468 observation parameters and 12 transition parameters)
corresponds to the fully-tied PT-FHMM. The performance of 95.3% for this model ini-
tialised and then trained using the PT-FHMM procedure is rather better than the 94.0%
achieved by a single Gaussian multiband model using the full metastate space and trained
as described above. Some of the difference is attributed to the different initializations
and training procedures rather than simply the difference in metastate space topology.
(For example, the post-clustering PT-FHMM training uses synchronization points whereas
the multiband models used in recognition are formed from independent streams mod-
els of each observation stream. This additional freedom during training may lead to
poor alignments, particularly in the higher frequency subband.) The graph shows firstly
that for a fixed number of observation-related parameters, increasing the number of
transition-coupling parameters consistently improves recognition accuracy. The graph
further shows that increasing the number of observation-coupling parameters consis-
tently improves recognition accuracy.

The performance of the PT-FHMM is compared with more conventional schemes for mod-
elling frequency subband representations of speech in Tables 9.18, 9.19 and 9.20. Recall
that the HTK multiple stream, extended-PMC and multiband models differ in the de-
gree of asynchrony allowed between streams. To reflect this, results for these models
are ordered in terms of increasing potential asynchrony: the synchronous HTK multiple
stream model will be followed by the extended-PMC model which has loose synchrony
constraints and then by the more asynchronous multiband model. The single Gaussian
PT-FHMM has a variable number of parameters so the PT-FHMM coupling structure for
the result in each of the three tables is chosen to be comparable to the more conventional
models in terms of the number and type of parameters. (These PT-FHMM results are cho-
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Model # Parameters % Acc
Per Model

HTK multiple stream 474 94.4
extended-PMC (pruned metastate space) 493 94.2

extended-PMC (full metastate space) 542 94.1
multiband (full metastate space) 480 94.0

PT-FHMM 493 95.7

Table 9.18 Results: Single Gaussian Systems (observation vectors are cepstra derived from 2 frequency
subbands)

Model # Parameters % Acc
Per Model

HTK multiple stream 954 97.0
extended-PMC (pruned metastate space) 986 97.0

extended-PMC (full metastate space) 1035 96.9
multiband (full metastate space) 960 96.8

PT-FHMM 937 97.1

Table 9.19 Results: Single Gaussian PT-FHMM vs Two Gaussian Mixture Systems (observation vectors
are cepstra derived from 2 frequency subbands)

sen from the set shown in Figure 9.12.) However, since there is a maximum number of
parameters that can be included in the single Gaussian PT-FHMM (corresponding to the
top right-hand point of Figure 9.12), the PT-FHMM result included in Table 9.20 has
slightly fewer parameters than the more conventional models. We note in passing that
the single Gaussian HTK multiple stream results in Table 9.18 differ from those for the
single Gaussian HMMs modelling the concatenated observation streams in Table 9.17.
The models are theoretically equivalent and the differences are attributed to differences
in implementation.

The significance of all of these results was assessed using the NIST scoring and sig-
nificance testing package, specifically the MAPSSWE (Matched Pair Sentence Segment
(Word Error)) option [118]. Some individual results are statistically significant, but there
are only two overall statistically significant trends that hold across the three sets of re-
sults discussed above. Firstly, the extended-PMC model with pruned metastate topology
has performance above and which is statistically significantly different to the multiband
model at the � = 0:01 level (p < 0:001 in all cases). Secondly, PT-FHMMs matched with
multiband models in terms of number and type of parameters have higher performance
and are statistically significantly different at the � = 0:01 level (p < 0:002 in all cases).

Model # Parameters % Acc
Per Model

HTK multiple stream 1434 97.5
extended-PMC (pruned metastate space) 1465 97.6

extended-PMC (full metastate space) 1524 97.5
multiband (full metastate space) 1464 97.4

PT-FHMM 1258 97.4

Table 9.20 Results: Single Gaussian PT-FHMM vs Three Gaussian Mixture Systems (observation vec-
tors are cepstra derived from 2 frequency subbands)
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9.2.3.3 Conclusions

Firstly, the results show that the PT-FHMM can be scaled to a continuous speech recog-
nition task larger than ISOLET and still achieve performance competitive with the more
conventional HMM, HTK multiple stream, extended-PMC and multiband systems. Sec-
ondly, Figure 9.12 shows use of additional observation- or transition-related coupling
parameters consistently leads to performance improvements. Thirdly, the incorpora-
tion of soft synchrony constraints using the extended-PMC (pruned metastate space)
approach or the PT-FHMM approach gives small improvements in performance over the
basic multiband approach; these differences are significantly significant at � = 0:01 level
using the MAPSSWE test.

The results suffice to show that PT-FHMMs scale competitively to continuous speech
tasks and merit further investigation. They also show that the incorporation of soft
synchrony constraints can improve performance over a multiband approach. These re-
sults are promising but a note of caution is required. Firstly, the results suggest that
the effects of model initialization and training procedure are particularly important on
the TI-DIGITS task and a more extensive study of these effects is necessary. Secondly,
these experiments involve only two observation streams. The difficulties associated with
collecting sufficient statistics for the two stream case suggest some ingenuity may be re-
quired when modelling more observation streams or using longer chains per modelling
unit. All of this further experimentation is beyond the scope of the dissertation. Given
these caveats, however, the results overall show that the PT-FHMM provides a flexible
and scaleable approach to explicitly modelling asynchrony whilst maintaining competi-
tive classification performance.



10
Conclusions

10.1 Summary

This dissertation began by showing there are factors associated with the acoustics of
conversational speaking styles that seriously degrade the performance of conventional
recognizers. Hypothesizing that many of these factors are associated with the increased
pronunciation variability in conversational speech, it then considered schemes for better
modelling phonological change within the statistical framework for speech recognition.

First, an explicit pronunciation modelling scheme was investigated. Motivated by work
in linear phonology, the scheme attempts to produce an improved dictionary with more
accurate pronunciations expressed in terms of surface phones. These are less variable in
their acoustic realizations than the more abstract phonemic units often used in recog-
nition dictionaries. The new lexicon can be incorporated into an existing system at
recognition time. Collaborative experiments at WS97 (The Johns Hopkins University
Summer Research Workshop on Large Vocabulary Speech Recognition) showed this ap-
proach gives a very small, but statistically significant, improvement on the Switchboard
conversational speech corpus. The new lexicon can also be used to produce training set
transcriptions more representative of the classes in the acoustic signal; many researchers
anticipated that training on these transcriptions would lead to more accurate, lower vari-
ance models of surface phones. However, this thesis has shown that, counter to intuition,
use of a variety of quantifiably more accurate phone-level training transcriptions during
model estimation does not translate into improved word recognition performance despite
(as shown by colleagues at The Johns Hopkins University) often yielding the expected
improvements in phone recognition performance. The explanation is the increase in con-
fusability and homophonous sequences that occurs when representing pronunciations
in terms of surface phones. These results suggest that explicit pronunciation modelling
schemes which model phonological change at the level of phoneme or phone-like units,
whilst appealingly simple, are unlikely to lead to large performance improvements in
conversational speech transcription in their current form.

These results motivated a more speculative direction of research. Speech scientists and
non-linear phonologists today no longer assume the existence of units such as phonemes
and surface phones. Instead, they describe pronunciation change at levels below the
phoneme. Complex variability in the acoustic signal is often described very simply in
terms of these deeper phonological or articulatory mechanisms. The research in the
second part of this dissertation is motivated by a belief that improvements in phono-
logical modelling may require a more implicit approach than used in the initial part of
the thesis. The direction taken here seeks models which better characterize underlying
speech production mechanisms, perhaps through the use of articulatory or phonological
representations of speech. There are two primary issues to be addressed: the interme-
diate representation of speech and the appropriate statistical model. Since many of the
plethora of intermediate representations that have been proposed can be thought of ab-
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stractly as multiple, loosely-coupled time series, the two issues can be decoupled to some
extent. The latter part of the thesis focussed specifically upon the issue of modelling this
type of speech data.

The family of Loosely-coupled or Factorial HMMs was identified as potentially appro-
priate for modelling multiple, loosely-coupled time series data. It was shown that sev-
eral conventional speech models are members of the FHMM family. An existing FHMM
scheme was discussed, the MM-FHMM. Since the MM-FHMM has some potential draw-
backs for the specific task of speech modelling, a new more data-driven FHMM scheme
was proposed, the PT-FHMM. The PT-FHMM approach makes fewer a-priori assumptions
about the nature of the data to be modelled. Estimation and decoding of these types
of model may become computationally expensive and some possible approximate algo-
rithms were proposed.

An empirical study investigated whether these particular FHMMs would scale to speech
modelling tasks. A preliminary feasibility study showed the performance of the MM-
FHMM is not significantly different to more conventional speech models on the ISOLET
classification task. Since the advantages of the new models may not be evident on such a
simple task, this result was interpreted as sufficient to conclude the models merit further
investigation.

A second study compared the assumption-based MM-FHMM scheme with the new data-
driven PT-FHMM scheme on the ISOLET task. The new scheme yielded comparable
results. Therefore, since the MM-FHMM has potential drawbacks for speech modelling,
the PT-FHMM was adopted in later continuous word recognition experiments.

A third study compared the performance of exact and approximate algorithms in decod-
ing and identified an algorithm suitable for use in much larger vocabulary tasks. The
Chain Viterbi algorithm gave performance comparable to the exact algorithms and very
similar to the optimal Viterbi algorithm. It is easier to implement, is empirically relatively
insensitive to initialization, does not require use of heuristic parameters and gives better
approximations to likelihood value than a naive Mean-Field Variational Approximation.
The study continued by comparing exact and approximate algorithms when used in both
estimation and decoding. Performance of the Chain Viterbi algorithm was again compa-
rable to the exact algorithms and the simplicity-related advantages over the Mean-Field
Variational approach continue to hold.

A short final study compared the performance of FHMMs with more conventional mod-
els on the TI-DIGITS continuous speech recognition task. The PT-FHMM results were
comparable with more conventional models for an equivalent number of parameters.
There is considerable scope for more detailed investigation, but the experimental results
suggest that the PT-FHMM provides a flexible and scaleable approach to modelling multi-
ple loosely-coupled time series representations of speech whilst maintaining competitive
classification performance.

10.2 Future Work

There are obvious extensions of the FHMM-based approach that should yield some per-
formance improvements without the need for extensive research. For example, use of
exponent stream weighting was not investigated nor combining the FHMM hypotheses
with those of an existing system in a ROVER-style classifier combination framework.

Several interesting issues associated with large vocabulary tasks, such as choice of mod-
elling unit and schemes for parameter tying across those units in the face of data sparsity,
have not been addressed. A decision was taken to use a word-level modelling unit in the
TI DIGITS experiments and there was sufficient data to allow each word-level FHMM
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to be estimated robustly. However, for larger vocabulary tasks the choice of word-level
units may not be the most appropriate and there is unlikely to be adequate data to train
a completely distinct model for each unit.

The potential advantages of the FHMMs are thought to be associated with properties of
conversational speech. This remains to be shown. In addition, exploiting those potential
advantages may require use of alternative representations of speech. Appropriate repre-
sentations have not been discussed. Although discussion in this dissertation presented
FHMMs as suitable for modelling knowledge-based features extracted directly from the
acoustics, many schemes for extracting knowledge-based features require hard decisions
to be made in the acoustic preprocessing stage which is not necessarily desirable. There
are other possibilities for incorporating FHMMs within a recognition system whilst con-
tinuing to incorporate speech production knowledge, such as approaches motivated by
work in analysis-by-synthesis eg. [135].

There are a variety of possible estimation schemes based on the Chainwise Viterbi proce-
dure. For example, the metastate sequences resulting after each chainwise decoding can
be viewed as a sample from the metastate space and could perhaps be incorporated into
an N-Best EM training algorithm1. Possible variants and their convergence properties
have not been studied in this dissertation.

Finally, FHMMs are potentially suitable for any modelling problem involving multiple,
loosely-coupled time series. The thesis has shown that the models and algorithms scale
acceptably to larger tasks than the toy examples on which they have previously been
tested in the machine learning literature. Tasks where the models might be of interest
include noise robustness (which provided the original motivation for multiband models),
incorporating prosodic information and audio-visual speech recognition.

1The author thanks Asela Gunawardana for this suggestion.



A
Proof of Lemma

Lemma
A function

PN
j=1 wj log yj of variables fyjgNj=1, subject to constraints

PN
j=1 yj = 1 and

8j:yj � 0, attains a global maximum at the single point yj =
wjP
N
i=1

wi
for j = 1; : : : ; N .

Proof
Use Lagrange multipliers, with a single constraint function g(y) =

PN
j=1 yj � 1 = 0. (We

shall see the solution automatically satisfies the positivity constraints.) The Lagrangian,
incorporating Lagrange multiplier �, is:

L(y) = f(y)� �(

NX
j=1

yj � 1) =

NX
j=1

(wj log yj � �(yj � 1))

Differentiating and equating to zero:

@L

@yi
=

wi
yi
� � = 0

@L

@�
= �(

NX
j=1

yj � 1) = 0

from which we conclude that for all i, yi = wi
� . Incorporating constraint g(y) we find

� =
PN
j=1 wj , from which the result follows.
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B
Symbolic Differentiation Rules

The following notation is used for symbolic differentiation. Let f : <D ! < be a differen-
tiable function mapping a D-dimensional column vector x to a real number f(x). Then
df
dx is the D � 1 column vector whose ith element is @f

@xi
. Similarly, let f : <D�D ! <

be a differentiable function mapping a square D �D matrix with elements Aij to a real
number f(A). Then df

dA is the D �D matrix whose ijth element is @f
@aij

.

Rule 1
Let A be a real symmetric D �D matrix, x a real D � 1 vector and f(A) = xTAx.

@f

@xi
=

X
mn

@

@xi
Amnxmxn = 2

X
m

Aimxm

df

dx
= 2Ax

Rule 2
Let A be a real symmetricD�D matrix, x and y are realD�1 vectors and f(A) = xTAy.

@f

@Aij
=

X
mn

@

@Aij
Amnxmyn = xiyj

df

dA
= xy

Rule 3
Let A be a real symmetric D �D matrix and f(A) = jAj.

jAj =
X
ij

cofij(A)Aij

(A�1)ij =
cofji(A)

jAj

@f

@Aij
= cofij(A) = jAj(A�1)ij

df

dA
= jAj(A�1)T = jAj(A�1)
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Rule 4
Let A and B be real symmetric D � D matrices, x and y are real D � 1 vectors and
f(A) = (Bx+ y)TA(Bx+ y).

@f

@xi
=

X
mn

Amn
@

@xi
[(Bx+ y)m(Bx+ y)n]

=
X
mn

Amn[Bmi(Bx+ y)n +Bni(Bx+ y)m]

= 2
X
mn

BmiAmn(Bx + y)n

= 2
X
mn

BTimAmn(Bx + y)n

df

dx
= 2BTA(Bx + y)



C
ML Estimates for Multivariate Normal Density

Consider a sequence of observations xN1 = x1; : : : ;xN , where each xn 2 <D is drawn in-
dependently from a Gaussian distribution N(�;�) with unknown mean � and covariance
�. Assume that � is nonsingular.

The log-likelihood function can be written:

L(xN1 ;�;�) =

NX
n=1

logP (xn;�;�)

=

NX
n=1

f� log((2�)D=2j�j
1

2 �
1

2
(xn � �)T��1(xn � �)g

= �
ND

2
log 2� +

N

2
log j��1j �

1

2

NX
n=1

(xn � �)T��1(xn � �)

where we use the fact j��1j = j�j�1. Using the symbolic differentiation rules of Ap-
pendix B we obtain:

dL

d�
=

NX
n=1

��1(xn � �) = 0

dL

d��1
=

N

2

1

j��1j
j��1j(�)�

1

2

NX
n=1

(xn � �)(xn � �)T = 0

Note now that, because there is a unique ML solution for the inverse covariance matrix
and because each covariance matrix has a unique inverse (and vice-versa), then if the
ML estimate of ��1 is given by a matrix M the ML estimate of ��1 is given by M�1.
Thus

�̂ =
1

N

NX
n=1

xn

�̂ =
1

N

NX
n=1

(xn � �)(xn � �)T

These results extend straightforwardly to the M-step of EM for the MM-FHMM and PT-
FHMM.
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D
Parameter Estimation For MM-FHMM

D.1 Deriving ML parameter estimates

ML estimation of MM-FHMM parameters � = (�;A;B; �;  ) is achieved using an EM al-
gorithm [33]. Following [150], equations (7.4) and (7.6) are viewed as mixture models,
introducing two new types of latent variable in addition to those denoting the metastate
sequence taken through the model. The new latent variables, denoted by ykt and xkt be-
low, encode the identity of the cross-emission distribution and cross-transition matrix (ie.
the distributions within each mixture model) used in each stream k at each t. Figure D.1
illustrates the information provided by the xkt and ykt variables.

The notation for latent variables is as follows:

� skt : state occupied in stream k at time t;

� St = (s1t ; : : : ; s
K
t ) : metastate occupied at t;

� S = S1; : : : ;ST : a sequence of metastates;

� S = fSg : the set of possible metastate sequences;

� xkt : the hidden variable 2 f1; : : : ;Kg indicating the component of St�1 which
determines the matrix used for the transition into skt ;

� Xt = (x1t ; : : : ; x
K
t );

� X = X1; : : : ;XT : single transition component vector sequence

� X = fXg the set of possible sequences ;

� ykt : the hidden variable 2 f1; : : : ;Kg indicating the component of St which deter-
mines the output probability for okt ;

� Yt = (y1t ; : : : ; y
K
t );

� Y = Y1; : : : ;YT a single (observation-predictor) state-component sequence;
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� Y = fYg : the set of possible sequences.
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Figure D.1 Bold lines show information specified by the hidden (vector) variables Yt�1, Xt, Yt.

The derivation that follows assumes non-emitting exit states are not in use. Probabilities
associated with the complete data set are formed as:

P (St;XtjSt�1) =

KY
k=1

P (skt ; x
k
t jSt�1)

P (skt ; x
k
t jSt�1) =  k(xkt )a

kxkt (skt js
xkt
t�1)

P (S1;X1) =

KY
k=1

P (sk1 ; x
k
1)

P (sk1 ; x
k
1) =  k(xk1)�

kxk
1 (sk1)

p(Ot;YtjSt) =

KY
k=1

p(okt ; y
k
t jSt)

p(okt ; y
k
t jSt) = �k(ykt )b

kl(okt js
ykt
t )

Thus:

p(O;S;X;Y) = �(S1;X1)p(O1;Y1jS1)f
TY
t=2

P (St;XtjSt�1)p(Ot;YtjSt)g

log p(O;S;X;Y) =

KX
k=1

TX
t=1

log k(xkt ) +

KX
k=1

log�kx
k
1 (sk1) +

+

KX
k=1

TX
t=1

log�k(ykt ) +

KX
k=1

TX
t=1

log bky
k
t (okt js

ykt
t )

+

KX
k=1

TX
t=2

akx
k
t (skt js

xkt
t�1)
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Denoting current and updated model parameters by � and �̂, the EM auxiliary function
Q(�; �̂) is:

Q(�; �̂) =
X
S2S

X
X2X

X
Y2Y

P (S;X;YjO) log p̂(O;S;X;Y)

=

KX
k=1

X
Y2Y

TX
t=1

P (YjO) log �̂k(ykt ) +

KX
k=1

X
S2S

X
Y2Y

TX
t=1

P (S;YjO) log b̂ky
k
t (okt js

ykt
t )

+

KX
k=1

X
X2X

TX
t=1

P (XjO) log  ̂k(xkt ) +

KX
k=1

X
S2S

X
X2X

TX
t=2

P (S;XjO) log âkx
k
t (skt js

xkt
t�1)

+

KX
k=1

X
S2S

X
X2X

P (S;XjO) log �̂kx
k
1 (sk1)

= Q�(�; �̂) +Qb(�; �̂) +Q (�; �̂) +Qa(�; �̂) +Q�(�; �̂)

Thus Q(�; �̂) comprises subfunctions that may be maximized separately. The following
Lemma (proved in Appendix A) will be used repeatedly:

Lemma
A function

PN
j=1 wj log yj of variables fyjgNj=1, subject to constraints

PN
j=1 yj = 1 and

8j:yj � 0, attains a global maximum at the single point yj =
wjP
N
i=1

wi
for j = 1; : : : ; N .

1. Optimizing Q�(�; �̂): To maximize

Q�(�; �̂) =
KX
k=1

X
Y2Y

TX
t=1

P (YjO) log �̂k(ykt )

subject to the constraints that
PK

�=1 �̂
k(�) = 1 and 8�:�̂k(�) � 0, first rearrange as

Q�(�; �̂) =

KX
k=1

X
Y2Y

TX
t=1

KX
l=1

Æ(ykt ; l)P (YjO) log �̂k(l)

=
KX
k=1

KX
l=1

f
TX
t=1

P (ykt = ljO)g log �̂k(l)

where Æ(x; y) is the Dirac Æ function, ie. 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise. Then maximize for
each k individually and appeal to Lemma to conclude that for each k:

�̂k(l) =

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = ljO)PK

v=1

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = vjO)

=

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = ljO)

T

2. Optimizing Q (�; �̂): To maximize

Q (�; �̂) =
KX
k=1

X
X2X

TX
t=1

P (XjO) log  ̂k(xkt )
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subject to the constraints that
PK

�=1  ̂
k(�) = 1 and 8�: ̂k(�) � 0, first rearrange as

Q (�; �̂) =

KX
k=1

X
X2X

TX
t=1

KX
l=1

Æ(xkt ; l)P (XjO) log  ̂k(l)

=

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

f
TX
t=1

P (xkt = ljO)g log  ̂k(l)

Then maximize for each k individually and appeal to Lemma to conclude that for each
k:

 ̂k(l) =

PT
t=1 P (x

k
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v=1

PT
t=1 P (x

k
t = vjO)

=

PT
t=1 P (x

k
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T

3. Optimizing Qa(�; �̂): To maximize

Qa(�; �̂) =
KX
k=1

X
S2S

X
X2X

TX
t=2

P (S;XjO) log âkx
k
t (skt js

xkt
t�1)

subject to the constraints that for each k,l and il 2 �l,
P
jk2�k

âkl(jkjil) = 1 and 8jk 2
�k:â

kl(jkjil) � 0, first rearrange as:
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X
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X
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Then optimize the inner expression for each k, l and i individually and appeal to Lemma
to conclude that for each k:
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k
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4. Optimizing Qb(�; �̂): To maximize

Qb(�; �̂) =

KX
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Y2Y

TX
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P (S;YjO) log b̂ky
k
t (okt js
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t )

first rearrange as
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Qb(�; �̂) =

KX
k=1

X
S2S

X
Y2Y

TX
t=1
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Assume each distribution bkl(okt ji
l) is modelled using a multivariate Gaussian density

N (�kli ;�
kl
i ). Thus, using AT to denote matrix transpose:
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Substituting for the output density expression gives:
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X
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The derivation of the maximizing �̂kli and �̂kli maximize this equation is similar to the
derivation of ML parameter estimates for the multivariate Gaussian distribution, included
in Appendix C for completeness. The resulting reestimation equations are

�̂kli =

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = l; slt = iljO)oktPT

t=1 P (y
k
t = l; slt = iljO)

�̂kli =

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = l; slt = iljO)(okt � �̂kli )(o

k
t � �̂kli )

TPT
t=1 P (y

k
t = l; slt = iljO)

=

PT
t=1 P (y

k
t = l; slt = iljO)(okt )(o

k
t )
TPT

t=1 P (y
k
t = l; slt = iljO)

� �̂kli (�̂
kl
i )

T

In practice updates and accumulates are not performed for full covariance or inverse
covariance matrices. Instead, the positive definite covariance matrices are decomposed
using the (numerically stable) Cholesky decomposition �kli = AAT and the inverted
lower Cholesky factor A�1 is stored.

5. Optimizing Q�(�; �̂): To maximize

Q�(�; �̂) =
KX
k=1

X
S2S

X
X2X

P (S;XjO) log �̂kx
k
1 (sk1)

subject to the constraints that for each k and l,
P
j2�k

�̂kl(j) = 1 and 8j:�̂kl(j) � 0, first
rearrange as:
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Q�(�; �̂) =

KX
k=1

X
S2S

X
X2X

KX
l=1

X
jk2�k

Æ(xk1 ; l)Æ(s
k
1 ; j

k)P (S;XjO) log �̂kl(jk)

=

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

X
jk2�k

P (sk1 = jk; xk1 = ljO) log �̂kl(jk)

Then optimize the inner expression for each k and l and appeal to Lemma to conclude
that for each k, l and jk 2 �k:

�̂kl(jk) =
P (sk1 = jk; xk1 = ljO)

P (xk1 = ljO)

D.2 Evaluation of Posterior Probabilities

The required posterior are evaluated exactly probabilities using a generalization of the
forward-backward algorithm [10]. The forward and backward probabilities needed
here are calculated within the metastate space. ie. the forward probabilities are de-
fined as as �S(t) = p(o1; : : : ;ot;St = S) and the backward probabilities as �S(t) =
p(ot+1; : : : ;oT jSt = S). The total likelihood is then given by eg. p(O) =

P
S2�meta

�S(T ).

Calculation of the posterior probabilities will require summations over sets of metastates
that share a common value for one of the component states. Notation “Sjsk = jk”
denotes the set fS 2 �metajsk = jkg.

1. Cross-Transition Matrices akl

The required posterior probability P (skt = jk; slt�1 = il; xkt = ljO), for k; l 2 f1; : : : ;Kg,
jk 2 �k and il 2 �l, is closely related to:

p(skt = jk; slt�1 = il; xkt = l;O)

=
X

Sjsk=jk

X
S0js0l=il

X
Xjxk=l

P (St = S;St�1 = S
0;Xt = X;O)

=
X

Sjsk=jk

X
S0js0l=il

X
Xjxk=l

�S0(t� 1)P (S;XjS0)p(otjS)�S(t)

=
X

Sjsk=jk

X
S0js0l=il

�S0(t� 1)p(otjS)�S(t)f
X
Xjxk=l

p(S;XjS0)g

=
X

Sjsk=jk

X
S0js0l=il

�S0(t� 1)p(otjS)�S(t)f
X
Xjxk=l

KY
v=1

 v(xv)avx
v

(sv js0
xv
)g

=
X

Sjsk=jk

X
S0js0l=il

�S0(t� 1)p(otjS) 
k(l)akl(jji)�S(t)

X
Xjxk=l

f
KY

v=1;v 6=k

 v(xv)avx
v

(svjs0
xv
)g

=  k(l)akl(jji)f
X

Sjsk=jk

2
4 X
S0js0l=il

�S0(t� 1) �P k(SjS0)

3
5 p(otjS)�S(t)g
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where

�P k(SjS0)
def
=

KY
v=1;v 6=k

P (sv jS0)

The required posterior is obtained by normalizing with p(O).

2. Transition Mixed-Memory Weights  

The posterior P (xkt = ljO) for  reestimation is closely related to:

p(xkt = l;O) =
X
jk2�k

X
il2�l

p(skt = jk; slt�1 = il; xkt = l;O)

where an expression for p(skt = jk; slt�1 = il; xkt = l;O) was given in the previous section.
The required posterior is obtained by normalizing with p(O).

3. Cross-Emission Output Distributions bkl

The required posterior probability P (ykt = l; slt = iljO) for all k; l and il 2 �l, is closely
related to:

p(ykt = l; slt = il;O)

=
X
Sjsl=il

X
S02�meta

X
Yjyk=l

p(St = S;Yt = Y;St�1 = S
0;O)

=
X
Sjsl=il

X
S02�meta

X
Yjyk=l

�S0(t� 1)P (SjS0)p(ot;YjS)�S(t)

=
X
Sjsl=il

X
S02�meta

�S0(t� 1)P (SjS0)�S(t)f
X
Yjyk=l

KY
v=1

�v(yv)bvy
v

(ovt js
yv )g

=
X
Sjsl=il

X
S02�meta

�S0(t� 1)P (SjS0)�S(t)�
k(l)bkl(okt jj)f

X
Yjyk=l

KY
v=1;v 6=k

�v(yv)bvy
v

(ovt js
yv)g

= �k(l)bkl(okt jj)f
X
Sjsl=il

" X
S02�meta

�S0(t� 1)P (SjS0)

#
�pk(otjS)�S(t)g

where

�pk(otjS) =
KY

v=1;v 6=k

p(ovt jS)

and obtain the required posterior probability by normalizing with p(O).

4. Observation mixed-memory weights �

The required posterior P (ykt = ljO) for � matrix reestimation is closely related to:

p(ykt = l;O) =
X
il2�l

p(slt = il; ykt = l;O)
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where an expression for p(slt = il; ykt = l;O) was given in the previous section, and then
obtain the required posterior by normalizing with p(O).

5. Initial State Distribution �

The required posterior P (sk1 = jk; xk1 = ljO) is closely related to:

p(sk1 = jk; xk1 = l;O) =
X

Sjsk=jk

X
Xjxk=l

p(S1 = S;X1 = X;O)

=
X

Sjsk=jk

X
Xjxk=l

�(S;X)p(o1jS)�S(1)

=
X

Sjsk=jk

��k(S) k(l)�kl(sk1)p(o1jS)�S(1)

where

��k(S)
def
=

Y
v=1;v 6=k

�v(sv)

The required posterior probability is obtained by normalizing with p(O).



E
Parameter Estimation For PT-FHMM

E.1 Deriving ML Parameter Estimates

ML estimation of MM-FHMM parameters � = (�1; : : : ; �K ; A1; : : : ; AK ; B1; : : : ; BK),
where �k denotes parameters of prior distribution P (jk), Ak denotes parameters of tran-
sition distribution P (jkjI) and Bk those of observation distribution p(okt jI), is achieved
using an EM algorithm [33]. Latent variables S = S1; : : : ;ST are introduced to specify a
metastate sequence of length T .

The notation for latent variables is as follows:

� skt : state occupied in stream k at time t;

� St = (s1t ; : : : ; s
K
t ) : metastate occupied at t;

� S = S1; : : : ;ST : a sequence of metastates;

� S = fSg : the set of possible metastate sequences.

The derivation which follows is for an PT-FHMM without tied parameters and assumes
that non-emitting exit states are not in use. Probabilities associated with the complete
data set are formed as:

p(O;S) = P (S1)p(OjS1)
TY
t=2

P (StjSt�1)p(OtjSt)

log p(O;S) =

KX
k=1

logP (sk1) +

KX
k=1

TX
t=1

log p(okt jSt) +
KX
k=1

TX
t=2

logP (skt jSt�1)

Denoting current and updated model parameters by � and �̂, the EM auxiliary function
is:
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Q(�; �̂) =
X
S2S

P (SjO) log p̂(O;S)

=
KX
k=1

X
jk2�k

P (sk1 = jkjO) log P̂ k(jk) +
TX
t=1

KX
k=1

X
J2�meta

P (St = J jO) log p̂(okt jJ)

+

TX
t=2

KX
k=1

X
jk2�k

X
I2�meta

P (st�1 = I; skt = jkjO) log P̂ k(jkjI)

Assuming each p(okt jJ) is modelled by a Gaussian distributionN (�kJ ;�
k
J), the parameters

maximizing the auxiliary function are derived using steps similar to Appendix D and so
the details are not repeated here. The resulting parameter updates are:

P̂ (jk) = P (sk1 = jkjO)

P̂ (jkjI) =

PT
t=2 P (s

k
t = jk;St�1 = I jO)PT

t=2 P (St�1 = I jO)

�̂kJ =

PT
t=1 P (St = J jO)oktPT
t=1 P (St = J jO)

�̂kJ =

PT
t=1 P (St = J jO)okt (o

k
t )
T � �̂kJ (�̂

k
J)
TPT

t=1 P (St = J jO)

The derivation and update equations are similar for the case when sets of distribution
equivalence classes have been defined, as is now shown. The parameters to be estimated
are (for 1 � k � K) the prior probabilities P (jk), the observation-related distributions
p(okt jC) for C 2 Cobs;k and transition-related distributions p(jkjC) for C 2 Ctrans;k. For
the case where each p(okt jJ) is modelled using a single, full covariance, multivariate
Gaussian N (�kJ ;�

k
J), the reestimation formulae are:

P̂ (jk) = P (sk1 = jkjO)

P̂ (jkjC) =

P
I2C

PT
t=2 �

k
t (j

k; I)P
I2C

PT
t=2 t(I)

�̂C =

P
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
tP

J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)

�̂C =

P
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)(o

k
t � �̂C)(o

k
t � �̂C)

TP
J2C

PT
t=1 t(J)

Generalization to training using multiple observation sequences is straightforward.

E.2 Evaluation of Posterior Probabilities

State posterior probabilities t(J)
def
= P (Skt = J jO) are calculated from standard forward

and backward probabilities calculated in the FHMM metastate space:
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P (St = J jO) =
�t(J)�t(J)

p(O)

Calculation of the transition-related posteriors �k(jk; I) def
= P (skt = jk;St�1 = I jO)

requires summations over sets of metastates that share a common value for one of the
component states. Notation “Sjsk = jk” denotes the set fS 2 �metajsk = jk; jk 2 �kg.
Then:

P (skt = jk;St�1 = I jO) =

P
Sjsk=jk P (St�1 = I;St = S;O)

p(O)

=

P
Sjsk=jk �t�1(I)P (SjI)p(OjS)�t(S)

p(O)



F
Changes To Equations for Non-Emitting States

The HTK toolkit [180] uses non-emitting model-initial and model-final states to allow
prior reestimation to be treated as a special case of the transition reestimation and so that
paths included in likelihood calculations pass through a small set of model final states.
Non-emitting states also simplify the extension from an isolated word to a continuous
word recognizer. For similar reasons, our implementations of the MM-FHMM and PT-
FHMM use non-emitting initial and final states within the set of states for each stream k
ie. if the standard model would have emitting states f1k; : : : ; Nkg for the stream k model,
then in our implementation it would have states f1k; : : : ; Nk + 2g where 1k is a stream
initial non-emitting state and Nk + 2 is a stream final non-emitting state. We then apply
a further constraint within the metastate space by allowing entry and exit states from
a stream k to occur only in combination with the entry and exit states from the other
K � 1 streams, ie. (11; : : : ; 1K) and (N1; : : : ; NK) are the only states introduced within
the metastate space. Initial metastate 1̂ = (11; : : : ; 1K) may only be occupied before
any observations have been emitted; final metastate N̂ = (N1; : : : ; NK) may only be
occupied after all observations have been emitted.

To incorporate this modified model topology, changes are necessary in the forward-
backward algorithm and in the transition-related reestimation equations.

F.1 Modified Forward and Backward Algorithms

Using �meta to denote the set of emitting states only, the forward probability �s(t) is
calculated as:

Forward Algorithm

Step 1: Initialization for each S 2 �meta

�1̂(1) = 1

�S(1) = P (Sj1̂)p(O1jS)

Step 2: for each S 2 �meta at t = 2; : : : ; T

�S(t) =

" X
S02�meta

�S0(t� 1)P (SjS0)

#
p(OtjS)

Step 3: Termination

p(Oj�) = �N̂ (T ) =
X

S2�meta

�S(T )P (N̂ jS)
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The backward probability �S(t) is calculated as:

Backward Algorithm

Step 1: Initialization for each S 2 �meta

�N̂ (T ) = 1

�S(T ) = P (N̂ jS)

Step 2: for each S at t = 2; : : : ; T

�S(t) =
X

S02�meta

P (S0jS)p(Ot+1jS
0)�S0(t+ 1)

Step 3: Termination

p(Oj�) = �1̂(1) =
X

S2�meta

P (Sj1̂)p(O1jS)�S(1)

F.2 Modified MM-FHMM Transition Reestimation Equa-
tions

âkl(jkjil) =

PT+1
t=2 P (s

k
t = jk; slt�1 = il; xkt = ljO)PT+1

t=2 P (s
l
t�1 = il; xkt = ljO)

 ̂k(l) =

PT+1
t=1 P (x

k
t = ljO)

T + 1

F.3 Modified PT-FHMM Transition Reestimation Equations

P̂ (jkjI) =

PT+1
t=2 P (s

k
t = jk;St�1 = I jO)PT+1

t=2 P (St�1 = I jO)



G
Efficient Calculations for PT-FHMM Partitioning

Procedure

The shortcuts used here are similar to those taken in standard decision tree state cluster-
ing schemes eg. [122, 123].

Assume the model to be tied is � and that posteriors P (St = J jO) have been calculated
based on � in the standard fashion. We write t(J) = p(St = J jO) and �kt (j

k; I) =
p(skt = jk;St�1 = I jO).

Several calculations that seemingly require the accumulation of likelihoods for each point
in the training set will be made more efficient via sufficient statistics, as shown below.
These statistics will be the state occupancies (J) =

P
t t(J) and the parameters of

�̂untied, ie. the set of parameters f�̂kJ ; �̂
k
J ; â

k(jkjI)g which result from performing an EM
M-Step update on �, without introducing tying, based on posteriors calculated using �.

The calculations can also be made more efficient through the use of sum occupancy statis-
tics. For clustering transition-related distributions useful sum-occupancy statistics are:

� �k(jk; I)
def
=
P
t �
k
t (j

k; I) = âk(jkjI)(I)

� �k(jk; Ctrans;k)
def
=
P
I2Ctrans;k

P
t P (s

k
t = jk;St = I jO) =

P
I2Ctrans;k �k(jk; I)

� (Ctrans;k)
def
=
P
I2Ctrans;k

P
t P (St = I jO) =

P
I2Ctrans;k (I)

and for clustering observation-related distributions:

� (Cobs;k)
def
=
P
I2Cobs;k

P
t P (St = I jO) =

P
I2Cobs;k (I)

G.1 Auxiliary Function Terms

The QBk and QAk auxiliary function terms appear expensive to evaluate since they in-
volve accumulating likelihoods across all data points in the training set; however, using
the sufficient statistics, they simplify to

QBk =
X

C2Cobs;k

(C)

�
�
Dk

2
log 2� �

1

2
log j�̂Ck j �

Dk

2

�

QAk =
X

C2Ctrans;k

X
jk2�k

�k(jk; C) log âk(jkjC)
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G.2 Distance Calculations in Repartitioning

The observation-related distance calculations can be expressed without recourse to the
individual training set points. Because, using the sufficient statistics we have:

�
PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
t = (J)�̂kJ ;

�
PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
t (o

k
t )
T = (J)(�̂kJ (�̂

k
J)
T + �̂kJ )

and using the standard identity xTAx = tr(AxxT ) (for vector x and matrix A of appro-
priate dimensions), this leads to:

TX
t=1

t(J) log p(o
k
t j�C ;�C) = �

(J)Dk log 2�

2
�
(J) log j�C j

2

�
1

2
trf��1C ([

TX
t=1

t(J)o
k
t (o

k
t )
T ]� 2(J)�̂kJ�

k
C + �kC(�

k
C)
T )g

The transition-related distance calculations may also be simplified:

X
jk2�k

TX
t=2

�t(j
k; I) log P̂ (jkjCtrans;k1 ) =

X
jk2�k

�(jk; I) log P̂ (jkjCtrans;k1 )

G.3 Centroid Reestimation

All centroid reestimation can be implemented without recourse to the training set through
the sufficient statistics (bracketed by [:]) and through sum occupancies:

�̂kCobs
k

=

P
J2Cobs

k
[
PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
t ]P

J2Cobs
k

PT
t=1 t(J)

=

P
J2Cobs

k
[
PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
t ]

(Cobsk )

�̂kCobs
k

=

P
J2Cobs

k

PT
t=1 t(J)(o

k
t � �̂k

Cobs
k

)(okt � �̂k
Cobs
k

)TP
J2Cobs

k

PT
t=1 t(J)

=

P
J2Cobs

k
[
PT
t=1 t(J)o

k
t (o

k
t )
T ]

(Cobsk )
� �̂kCobs

k

(�̂kCobs
k

)T

p(jkjCtransk ) =

P
I2Ctrans

k

PT
t=2 �

k
t (j

k; I)P
I2Ctrans

k

PT
t=2 t(I)

=

P
I2Ctrans

k
�k(jk; I)

(Ctransk )



H
Proof: Suboptimality of Chain Viterbi Algorithm

The following model demonstrates that Chain Viterbi decoding, initialized for each stream
k with the Viterbi path for stream k decoded in isolation, is not guaranteed to converge
to the Viterbi meta-state sequence.

The model has two observation streams, each comprising 1-dimensional observations. It
has two state chains, both with 3 states, indexed by 21; 31; 41 for chain 1 and 22; 32; 42

for chain 2 where 41 and 42 are non-emitting exit states as discussed in Appendix F. The
priors are �11(21) = 1:0, �12(21) = 1:0, �21(22) = 1:0 and �22(22) = 1:0; all other states
have prior probability zero. The transition matrices are

� a11 = [ 0.4 0.6 0.0; 0.6 0.39 0.01; 0.0 0.0 0.0 ];

� a12 = [ 0.9 0.1 0.0; 0.1 0.89 0.01; 0.0 0.0 0.0 ];

� a21 = [ 0.8 0.2 0.0; 0.2 0.79 0.01; 0.0 0.0 0.0 ];

� a22 = [ 0.49 0.51 0.0; 0.49 0.50 0.01; 0.0 0.0 0.0].

All observation distributions have mean � = 1 and variance � = 100. The mixed memory
weights are �=[ 0.5 0.5; 0.5 0.5] and  =[ 0.01 0.99; 0.99 0.01].
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I
Mean-Field Variational Learning Algorithm

I.1 Mean-Field Variational Lower Bound

Under the mean-field approximation, the lower bound can be written:

LQ(	; �) =

KX
k=1

X
j2�k

QSk1 (j) ln �kk(j) +

TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

QY kt (l) ln�k(l)

+

TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

X
i2�l

QY kt (l)QSlt (i) ln bkl(okt ji)

+

TX
t=2

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

X
j2�k

QSkt (j)QSkt�1(i) ln a
kk(jji)

+

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

QSkT (i) ln akk(Nkji)

�
TX
t=1

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

QSkt (i) lnQSkt (i)�
TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

QY kt (l) lnQY kt (l)

I.2 Step 1: Minimizing KL Divergence

I.2.1 Exact Posterior Distribution

The exact posterior distribution over hidden variables for the MM-FHMM can be written
in the form:

p(S;YjO; �) =
exp(H(S;Y;O))

Z
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where Z = p(O) is a normalization constant and

H(S;Y;O) = ln p(S;Y;O)

=

KX
k=1

X
j2�k

Æ(sk1 ; j) ln�
kk(j) +

TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

Æ(ykt ; l) ln�
k(l)

+
TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

X
i2�l

Æ(ykt ; l)Æ(s
l
t; i) ln b

kl(okt ji)

+

TX
t=2

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

X
j2�k

Æ(skt ; j)Æ(s
k
t�1; i) ln a

kk(jji)

+

KX
k=1

X
i2�k

Æ(skT ; i) lna
kk(Nkji)

I.2.2 Variational Approximation

The variational approximation can be written in the form:

Q(S;Yj	) =
expHQ(S;Yj	)

ZQ

where

ZQ =

TY
t=1

KY
k=1

(
X
i2�k

exp	Skti )(

KX
l=1

exp	Y ktl )

is a normalization constant and

HQ =

TX
t=1

KX
k=1

X
j2�k

Æ(skt ; j)	
Sk
tj +

TX
t=1

KX
k=1

KX
l=1

Æ(ykt ; l)	
Y k
tl

I.2.3 KL Divergence

The KL divergence can now be written as:

KL[Q(S;Yj	)jjp(S;YjO; �)] = EQHQ(S;Y)� lnZQ � EQH + lnZ

This expression can be minimized wrt 	 using basic gradient descent; the next section
provides derivatives which are useful for finding the gradient of the KL Divergence in
Subsection I.2.5.

I.2.4 Useful Derivatives

The following derivatives will be useful in finding the gradient of the KL Divergence:

@QSkt (j)

@	S
�k

�t�j

=
@
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I.2.5 Derivatives of KL Divergence

The derivatives of expressions comprising the KL Divergence are:
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I.3 Step 2: Maximization Step

Using a derivation similar to that in Appendix C, the maximizing � is:
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J
Directed Acyclic Graphical Models (Bayesian

Networks)

This section reviews background necessary for interpreting the graphical representation
of models used in this dissertation and does so without proof. More rigorous introduc-
tions to the theory and practice of graphical models are found in [75, 94, 174].

A Directed Acyclic Graphical Model (DAGM) or Bayesian Network (BN) is a graphical state-
ment of conditional independence relations amongst a set of random variables X =
fX1; : : : ; XNg. It comprises structure and implementation. The structure is a directed,
acyclic graph G = (V;E). There is a one-to-one mapping between nodes in V and the
set X ; E denotes the set of directed edges in G. The structure of a particular graph G
implies a set of conditional independence relationships or Markov properties amongst the
variables in X . These Markov properties can be read directly from G, using the property
of d-separation. Two sets of variables A and B are d-separated by a set of variables S if
and only if all paths that connect any node in A to any node in B have the following
property: there is a node v in the path satisfying

� v 2 S and the arrows along the path do not converge at v;

� v =2 S, any descendant of v is not in S and the arrows along the path converge at v.

The d-separation of A and B by S implies that the variables in A are conditionally inde-
pendent of the variables in B given the variables in S. The resulting set of conditional
independence statements are often referred to as the global Markov properties1. Equiva-
lently, the same set of conditional independence properties can be read from G in terms
of the local Markov properties: each variable in G is conditionally independent of its
non-descendants given its parents.

A particular graph G is compatible with a set of probability models, each obeying the cor-
responding local or global Markov properties. Thus any probability model p(X1; : : : ; XN )
compatible with G may be factored as follows. Letting pa(Xi) denote the set of parents2

of node Xi, then

p(X1; : : : ; XN) =
NY
n=1

p(Xnjpa(Xn))

The implementation of a DAGM G is determined by the forms assumed for the conditional
probability distributions p(Xnjpa(Xn)).

A Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is a directed graphical model of a temporal pro-
cess, where the set of random variables to be modelled is X = fXk

t j1 � k � K; 1 �

1A more precise presentation would first define the global Markov properties and then show these are
equivalent to those implied by d-separation.

2When an edge is directed from a node i to a node j, then node i is said to be a parent of node j.
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t � Tg. As before, conditional independence relationships can be read directly from
the graphical representation and the joint distribution for these variables is given byQT
t=1

QK
k=1 p(X

k
t jpa(X

k
t )). All DBNs discussed in this dissertation satisfy the first order

Markov property ie. the parents of a variable in timeslice t occur in timeslice t or t � 1.
Therefore, the corresponding graph can be completely specified by the nodes at t = 1,
t = 2, and the links between them: the network structure for each t > 2 is formed by
replicating the edges between the set of variables at t = 1, t = 2 between the new set of
variables at t� 1, t.

For speech modelling, some variables in the set X are observed and some are hidden.
Nodes corresponding to observed variables are shaded.



K
Switchboard Transcription Project Phone Set

The phone set used by the Switchboard Transcription Project is reproduced below. The
information was released with the transcriptions (http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/real/stp).
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Vowels (17)
iy ’beat’
ih ’bit’
ey ’bait’
eh ’bet’
ae ’bat’
ux high, front, rounded allophone of /uw/ as in ’suit’
ix high, central vowel (unstressed), as in ’roses’
ax mid, central vowel (unstressed), as in ’the’
ah mid, central vowel (stressed), as in ’butt’
uw ’boot’
uh ’book’
ao ’bought’
aa ’cot’
ay ’bite’
oy ’boy’
aw ’bough’
ow ’boat’

Liquids (4)
l ’led’
dl velarized l e.g., ’all’ ao l dl
r ’red’

Glides (2)
y ’yet’
w ’wet’

hh w ’what’ - not a separate symbol but a
concatenation of two separate transcription symbols
to distinquish from the ”plain vanilla” [w]

Syllabic resonants (6)
er ’bird’
axr unstressed allophone of /er/, as in ’diner’
el syllabic allophone of /l/, as in ’bottle’

em syllabic allophone of /m/, as in ’yes ’em’ (’yes ma’am’)
en syllabic allophone of /n/, as in ’button’
eng syllabic allophone of /ng/, as in ’Washington’ (uncommon)

Nasals (3)
m ’mom’ (nasal stop)
n ’non’ (nasal stop)
ng ’sing’ (nasal stop - only occurs in

syllable-final position in English)
Affricates (2)

ch ’church’
jh ’judge’
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Stops (13)
p ’pop’
b ’bob’
t ’tot’
d ’dad’
k ’kick’
g ’gag’

pcl closure associated with stop
bcl ”
tcl ”
dcl ”
kcl ”
gcl ”
q glottal stop - allophone of /t/, as in

’Atlanta’ where the first /t/ can be realized as [q].
Also may occur between words in continuous speech,
especially at vowel-vowel boundaries, and at the
beginning of vowel-initial utterances.

* vd voicing, either partial or complete, of a
normally voiceless segment

Fricatives (9)
f ’fief’
v ’verv’
th ’thief’
dh ’they’
s ’sis’
z ’zoo’
sh ’shoe’
zh ’measure’
hh ’hay’
vd voicing, either partial or complete, of a

normally voiceless segment
Flaps and trills (3)

* dx d alveolar flap (allophone of [d])
* dx t alveolar flap (allophone of [t])

nx nasal flap (allophone of [n])
Non-speech (2)

pau silence within an utterance that does not
correspond to the closure for a stop or affricate;
usually audible at sentence level

h# non-speech event(s)
Other Diacritics (3)

cl assigned to the glottal stop (q) when a full closure
cr creaky voice

* epi closure resulting from coarticulation
of fricative and nasal or lateral.
eg. t epi, p epi. Distinguished from the Arpabet symbolization by
attachment to a specific phone segment

* ? unknown speech sound
* ! unusual speech pattern - deviates significantly

from normal e.g., weird stress, pronunciation, etc.
* # truncated segment (as when it has been

prematurely cut by the the computer segmenter)
Feature diacritics (8)

fr fricated of a usually non-fricated segment
h aspirated of a usually non-aspirated segment
n nasalized of a usually non-nasalized segment
vd voicing, either partial or complete, of a

normally voiceless segment
vl devoicing, either partial or complete, of a

normally voiced segment
gl glide portion of a dipthong (used when

adjacent vowel nucleus)
tr vowel transition between preceeding and following vowel
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